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Ed Says ...
Shortly before we went to press we sadly learned that Liz 
O’Connor-Thomas had passed away following her brave 
battle against illness. I am grateful to have received a number 
of tributes at such very short notice and I hope you will agree 
they form a fitting memorial to Liz’s many years of hard work 
for the Club and the breed.
It is some time since I produced an issue at Christmas and it 
does not get any easier persuading people to advertise. I am 
very grateful for those adverts I received, but don’t forget it is 
the adverts that support the cost of the magazine. I hope  next 
time we will be better supported
This issue includes a selection of in-depth, informative articles 
that should stimulate debate and help aspiring judges. Thank 
you to the authors for permission to reprint the articles, also 
to June Chilton, Ian & Anne Ager and Pete Barnett who 
supplied source material.

Have You Noticed
Breed Seminar - Sunday 12 February 2006
With Susan Rhodes + Hands-on Assessments
Risley Village Memorial Hall. Sandiacre, Derbyshire.
Open Show & AGM - Sunday March 19th 2006 
Including KC Hands-on Assessments - Christina Chapman
Sandiacre Friesland Sports Centre, Nursery Avenue, Sandiacre, 
Derbyshire.
Dogs:  Gerry Darnley (Ghinja)  Bitches:  Jo Smith  (Zhaqqari)
Championship Show - Sunday 28th May 2006
The Lady Eastwood Pavilion, Newark Showground, Newark. Notts.
Dogs:  Ann Allan (Kabella)  Bitches:  Diana Greenfield (Phelezzi)
Open Show - Sunday 17th September 2006
Tomlinson’s Boarding Kennels, Markfield. Leicestershire.
Dogs & Bitches:  Eiry Jones (Gintonic)
Exam - Sunday 15th October 2006
Risley Village Memorial Hall - if numbers sufficient.

Editorial and Advertising
John Bloor
Bay Tree Cottage
�6 Beauvale
Newthorpe
Nottingham
NG16 �EY
Tel: 01773 715054  Email: john@pashtari.co.uk

Membership Fees
Single £6.00
Joint £7.00
Overseas £10.00

Advertising Rates
Members
£�0.00 Full page black & white advert
Non-members
£�3.00 Full page black & white advert
Directory Entries 
£3.00

Copyright Reserved
The views expressed in ‘The Afghan Ticket’ are not 
necessarily those of the Midland Afghan Hound Club.

Sec Says...
The year started off on a cheerful 
note with Lynda Race our President, 
judging dogs at Crufts, this most 
prestigious of shows. A great 
atmosphere prevailed and the Club 
Table was at the ringside to fly the 
MAHC flag.
The March Open Show saw us 
use a new venue in Long Eaton, 
Derbyshire and West Park Leisure 
Centre proved very popular. Lots 
of atmosphere inside the hall and 

the show had a good entry for our two judges. Details of our 
shows will appear elsewhere in the magazine.
Our AGM followed and we saw several changes to the 
Committee, one in particular being a change of Secretary. 
After many years of dedicated service to the Club in this 
position, Liz decided to retire. I am delighted to have taken 
over from her and thank everyone for the support shown to 
me in my first year. John has been associated with the Club for 
nearly 14 years and I have been Trophy Steward in the past.
We were sorry to lose the services of Paul Wood who decided 
to retire after many years and we thanked him for all his 
support and generosity. In his place we saw the welcome 
return of Pete Barnett, who has since kindly agreed to take 
over as Show Secretary, not a job he is unfamiliar with and one 
I am sure he will enjoy.
The AGM went smoothly with a good number of members 
staying for the proceedings. There were no proposed changes 
for the Club and it ended on a happy note with presentations 
and thanks for services rendered.
The Championship Show received a good entry and it was an 
enjoyable day with lots of people bringing gazebos’ and tents, 
creating a relaxed atmosphere around the ringside. The only 
problem encountered was with exhibitors removing chairs 
from the ringside meaning the rings were not as defined as 
they should have been. This created a 

Midland Afghan Hound Club   

(continued on page 4)

I was excited when I read in my local newspaper about a new 
service offering cancer screening for dogs, with the potential 
to screen for other illnesses in the future. How useful this 
could be for those people who discover only too late that their 
‘lines’ carry an increased risk of such disease. Please keep this 
article safe and copy it to your vet if you need it.
We also have the usual news and show results, along with a 
number of fun items that I hope you will enjoy. Many thanks 
to Lynne Newton and Cathy Harding. The excellent cover 
sketch is by Martine Falke (Soukistan Afghans, France).
I do hope you will enjoy this edition of ‘The Afghan Ticket’. 
I would like to wish everyone a prosperous and successful  
�006.
John Bloor
P.S. Don’t forget that subscriptions are due on 1st January.
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Club News

Chairman’s Report
�005 Started for us with a good 
entry at our March Open Show 
with our new venue at Long Eaton 
proving very popular. Our AGM 
afterwards was well supported and 
saw a few changes  on committee. 
Liz O’Connor-Thomas retired as 
Secretary after many years service 
and handed over the reins to Michelle 
Bloor, although she continued in 
her role as Vice President. We also 

welcomed back Pete Barnett and made Ann and Ian Ager 
official after they were earlier co-opted on. 
Our Championship Show and September Open Show were 
very well attended and a good atmosphere prevailed at both.
We are planning to hold a Breed Seminar  in February and 
the Kennel Club Hands on Assessment at our March �006 
Open Show. Interest seems to be high (so book your place 
with Michelle), which all helps to boost our lists for Junior 
Judges.
I am sure this issue of the Magazine will be as wonderful as the 
last.  John is to be congratulated and deserves all our thanks 
for the hard work he puts in to produce it.
Don’t forget to visit our Club Table - Tina is always pleased 
to see you and relieve you of your hard earned cash. She is 
introducing new lines all the time.
Again I would like to thank your hardworking committee for 
all the long hours and dedication they put into the running 
of the Club and it’s Shows. Hopefully this boosts our bank 
balance and puts a smile on exhibitors’ faces as they go home, 
win or lose, which means the Midland can give you more.
May I wish you all a successful and healthy �006.

Lynne Newton

few anxious moments as we received a Field Officer visit. His 
understood the problem for us and was very supportive, but 
the Committee have since decided to invest in stakes and rope 
to prevent the problem re-occurring.
Our September Open Show saw us in Leicestershire in a 
scenic rural setting but again in a good central location, near 
the Motorway. Not as big an entry as that in March, but still 
well supported. Again we received a Field Officer visit and 
this time, following a very meticulous inspection, we received 
an ‘excellent’ rating. A worthy tribute to the efficient and 
conscientious Officers and Committee.
For �006, Christina Chapman will join us at the March Open 
Show. Details are provided on our Website www.mahc.co.uk 
and in the magazine. These assessments only take around 10 
minutes to complete and it is now a Kennel Club requirement 
for those wishing to advance their judging career.
We have arranged a Breed  Seminar for 1� February �006, 
conducted by Susan Rhodes (Shadowfax). Lunch will be 
included in the price and everyone is very welcome to come 
along. Susan has a wealth of knowledge and experience in the 
breed, which she can share and this will be a very informative 
event and one not to be missed. In the afternoon people will 
be able to go over dogs and ask questions. 
One matter we have given very careful consideration to this 
year has been increasing our entry and membership fees. 
This decision was not taken lightly and we had to consider 
the increasing cost of venues and that membership fees had 
not risen for 10 years. We want our members to enjoy shows 
in good venues and receive value for money, but realistically, 
we must meet additional costs and try to break even on our 
shows.
Members will remember that we held a ballot for overseas 
Judges for our Millennium Championship Show to make it 
a special occasion in �000 and this was again introduced  for 
�004 at the May Show, as CCs were lost under rotation. As 
these events proved popular and were well supported, we felt 
it would be a good opportunity to introduce this again for 
�008.
You will see from details already provided in the magazine that 
we intend to hold a members ballot from a range of overseas 
Judges who are widely respected and have years of experience 
in their own country. Ballot papers will be sent out in April 
�006, so do please use your vote and enjoy reading about their 
experience in the following pages.
Finally, I would like to mention that this year has seen lots 
of changes for the Club but with increased memberships, 
excellent venues for our shows, sponsorship, a healthy bank 
balance and the continued support and commitment of the 
Officers and Committee, our continued aim is that the
‘MIDLAND GIVES YOU MORE’!
We look forward to seeing you at our events in �006!!

Michelle Bloor 

Sec Says... (cont.)
Liz O’Connor-Thomas
Regrettably, we ended the year on a very sad note when we 
heard the news that Liz had passed away on 1� December 05, 
after coping with illness for some time.
Our memories of Liz will always remain. She loved the breed 
and was greatly respected for the significant contribution she 
made, both to the Club and the Breed Council and to the 
future of Afghan Hounds in this country.
Her organisational skills were second to none and with her 
clarity for decision making and leaving nothing to chance, 
her presence and involvement with the Club will be greatly 
missed.
She gave unfailing support to the MAHC over the years and 
she was to have been our Referee for the �006 Championship 
Show. I know she was really looking forward to the prospect, 
at one of her favourite shows.
I am sure everyone will join me in sending sincere condolences 
to Terry and members of the family.

Michelle Bloor 
Secretary
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Club News

Liz O’Connor-Thomas
It was with very great sadness I heard the news that Liz had 
passed away on 1�th December after battling illness with such 
positiveness. Having known her for many years first in friendly 
rivalry in the ring through the eighties with our respective red 
bitches, we became friends with our mutual admiration for 
this particular kennel type. Then later I saw another side to 
Liz, her wealth of knowledge of all things administrative as I 
worked with her on committee and attending Breed Council 
together. To any queries she always had the answer, didn’t suffer 
fools gladly, but was always willing to help and advise anyone. 
Indeed she was my mentor when I took over as Chair guiding 
me through what seemed like a mountain of rules regulations 
and proceedure. She also enjoyed judging and I know was 
looking forward to being referee at Midland �006 and judging 
the Western in �008. I was very proud and priviliged when she 
decided to have a bitch from my lines and was delighted a few 
years later to return the compliment in which her legacy lives 
on. She worked tirelessly for our club and the breed that she 
loved which is all the poorer for her passing. Personally  I have 
lost a very dear friend who I will miss greatly, but who I am 
sure is once again with her beloved Layla.
To Terry and family sincere condolences, you are all in our 
thoughts at this sad time.
Lynne Newton
Chairman

Our Christmas magazine is tinged with sadness as many of 
our readers will be shocked and saddened to learn of Liz’s 
untimely death.  Her illness was diagnosed just a year ago, 
and throughout her treatment she remained so positive and 
focused, that those who knew of her plight were in absolute 
awe of her bravery.
I know I speak for her many friends at home and abroad who 
will miss her dearly.  As will her beloved dogs, of whom she 
was thinking about until the end.  Our deepest condolences go 
to Terry and her family at this sad time.
Lynda Race
President

A tribute to Liz appears on page 36.

Midland Ballot
In December �004, we asked members if they were satisfied 
with the current arrangements for balloting Judges and any 
alternative suggestions were welcomed. 180 members were 
invited to respond and 70 responses were received.
56 responded in favour of keeping the present two-tier 
system.
Additionally, 14 members gave alternative suggestions: -
 2 suggested a one-tier system.
 1 suggested numbering ballot papers to avoid duplication
 2 were concerned over the cost of postage for sending 
 papers out twice
 1 suggested names from a hat
 2 suggested a separate ballot for each year
 5 suggested allowing the Committee to decide
 2 suggested intermittently inviting overseas Judges 
As a result of this, the Committee agreed that the present 
two-tier system should continue, as it proved popular with 
members, especially as a third of the membership had voted 
for it to remain in place and the remainder had not voiced 
objections.
We have taken members views on board and it is our intention 
to carry out a ballot on an annual basis and consideration will 
be given to ways of saving postage and numbering ballot 
papers to avoid any irregularity.
Inviting overseas judges now and again, does prove very popular 
and we would like members to have the unique opportunity of 
being able to decide on who they would like to judge from a 
selection of worldwide Judges.
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Ballot results for 2006 and 2007

Championship Shows
Joint 1st - Tony Cleak  (Dogs – 2007)
Joint 1st - Diana Greenfield  (Bitches 2006)
3rd - Lynne Newton  (Declined – prior appointment)
4th - Mick Griffin  (Bitches – 2007)
5th - Ann Allan  (Dogs – 2006)

Open Shows 2006 and 2007
1st - Jo Smith  (Bitches – March 06)
�nd - Nicola Mulvale  (Both – September 07)
3rd - Gerry Darnley  (Dogs – March 06)
4th - Lindsay Collingwood  (Dogs – March 07)
5th - Jan Fielder  (Dogs 3/05 - declined)
Joint 6th - Eiry Jones  (Both – September 06)
Joint 6th - Dee Milligan-Bott  (Bitches – March 07)

Did you know?
The  MAHC Judges Criteria and application form 

are available on our website
www.mahc.co.uk
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PASHTARI

‘Paris’ is proudly owned by John, Michelle & Amelia Bloor
and Diana & Alex Greenfield

Neliapilan Phelezzi Poppamies at Pashtari (Imp)
JW  2 RCCs
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Committee Profile

Cup Secretary and General Dogsbody
Our involvement with the breed started back in 1970 when 
we were asked would you like a dog. We had no idea how this  
decision would change our lives in an instant, to obtain a new 
hobby and a circle of friends.
Our hobbies to that date had been racing motorcycles and 
restoring a 1934 four seater Austin Seven convertible tourer, 
apart from both working and looking after house and home. 
How that was to change to bathing dogs, walking them and 
traveling to shows etc.
Our first Afghan was a rescue at fourteen months old, Bamertag 
Zoar out of Ch Bamertag Zhivago/Bamertag Zafron, bred by 
Helen and Wahneta Hood from Essex. It was suggested that 
we showed him, so it was off to various training clubs to learn 
what and how to do it in the ring.
From Ivy Atkins came our second addition, Kohinoor KeKe, 
a little brindle bitch (Boots), who was a dream to show. She 
did us so proud, many many times standing behind Amudarya 
Shalar in the line up at open shows before he became a 
Champion. At Crufts under Peggy Riley, who we had been 
told hated brindles, she won her class, walked out of the ring 
and said she was going to retire and was not going to run 
round a ring for anyone!!!!.
KeKe was later mated to Champion Masquerade of Moonswift, 
who we only saw once in the ring as he was retired after going 
B.O.B. at Crufts in 1974. Such an impressive dog, the type 
sadly now missing in the ring. We will never forget the day we 
went for the mating. His owner Carol Winstone, who lived in 
the New Forrest, said “Oh, he has taken himself off for a walk, 
but would be back in an hour”. True to her word, in he walked, 
a deep red impressive looking dog.
From the litter of seven puppies, which was to be our first and 
last litter, we kept a dog Tarxien Conquestador, very much 
like his dad a black mask deep red, and had a head to die for. 

Unfortunately we lost him with Leukemia at the age of five, 
just after winning his class at Crufts under Allan Brooks.
One Thursday evening we went to the late Maureen Squires’ 
dog training club just for a coffee and a chat and there was a 
little red bitch ten months old that was for sale. Ian walked 

up and the bitch jumped up to make a fuss. Before I knew 
she was sitting on our back seat going home. She was Miss 
Golden Ginger Nut, sired by Champion Zendushkas Pekoe 
and bred by Pam Kingsnorth, who was a kennel maid at Peggy 
Riley’s Bletchingley kennels. She did well in the show ring 

until she dropped her coat. These were the days that all dogs 
had to be dripping in coat to even get a look in. Thankfully 
that fad has now passed and a dog with a natural coat pattern 
can still make it to the top. After showing, her main aim in life 
was to be cuddled and to take herself off for a walk in 35 acres 
of woodland at the bottom of the garden.
Tejas Molina (Chelsea) was our last bitch, Chelsea was six 
when she came to live with us and was 13¾  when she died. 
She was shown a few times, but hated every minute, but what 
a character to live with. If late for bed she would huff and puff 
at the door and we would say we are not going yet, you can go 
to bed. Off she would go to the bedroom, drag out her folded 
duvet, straighten it out on the floor and go to sleep, but would 
be up every ten minutes to check us out.
We both served on the Woolwhich and Bexley Canine Society 
for 15 years, myself as the Secretary for five years and Ian as 
the Chief Steward, whilst living in Kent. Since our move to 
the East Midlands in 1999 we have met some lovely people, 
who have put themselves out to involve the pair of us in the 
Afghan dog scene, which is appreciated especially when you 
are new to the area
So here we are to date, asked to serve on the Midland Afghan 
Hound Club committee to which we agreed. I am at the 
moment the Cup Secretary. Whilst on the subject I do seem 
to be missing a number of cups. Can you please check, I know 
it is easy to overlook the returning of trophies, but it is such 
a disappointment when you win an award to find it’s gone 
missing.
Anne and Ian Ager
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To return those long lost cups and trophies
Phone/fax  01509 �17071

or email anne.c.ager@btinternet.com
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MAHC Open Show

WEST PARK LEISURE CENTRE, LONG EATON, DERBYSHIRE.
SUNDAY 20 MARCH 2005
JUDGES: DOGS - JAN FIELDER (GARAMOND): : BITCHES - CAROL HUMPHRIES (KNOSSOS)

VD Milligan-Bott & Bott’s Kaskarak Hot Shot at Thendara
MPD Sawyer’s Mashaalah Dhoud
PD Dodd’s Birkhall Kyle
JD Astle’s Firos Tandhu at Zareesh
SYD Morris & Meakes’ Firos Cardhu of Cadmore
MD Astle’s Firos Tandhu at Zareesh
ND Astle’s Firos Tandhu at Zareesh
UGD Astle’s Firos Tandhu at Zareesh
GD Morris & Meakes’ Firos Cardhu of Cadmore
PGD O’Connor-Thomas & Thomas’ Renza Just Call Me Red
LD Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive
OD Lancashire’s Drishaun D’Lucien

VB Keates’ Izmar Sokitoem at Hadassah
MPB Sawyer’s Mashaalah Anoosheh
PB Meakes & Morris’ Zealah Catch A Falling Star at Cadmore 
JB Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar
SYB Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar
MB Meakes & Morris’ Zealah Catch A Falling Star at Cadmore
NB Meakes & Morris’ Zealah Catch A Falling Star at Cadmore
UGB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset
GB Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar
PGB Lancashire’s Renza Blonde In Red Silk by Drishaun
LB Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan Shes No Angel at Cadmore JW
OB Winters’ Harlextan The Diva

Best in Show - Aspinall’s Tulak The Fugitive
Reserve Best in Show - Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan She’s No Angel at Cadmore

Best Opposite Sex in Show - Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan She’s No Angel at Cadmore
Reserve Best Dog - O’Connor-Thomas & Thomas’ Renza Just Call Me Red

Reserve Best Bitch - Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar
Best Puppy in Show - Sawyer’s Mashaalah Anoosheh

Best Opposite Sex Puppy- Sawyer’s Mashaalah Dhoud
Best Veteran in Show - Milligan-Bott & Bott’s Kaskarak Hot Shot at Thendara

Best In Show: Tulak The Fugitive             Reserve Best In Show: Arushkhan She’s No Angel at Cadmore
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MAHC Open Show

Best Puppy In Show: Mashaalah Anoosheh

Reserve Best Dog:  Renza Just Call Me Red Reserve Best Bitch: Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar

Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Mashaalah Dhoud

Reserve Best Veteran In Show:
Izmar Sokitoem at Hadassah

Best Veteran In Show: Kaskarak Hot Shot at Thendara

L-R: Best Junior Handler- Rebecca Meakes,
Judge - Richard Kirkham, Reserve Best Junior Handler - Ella Hamilton
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An interview with Charles & Muriel Harrisson

Lynda Race met up with Charles and Muriel earlier this year.  
They were both enjoying good health and were in excellent spirits.  
Charles will be celebrating his 92nd birthday in January.   
Charles and Muriel bred and exhibited Afghan Hounds 
under their Vishnu Affix, from 1947 until the mid ‘70’s and 
enjoyed great success in the days when many would argue 
that Afghans were at their best.  They made up their first 
champion, Khanabad Azravi of Vishnu in 1959.  Charles’ 
book ‘The Afghan Hound’ was published in 1971, at the time 
when Afghans were becoming extremely popular.  It became 
essential reading for everyone interested in the breed.  He 
is currently a vice-president of the SAC, having been a past 
chairman of the AHA and the SAC.   

LR  When did you first become interested in Afghan Hounds?  
What attracted you to them?  Have you had involvement with 
any other breeds?
CH/MH  We saw our very first Afghan Hound being 
exercised on Hampstead Heath in 1945 and were so intrigued 
that we rushed home to find out what breed it was.  Then 
when Charles got out of the army in 1946, we bought a bitch 
called Hookstone Doshi, just as a pet.  We also owned poodles 
(as pets) along with the Afghans and also a bull terrier, which 
was occasionally shown.     
LR  When and from whom did you acquire your first show 
Afghan?
CH/MH  We bought Bletchingley Petula of Bleanhurst from 
Peggy Riley after she had won the puppy class at Crufts in 
1951.    
LR  In total, how many Afghans have you owned?  Did you 
mix dogs and bitches?  How did they get along together?
CH/MH Over the years we owned 16 – 17 Afghans.  We 
were literally ‘hounded out’ of our first home due to the dogs 
howling, so we moved to our present house in 195� which 
was much more suitable.  We built separate accommodation 
and runs for them.  Their paddock is still there.  Our dogs and 
bitches all mixed together and the bitches came down to the 
house when in season.  If there was ever any trouble it was 
usually the bitches that started it – some were quite tetchy 
and could be lethal!  Whether dogs or bitches, if two of them 
took a dislike to each other they would never forget and could 
never mix.   
LR  Was it easy for a new exhibitor to be accepted at that 

time?
CH/MH  No!  These were very much the days of the big 
breeders and it was unheard of for novices to win.  New 
exhibitors had to fight to win.  Additionally, the big breeders 
were quite clever handlers and good at disguising faults.  Let’s 
just say they got away with a lot more than a novice could.
LR  Who do you remember as the biggest ‘characters’ of the 
40’s, 50’s and 60’s and do you have any favourite reminiscences 
about them?
CH/MH  The biggest breeders of the day were Peggy Riley, 
Sheila Devitt and Eilleen Snelling.  Sheila and Eilleen were 
great characters and terrific rivals.  Neither would ever dare risk 
showing under the other.  A chap named Mr Southgate was 
THE handler of the day and his presentation of Reg Floyd’s 
Ch Ravelly Patrols Ali Bey was exemplory.  A particularly 
funny occasion that we remember was when Dr Betsy Porter’s 
dog, which was on its bench, flew at Peggy Riley as she was 
walking past.  Peggy duly bashed it with her handbag and 
Betsy, upon seeing this, bashed Peggy with her own handbag.  
Peggy’s husband came around the corner, saw what was 
happening and promptly did an about turn!  There are many 
other funny stories but most of them cannot be printed.  
LR  Who was your biggest influence in the breed?
CH/MH  Probably it was Peggy Riley – although everyone in 
those days thought that they knew it all!  Sheila was the most 
attractive and really stood out.  We always enjoyed speaking to 
her and Muriel and Sheila were contemporaries, often being 
mistaken for each other.     
LR  What was the best piece of advice you ever received about 
Afghan Hounds?  
CH/MH  There was never any single piece of advice, although 
‘never use a comb, always use a brush’ comes to mind.  This 
was at the time when exhibitors were becoming very coat 
conscious.  We spoke to everybody and picked up everything 
we could as we went along.  
LR  Which dog was your biggest influence in the Breed?
CH/MH  Our perfect Afghan Hound was Ch Westmill 
Tamasar, a dark blue brindle male born in 193�.  Although 
before our time, he was a mixture of Bell Murray and Ghazni 
strains and a lovely example of the breed.  His balance, coat 
and conformation was our ideal.  Muriel later judged El 
Khyrias Hazztaffer and found him to be one of the loveliest 
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dogs she had ever seen.  
LR  How many litters did you breed and what success did 
they have?  
CH/MH  Four litters in all.  We couldn’t bear to sell them.  
If our dogs were used at stud we preferred to take the pick of 
litter.  In 1959, Ch Azravi mated Woodland Lassie, owned 
by Ruth Hughes and this litter produced our �nd champion, 
Ch Jali of Vishnu who was made up in 1963.  Azravi also 

sired Ann Adams Ch Badakshan Rani in 1958.  Then in 1971 
we made up Ch Vishnu Sitara of Jagai (Ch Kismati Khan of 
Tarril ex Begum Kanda of Jagai), bred by Daphne Gie.
LR  What were the temperaments like in those days?
CH/MH  This was a big thing as a lot of the dogs that were 
exhibited did have bad temperaments and many would not be 
handled by men.  It was a big problem for all of us.  Omo (Ch 
Azravi) was quite fierce and my heart was always in my mouth 
when he was being judged. That said, it was always difficult 
when judging if you had a lovely dog that wouldn’t show and 
you longed to put it up.  Particularly when the poorer ones were 
showing their heads off.   We always remember a conversation 
that Charles had with Major Amps when he was 9� years 
old.  He, along with his wife, were among the first to import 
Afghans into England in the early 19�0’s.  When asked about 
original temperaments, he told Charles quite seriously that 
the dogs were so fierce that it wasn’t unheard of to lose a few of 
the kennel boys along the way!  Obviously native kennel boys 
in the days of the British Raj were perceived to be somewhat 
expendable. 
LR  What prompted you to write your book ‘The Afghan 
Hound’?  
CH  Mu nagged me into it!  Seriously, Bill Home (KC member 
and secretary of the AHA when I was chairman) was asked 
by Hutchinsons Publishers to recommend someone to write 
a book on Afghans, since the breed was becoming extremely 
popular.  I subsequently wrote a sample chapter, which was 
accepted.  I never knew exactly how many copies were sold 
although it was translated into Swedish.  The book then 
appeared as a pirated copy in Brazil, having been translated 
into Portuguese.  
LR  How long did it take to write?

CH  Well, I used to do a couple of hours in the evenings instead 
of going to the pub and a few hours on Sunday mornings.  All 
in all I would say about � years.    
LR How much money did you make from the book?
CH  Between £15 – £16,000.
LR  What are your views on the training and examination of 
judges?  You were initially involved in setting up the judges 
training scheme – on reflection, do you think this has benefited 
the breed?  
CH/MH  The only real way to assess people was on the 
consistency on which they produced good dogs for the show 
ring.  No amount of training can beat having a good eye for 
a dog.  The biggest failing unfortunately was human, with 
people returning hospitality and putting up their friends.  A 
good example of this was with a very well known overseas 
judge (still alive and so can’t be named), who was over here 
to judge and was staying with an equally well known Afghan 
exhibitor.  Following the day’s judging, she sent us a silver 
spoon, remarking that whilst she considered our dog to have 
been the best there, she felt obliged to put up the person with 
whom she was staying! 
We went along with the judges training schemes, but all in all 
found it a bit of a waste of time.  Dogs can’t fit into a yardstick - 
eg hocks should be 6” long.  It’s all about appreciating balance, 
reach and movement – you can never beat the experience of 
owning good dogs.    
LR  How many times have you awarded CC’s?  Tell me about 
your judging experience?
CH/MH   We have awarded CC’s masses of times both at 
home and abroad and have both judged at Crufts (Charles in 
1971 and Muriel in 1974).  Charles awarded CC and BOB 
to the blue-brindle, Ch Sherrendale Brandy, whilst Muriel 
awarded a 1st CC to Ch Masquerade of Moonswift.  We 
always seemed to put up dogs owned by novices!  
LR  What changes did you see in the breed during the 50’s, 
60’s and 70’s?  Do you think the breed improved over time and 
in which aspects?

CH/MH  Over emphasis on coat was the main thing.  When 
we began exhibiting, deep saddles and bare pasterns were the 
norm.   We haven’t been to a show for some �0 years, but from 
the club magazines that we have received, we find them over 
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stretched behind.  A dog should stand foursquare with its legs 
directly beneath its body.  If the angulation is good, this will 
still be apparent.  
LR  What do you think are the most important breed charac-
teristics of the Afghan Hound and which are of the most risk 
of being lost?
CH/MH  In both cases it would be natural saddles and bare 
pasterns.    
LR  What were the predominant colours in the 50’s and 60’s?  
How easy was it to campaign the different colours?
CH/MH  Originally it was the reds and the creams, the ideal 
being a black masked red.  The colours came later as fads and 
fashions changed.  When Marna Dods was campaigning 
Ch Horningsea Tigers Eye and using him regularly at stud, 
brindles came into vogue.  Success in the ring with different 
colours greatly depended on the colour of the stud dog in 
vogue at the time.      
LR  How easy were they to live with?
CH/MH  They were never obedient but gave absolute loyalty 
in that they would never take food from a stranger.  If we let 
them loose in the garden they would try their upmost to escape.  
Dog to dog temperament was good, but there were always the 
ones that hated each other and had to be kept apart.  But by 
and large they ran together in the paddock, which was about 
¼ acre and completely fenced.  They were also terrific jumpers.   
However, many were not keen to be handled by strangers.  
LR  And size?  
CH/MH  The original dogs were much smaller.  The worry 
was that they were becoming too big.
LR  Did you find that they were good mothers?
CH/MH Generally, yes – although Petula was particularly 
difficult.  I once returned home extremely tired from a trip to 
Manchester to be told that she was about to whelp.  Armed 
with half a bottle of brandy (to administer to the pups in case 

they were born weak!), I duly put up my camp bed and fell 
into a deep sleep.  I awoke with one puppy under my chin and 
another under my arm and Petula in my bed. 
LR  If you could select one dog and one bitch that in your 
view were most typical of the breed standard, which would 

you choose and why?
CH/MH Pre-war it would be Ch Westmill Tamasar and 
post-war Ch Azravi.  Both had excellent overall balance and 
were not over done. 
LR  I read in Miss Niblock’s book that Ch Azravi was a ‘poor 
doer’.  How did you overcome this?
MH  I always fed him by hand and put his food into his 
mouth.
LR  Which do you feel have been the most influential Afghans 
and why?
CH/MH  While all the great studs contributed, Ch Westmill 
Tamasar stood out for his balance, conformation and coat 
pattern.  His breeding was behind some of Mrs de Bairacli-
Levy’s brindle lines.  
LR   Do you think that it is best to line breed or totally 
outcross.

CH/MH  On reflection it is probably better to outcross, 
presuming that the parents and grandparents are thoroughly 
sound.  Temperaments are definitely inherited and have 
always been a dicey card to be taken into consideration when 
breeding.  
LR  How often were they bathed and what are your feelings 
towards the modern fashion of ‘tidying’ the coat?
CH/MH  We were always complemented on the amount of 
coat our dogs had and didn’t really try and change it or pull 
it out.  If there was any plucking of saddles by breeders, it 
was always done discreetly.  Our dogs were brushed through 
weekly and always bathed before a show.  If their legs got 
muddy in between times they were put in a bucket of water 
and rinsed clean.  We were always told that too much bathing 
could break the body coat so we tended to give a complete 
bath only prior to a show.  
LR  What are your hopes for the future of the Afghan 
Hound?
CH/MH  They are definitely a ‘one man’s dog’, not to be 
considered for the average person.     
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Afghans in Donaueschingen, Sunday 1st August 1999
  
Originally published in the Afghan Hound Review.

I had the pleasure to judge the big entry of Afghans at this 
lovely show.
It was a sunny and hot day and some of the dogs showed signs 
of being a little tired , which was very understandable since 
most of the dogs had been shown also the day before also 
in the almost tropical heat. I was impressed how well most 
handlers managed the heat though including the positive and 
- unavoidable - negative emotional impacts of the judging 
decisions.
I had the most efficient support and service by my steward 
and secretary.
I first an Afghan Hound around 1947 or 48 when I was a little 
boy. I was very impressed by this animal with its high degree 
of dignity and refinement and the strange and lovely golden 
coat. Already in the fifties I was very close to the Afghan scene 
in Sweden, with the early  imports from England (of Chaman 
and Acklam) and Belgium (Bagdad - Mme Decker Drion) 
and also saw what the incredible Xenos VDOM did for the 
quality  in the breed.  Xenos was a light cream coloured dog 
without mask and it then became very natural to me that 
Afghans can be pale and still true to type (some people find 
the pale Afghans difficult to really evaluate).  Of course I also 
remembered the famous Tanjores Domino (by Xenos and an 
English lined bitch) and in these days we used to call that 
colour silver fox colour (and there were other Xenos puppies 
with the same colour). Domino was the one dog who was 
allowed to give his name to this colours (which genetically 
just is an inverted black and tan and the same as you find in  
the grizzle salukis, and there is no truth in the myth that there 
should be a saluki cross behind the Domino colour). We also 
had some brindle afghans in Sweden in those days - but that 
colour was not very popular - also jet black (and there is no 
truth in the stories behind these colours, that they should have 
resulted from crosses to other breeds ....).  The fabulous variety 
of colours in Afghans is nothing but a beautiful expression of 
the rich genetic basis for this breed.
In the late forties and early fifties there was still a debate of 
which type of Afghan was the correct one - the Mountain 
dogs (Ghaznis) or the Desert type (Bell Murray).  There were 
even suggestions that the two types should be divided into 
two different breeds and I am sure that if that situation had 
been prevailing at present the FCI would very likely have 
stated there were two breeds. At present I think the respect 
shown in the FCI for the claims of the right to consider 
different varieties also being different breeds has taken us into 
a situation which is not necessarily beneficial. I think it was 
a lucky and wise decision once that there is only one Afghan 
breed, with two types and not two different Afghan breeds.  
This has saved the big and rich gene pool and that is one of 
the reasons why Afghans are very healthy dogs and also the 
reason for the fact that there is a fairly big type variation still 
and in spite of the fact that the two original types have been 
mixed continuously. The harmoniously blended type which 
is now prevailing is the result of this wise decision. The rich 
gene pool also made it possible to very quickly breed better 
dogs and also both bigger coats and better (more sociable) 

temperaments. Afghan temperaments in the forties and fifties 
were often like what we see and find normal in Azawakhs 
(similar in type to the Sloughi and Saluki, migrated from Asia to 
the Southern Sahara region of Africa, living with the Berber and 
Tuareg nomadic tribes where it is also known as a Sahel hound, 
instinctively shy and reserved with strangers - Ed)  and the coats 
were not at all as rich and great as nowadays. A rich gene pool 
and clear ambitions and intentions in the breeding make a lot 
of things possible! The change of the mentality has definitely 
been to the better (and the Afghans have not lost their high 
degree of liveliness and alertness and dignity  by just becoming 
more kind and obedient!). In the ring in Donaueschingen 
there were only two Afghans which did not have the strength 
needed in the mentality, but none of these were really bad 
tempered, just a little too timid. The big coats, on the other 
hand, that you see right through the classes nowadays are not 
only for the better. Some dogs actually have too much coat 
which spoils the outlines of the dogs. This is a problem, as is 
the lack of natural saddle and the almost lost bare pasterns 
and hocks. An Afghan may in fact have a comparatively small 
coat and still be a very good Afghan as long as the coat is 
placed correctly. Such a coat enhances the outlines of the 
good dog - shows the neck the top line and hip bones - the 
angulations in front and rear and also makes the true Afghan 
action come through even better.  I criticised in some cases 
the presentation of the coat when the saddle had been cut or 
stripped too artificially and when there were obvious scissors 
marks elsewhere. Another thing I do not like is when the tail 
is stripped totally so the typical long and rather stiff and sparse 
hairs are removed. A wool coated tail is ugly, but a correctly 
coated tail is very beautiful. Absolutely no need to denude the 
tail!. The mature coat of the neck never hides the outline since 
it normally closes up nicely to the skin, but if the coat of the 
neck has been cut it gets too rich growing back and hides the 
animal.  It is important to really evaluate the neck and this 
has to be done by hands and eyes (ask the handler to lift away 
the ear!). It is easily forgotten and then you will not find the 
very thin and weak necks that are hidden behind the big ears. 
Many Afghans nowadays have a sad combination of upright 
short shoulder blades, which creates a weak part where the 
neck goes over into the back (a ewe neck) and destroys the 
flow of line from neck to back, creating a boxy and abrupt 
angle here. You do not see that if you do not look for it! In the 
old days when coats were less profuse you saw this serious fault 
immediately. A very long neck is not a good neck unless it is 
strong enough! A long neck with a straight front, where the 
elbow is not well under the dog, can hide behind a huge coat 
and you must inspect the placement of the tip of the blades 
and the placement of the elbow!
The general development in this breed during the last forty 
years is most noteworthy! And with this has come an increased 
demand in the ring for the right combination of substance and 
sighthound elegance, all in a high quality package. With this 
development has followed a situation that makes the true to 
type Mountain Afghan the (Ghazni hound) look too ordinary 
and common and lacking just that elegant sighthound quality 
to the degree which is shown in so many of the other blend 
typed Afghans. I have owned a really true type Ghazni hound 
( multi-Ch Sirocco von Kattwiga,  which I imported together 
with Birgitha Runmarker in the seventies) and I have long 
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been fighting for the rights of this type of Afghan. I have little 
by little by little, however realised that the very true typed 
Ghazni simply has too little of the refined sighthound quality 
we are allowed and supposed to ask for and which is seen in 
abundance in the rings nowadays due to the ambitions of the 
breeders and the choices of the judges. Without doubt the 
Ghazni hounds have given their strong structural stamina, 
including angulations and perfect front to the very best of 
the modern blended type afghans but they are themselves 
nowadays not able to really compete with the best ones any 
longer. The increasing beauty of the really good ones has not 
been gained at the cost of the loss of the best qualities from 
the Ghazni, but thanks to them. And I am talking about the 
best!  The modern Afghans which have exaggerated the Bell 
Murray qualities (a high legged flatness and narrowness) are 
not the good ones, they are as animals less sound and ”healthy” 
than the Ghaznis still existing. To me the true typed Ghazni 
represents an important and interesting historical step and 
may be still a valuable source for houndy soundness, volume 
bone and structure, but it is not any more able to really claim 
its rights to be put first (just as the strong well constructed 
poodles of the forties no longer can claim the right to be the 
best poodles...). The reason for this is the choice that was once 
made that the Bell Murray and Ghaznis Afghans should dwell 
together within one breed and not two!
To sum up this discussion, my opinion is that we must accept 
a fairly great variation in type and see it as the healthy result of 
the rich gene pool. Every breeder and judge might have his or 
her own favourite version of the Afghan Hound, but we must 
all respect the demands for the  correct and sound construction 
and the presence of the typical details in combination with 
the sighthound beauty! I remember once in Australia, where I 
had a big class of mature male dogs, all of them were soundly 
constructed and beautiful sighthounds, but where there were 
at least four or five distinct types. Judging could not be based 
on eliminating dogs on faults and the situation was as difficult 
(in a wonderful way) as when you go into a silk boutique 
in Thailand with the intention of finding yourself the most 
beautiful silk scarf. One is then given the right to choose what 
one loves the most personally and your choice may be argued 
by someone who loves another pattern and colour, but the 
discussion is then on a level of  ”taste” more than correctness.
I do not know how many thousand Afghans I have seen and 
judged during the years in various parts of the world. That 
experience makes it easy for me to evaluate an Afghan fairly 
quickly and I certainly have my own favourite type. If there is 
no dog of that type that is constructed correctly enough, such 
a dog cannot of course win, then you have to take the one you 
like instead of the one you love!! Otherwise you betray your 
duty as a judge and you make the breed a harm. The amount 
of very good Afghans nowadays is so big that you can never 
claim you have the right to place a dog of your favourite type 
above dogs of other types if they are better constructed! I know 
that in some countries there are judges who constantly prefers 
one single type and they may have personally good reasons for 
that, but I challenge that way of judging this breed.  It may be 
correct in many other breeds, but not in Afghans. There are no 
historical facts to base and document such a style of judging 
in this breed (which in fact may be based on two originally 
different breeds!?). Such judging styles only leadsto a situation 

where there is a strong selection of the dogs exhibited for such 
a judge and he or she may of course never see and judge any 
other dogs than from this one and only type. He is not being 
educated about the development in the breed. A close friend 
of mine, the world´s leading Greyhound breeder said: ”It is the 
breeder´s duty to educate the judges by showing the very good 
dogs under them”. If you as a judge are too narrow sighted in 
Afghans you might be left out and never get a chance to really 
see the very good ones.

In all I had a very pleasant experience with your Afghans and 
with you! I must tell you however that some of your hounds 
are seriously lacking in muscle condition and I interpret that 
as the result of the owners being too anxious about the coats 
and thus do not give the dogs proper exercise. A developing 
and mature sighthound needs both free play and running work 
and hard ground walking. The young dog can easily show good 
muscle condition due to the support of the endocrine supply 
of the maturation, but will become like a marsh mallow if it is 
not given enough work to do physically.
There were some bad fronts with short shoulder blades and 
very straight upper arms, but I was happy to see that in the 
big judges classes there were many very well constructed 
fronts. Some hounds have short steep croups with prominent 
hipbones, but  a narrowness  which does not give good  support 
for muscles. There were some very big and lovely feet! There 
are some over sized dogs.
The actions and side gaits of the best ones shown were very 
very lovely and typical! And I think it is wrong when people say 
that the typical Afghan action is lost. It is not at all, it might be 
hidden because the handlers shows their dogs at much too fast 
a speed, but many hounds do indeed have the true suspended 
trot. The best way to examine that is to ask the handler to start 
out in a good speed and then slow down to the point of the 
dog almost braking back into walking. The dog with the true 
Afghan action is then able to almost float in the air. I think that 
when non-specialist judges are judging Afghans they might 
be impressed by a sound, fast, ground covering action and this 
has lead to a situation where a lot of handlers show their dogs 
far to fast. It is time to educate the judges! Show them your 
hounds in the low speed that brings out the suspended trot! 
(When an afghan wants to really go fast he is galloping and  
that can of course never be shown in the ring anyway). There 
is a functional reason for the suspended trot. I see that very 
evidently in my own greyhounds when they look out for some 
hare in a field with high grass, they then imitate the Afghan 
trot which makes them float above and look out and they also 
carry their heads like an Afghan in situations of function and 
work.  Afghans do not run like German Shepherds in the field 
when they look for a prey to chase and there is no reason for 
them to be shown like German Shepherds in the ring, other 
than winning under a judge who does not know. Do like the 
Pekingese handlers and show your dogs in the style and pace 
that is typical for the breed instead of the style that is common 
in the Best in show ring.
Heads in Afghans are very important and may still be a bit of 
a matter of taste. The Afghan should have a slight stop and 
should not have falling back skulls, and still you may easily put 
up a dog without a stop and a bit of a down face appearance. 
as long as the true expression is there and the size of the head 
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is balanced to the rest of the dog. The type is not seriously 
suffering from a head that is a bit exaggerated in style and 
elegance, as long as it is not too fine and tiny.  In most breeds, 
even where heads are very important, breeders know that you 
may easily improve your heads in one generation by using the 
right stud dog. That is not at all the case regarding correct 
front and hindquarters. They take many generations of wise 
selection to breed and are thus principally more valuable.
Such things are important to know also when you judge, 
because judging dogs is a long row of compromises, where 
you must know which faults can be more easily excused than 
others.
I shall not go into details about the individual dogs shown, 
I have given my written remarks on every dog and these can 
be consulted by anyone interested. My placing of the dogs 
gave my opinions about the dogs as they were presenting 

themselves that day.  Dogs are living creatures and may 
change considerably even from one day to another. The high 
proportion of V to SG tells about my general impression of 
the  high quality of the dogs from many countries. 
I am truly grateful to all of you exhibitors for showing under 
me and I hope that those of you who are disappointed in my 
decisions will understand that they are based on my serious 
opinion and personal experience and this is of course not in 
any way the final truth. 
There is always place and room for different opinions, but 
whatever we think and do, we must never forget that purebred 
dogs are in fact part of the human cultural heritage and must 
be taken seriously. What we do must respect that we have the 
responsibility to at least preserve and at best improve this part 
of the human culture.

The Development of the Breed
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Excerpt from the AKC Standard on the Afghan Hound -
‘COAT Hindquarters, flanks, ribs, forequarters, and legs well 
covered with thick, silky hair, very fine in texture: ears and all 
four feet well feathered; from in front of the shoulders; also 
backwards from the shoulders along the saddle from the flanks 
and the ribs upwards, the hair is short and close, forming a 
smooth back in mature dogs-this is a traditional characteristic 
of the Afghan Hound. The Afghan Hound should be shown in 
it’s natural state; the coat is not clipped or trimmed; the head 
is surmounted (in the full sense of the word) with a topknot of 
long, silky hair-that is also an outstanding characteristic of the 
Afghan Hound. Showing of short hair on cuffs on either the 
front or back legs is permissible. FAULT- Lack of shorthaired 
saddle in mature dogs.’

Hair, coat, silky and draping, flowing in the breeze is the 
hallmark and glamour of the Afghan Hound, but it also 
makes Afghans a breed of illusion. Unlike the short haired 
breeds, where soundness and structure are evident for all to 
see, Afghans must be touched to determine substance and 
angles. Our breed’s glamorous coat can enhance a beautiful 
outline or it can conceal or distort. A talented handler or 
groomer can manipulate the coat by as little as brushing and 
markedly change the appearance of a dog. Conversely, a dog 
with unattractive patterning or damaged areas of coat can look 
faulty when it is not.
As Afghan Hound fanciers we all have to judge Afghan 
Hounds for one reason or another. Whether we are judges 
awarding championship points, breeders evaluating our own 
breeding stock or other lines for potential breeding purposes or 
simply an admirer who loves to watch a correctly constructed 
athletic hound, we need to learn how to see the real dog that 
lies beneath the illusion of the coat.
Brushing:
Grooming, or brushing is a tool handlers can use in the show 
ring to enhance their charges. By smoothing down or back 
brushing a handler can change the overall look of a dog as well 
as hide faults and enhance good points. Back brushing tends 
to create the illusion of more bone and substance whereas 

Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

smoothing can create a more elegant look. This technique can 
be used please a specific judge or to create a more pleasing 
image on a particular dog. For example, smoothing the front 
of the neck can add the illusion of length and fluffing the back 
of the neck can add to the arched appearance. Back brushing 
of hocks, elbows and chest can accentuate angulation. Swirling 
and fluffing a topknot makes a head look leaner where as 
parting it down the middle and smoothing it down can make 
the head look wider. Back brushing is particularly helpful when 
the dog being shown has had a coat drop or has a coat that is 
damaged in certain areas. The back brushing can add volume 
and holes in the coat that are distracting can be minimized. 
On the other hand if you are showing a youngster that looks 
like a bottlebrush, back brushing is the last thing that you want 
to do. Smoothing and packing of the coat is helpful in this 
situation, but often only time and age will solve the problem. 
It is important that as a handler you have an image in your 
mind of what you want your dog to look like. Be honest with 
yourself about the good and bad points of your dog and then 
experiment with which brushing techniques make your dog 
come closest to your ideal image. And don’t forget, you can 
brush your dog in the ring! Brushing techniques like these 
only last until the first time the dog moves around the ring, 
so they will need to be constantly repaired during the course 
of the class.
Drawings
The Afghan Hound is a very cosmopolitan breed and more 
and more Afghan owners are traveling the world to view the 
hounds of other countries as well as the actual dogs traveling 
to compete in distant lands. More dogs are available to the 
fancy for breeding through use of frozen semen and with 
many quarantine regulations coming down, importation of 
foreign dogs is becoming commonplace. It is interesting to 
observe the differences in the outlines of Afghan Hounds 
from different geographic locations. Are the differences truly 
differences in structure or are they just differences in the 
amount and preparation of the hair?

Want up to date information and chat?
Check out these internet forums

Affie Lovers
http://forums.delphiforums.com/cherishedpets

Afghan Hounds International
http://www.afghanhoundsinternational.net/phpbb/index.php

Afghans Unlimited
http://forums.delphiforums.com/AfghansUnLtd

Nottingham Afghan Training Club
http://forums.delphiforums.com/NATC

Don’t forget the MAHC website for news and show results!
http://www.mahc.co.uk
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Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

Comparisons of outlines of winning dogs from different geographic locations around the world:

1) Australia - All of these dogs have a “cape” on the back of 
their necks, their ears and side coat are longer, perhaps due to 
the fact that dogs are shown when they are older than is normal 

in the U.S. The toplines are more sloping. Is this due to actual 
conformation or presentation (more extreme stacking)?

2) Europe -The European dogs are exhibiting more of a 
whither in their neck and topline area. I believe this is due to 
the stripped necks rather than actual confirmation differences. 
These dogs also have more length of coat and ears and less 

detailing in the topline. Dogs shown in the rest of the world 
are usually shown with more weight than American dogs. This 
fact could contribute to the lack of detailing in many foreign 
dogs.

3) U.S. - It is interesting to note that the U.S. is the only 
country to have a patterned top winner. Also these dogs show 
much more detailing in the topline. There seems to be much 

more variation in croup and tail set in the American dogs.
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Freecloud Bellaggio

Ch Fabelhaft As if by Majic to 
Freecloud (Imp)

Am Ch Tifarah’s Hi Flying Victory
Am Ch Applause Majic Show

Boxadan Gotta Lot Of Storm at 
Benatone (Imp)

Am/Dk Ch Boxadan Double 
Trouble

Boxadan Catch Me If You Can

Marley has had a wonderful start to 2005 with:
First Crufts    Undergraduate Dog    Lynda Race

He continued being highly placed, including:
1st Special Beginners Stakes    Three Counties    Ellis Hulme

And his latest win at Darlington Ch Show
Best Dog   Claire Hindley 

I would like to thank all judges who have thought so highly of him

Marley is loved and owned by Joanne, Andrew, Ellie and Gemma                   
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Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

The next series of drawings show how different coat patterns, 
lengths, textures and preparation can change the look of a dog. 
All of the drawings show different coats on the same image. 
It is interesting to see how the different coats can change the 
entire appearance of the exact same dog.

The first two diagrams show two common puppy coats. Both 
are perfectly acceptable in our standard but the illusion these 
coats create make these two puppies look totally different.

Puppy A: 
woobie puppy, 
monkey fuzz, 
no saddle. 
This puppy 
looks much 

more substantial and shorter in neck, head and tail. He also 
appears more 
angled and 
less leggy 
than puppy 
B.

Puppy B: elegant 
puppy, less fuzz, 
saddle, bare neck 
and tail. This 
puppy looks 
more linear and 
leggy and has 
a more adult 
appearance than 
puppy A.

Dog A: Mature adult, silky 
draping coat, small saddle, long 
side coat. Cape on neck. Dog A 
is our fully mature dog in full 
specials coat. Due to maturity 
his coat is long and drapey. 
Because of the full cape on 
his neck and the pleasing way 
his coat hangs he appears very 
short backed and up on leg.
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‘Ash’ 

Ch Miamarna Mandolin
at Ashahni JW

What a WILD year! 
4CCs, 1 BOB, 3RCCs

‘Ash’ is very proudly owned and shown by
Cathy Harding

Bred by Shirley Gill and Sharon Marshall
Ch Zareesh Azha JW x Saqlawi Fascincation JW

02.08.2003
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Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

Dog B: Same as 
A but without 
cape on neck, 
more hair on the 
front of the neck 
and a straighter 
underline (less 
tuck up).  This 
dog has a similar 
coat to Dog A 
but the hair has 
been stripped 
from the back 
of his neck with 

bushy hair on 
the front of 
his neck. This 
neck treatment 
coupled with the 
lack of a tuck 
up make Dog 
B appear to be 
short necked 
and longer 
bodied as well as 
lower in leg than 
Dog A.

Dog C: Mature 
adult, thicker, 
fuller, fluffier 
coat. Dog C’s 
thicker less 
drapey coat 
makes him 
appear to have 
more angulation 
than Dog A. 
However, the 
texture greatly 

distracts from his neck, making it have a stuffy appearance. 
He also looks 
slightly longer 
in body due to 
the hair sticking 
out more on 
his chest and 
buttocks.

Dog D: Larger 
saddle, patterned 
hip. Dog D has 
a fluffier coat, 
but has more 

patterning on his topline and hips, which makes him look 
very short 
backed.

Dog E: 
Adolescent, 
immature 
patterning, 
hairy croup 
and tail beard. 
Dog E is an 
adolescent with 
a huge bushy 
coat that is very 
distracting. You 
literally cannot 

see the dog for the hair. He looks short and dumpy, long 
backed, low on leg and short of neck and tail. This puppy 
needs to stay at 
home until his 
coat matures. 
Dog E has 
every chance of 
developing into 
Dog A if only 
given the time 
needed to do so.
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Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

Dog F: 
Adolescent, 
same as E but 
with a stripped 
neck. Dog F has 
an impatient 
owner. The 
stripping on the 
back of the neck 
only accentuates 

all of the same 
problems, but 
now he looks 
ewe necked as 
well.

Dog G: 
Adolescent 
lumpy look, 
fluffy coat. Dog 
G’s artificially 
stripped neck 
and tail and 
fluffy hair on his 
shoulders creates 

an illusion of 
high shoulders, a 
bad topline and 
a ewe neck.

Dog H: Young 
adult, natural 
looking saddle 
and neck 

patches. Dog H is a young adult with just the right amount 
of coat of the right texture. It is not distracting as the 
previous young 
coats have been.

Dog I: Adult 
with big body 
coat and 
patterned 
feet, “turkish 
trousers”. Dog 
I has a full 
adult coat with 
pastern breaks 

and only moderate foot coat. This coat pattern is perfectly 
acceptable in our standard, but it creates a top heavy look 
as well as 
distracting 
illusions on the 
move.
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Zhaqqari Afghans

Zhaqqari Fade T` Black AI (Export Sweden)
 (Faye pictured at 6 weeks)

Aust Am Can Gr Ch Aviva T All Black JC x Gold N` Copper Sweet Chilli Pepper 

Repeat mating planned for 2006

Jo Smith
 email: zhaqqari@yahoo.com  Tel: +44 01453 511074

www.zhaqqari.co.uk
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Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

Dog J; Adult 
with big leg coat 
and patterned 
body, wrapped 
saddle, naturally 
smooth neck, 
naturally bare 
tail and hip 
patches. This 
pattern is highly 

accepted in the US. It accentuates movement and creates a 
very ‘houndy’ 
appearance. 
Dog J has a 
very up on leg 
appearance 
due to the bre 
hip patches.

Dog K: Adult 
with wrapped 
saddle and 
small pastern 
breaks. Dog K 
is moderately 
patterned. His 
body is very 

attractively patterned, but he also has small arrears of 
patterning on 
his chest, elbows 
and hocks, which 
make him appear 
straighter in 
angulation than he 
actually is.

Dog L: Adult 
with lots of 
patterning, 
“desert type” 
houndy, athletic 
appearance. 
Dog L is often 
misunderstood 
by many all 
rounder judges. 
This extreme 

coat pattern is perfectly acceptable. It lends a primitive wild 
look to Dog L which is very attractive. The illusion is of a 
more refined nature, though of course the dog underneath 
is exactly 
the same. 
The animal 
will appear 
straighter in 
angulation and 
sometimes 
look toed out 
because of the 
patterning on 
his legs and 
feet.

I hope that these photos and drawings have illustrated how 
the coat of an Afghan Hound can effect the way the dog looks 
in so many different ways. How handlers and groomers can 
enhance the outlines of their dogs by something as simple 
as brushing and flattening the coat. How important it is for 
breeders and judges not to be so mesmerized by the glamour 
of the coat that the structural integrity of the dog underneath 
the coat is forgotten or overlooked. Judges especially need 
to develop an educated eye about coat because they don’t 
get to see dogs wet in the tub or clipped down when they 
are retired. If the pitfall of awarding the best groomed and 
maintained coat instead of the best hound is to be avoided, 
judges must rely on what their hands feel not just what their 
eye sees. Judges entering the ring with the knowledge of how 
the different acceptable coat patterns and textures can change 
the appearance of the structure of the Afghan Hound will find 
their job much less difficult and far more rewarding.

Emmet & Julie Roche
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Illusions Of Coat And Patterning
(in The Afghan Hound)

Full legs fluffy coat

Small pastern breaks

Full legs drapey coat

Large pastern breaks=appearance of east west front
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MAHC Championship Show

LADY EASTWOOD PAVILION, THE SHOWGROUND, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
SUNDAY 29 MAY 2005
JUDGES: DOGS: SHIRLEY CARR (BOZWOOD): : BITCHES: WENDY BASTOW (KARANDIKAR)

MPD Bunney’s Firos Torran of Zadal
PD Kemp’s Mashaalah Namu at Suzaph
VD Davies, Brooks & Smith’s Bondor Made In England for 
Avapal JW
JD Lancashire’s Drishaun Declan
YD Horton’s Sashkan New Kid On The Block at Kulute
MD Lancashire’s Drishaun Declan
ND Lancashire’s Drishaun Declan
UGD Astle’s Firos Tamdhu at Zareesh
GD Morrison’s Jascarah Pure Genius JW
PGD Cross’ Gilari That’s Entertainment
MLD Cogdell’s Melleck Jakob’s Creek
LD Buttle’s Bondor Twelth Night
OD McPhillip’s Tulak The Patriot at Dargai Sh CM

MPB Absent
PB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset
VB Paton’s Ch Amudarya Shuhra
JB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset
YB Edward’s Saxonmill Star Style
MB Smart’s Birkhall Sophia
NB Evans & Hillier’s Mashaalah Faridah at Numa
UGB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset
GB Hitch’s Soda Pop of Zendushkas JW
PGB Ellis’ Renza Paint The Town Red among Mogells
MLB Moon & Fillis-Moon’s Maringo Stop Her On Sight JW
LB Gill’s Maringo Fun And Games at Gileeze
OB Witham’s Ch Cloudside Livin It Up

DCC & RBIS - Buttle’s Bondor Twelth Night
RDCC - McPhillips’ Tulak The Patriot at Dargai Sh CM

BCC & BIS - Witham’s Ch Cloudside Livin It Up
RBCC - Moon & Fillis-Moon’s Maringo Stop Her On Sight JW

Best Puppy in Show - Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset
Res Best Puppy - Kemp’s Mashaalah Namu at Suzaph

Best Veteran in Show - Davies, Brooks & Smith’s Bondor Made In England for Avapal JW
Res Best Veteran - Paton’s Ch Amudarya Shuhra

Photographs: Lewis Baucutt  01673 857535

BCC & Best In Show - Ch Cloudside Livin It Up  DCC & Reserve Best In Show - Bondor Twelth Night
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MAHC Championship Show

Reserve Bitch CC: Maringo Stop Her On Sight JW

Reserve Dog CC: Tulak The Patriot at Dargai Sh CM  

Best Veteran In Show: Bondor Made In England for Avapal JW
Reserve Best Veteran In Show: Ch Amudarya Shuhra 

Best Puppy In Show: Metewand Wiscasset
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Reserve Best Puppy In Show: Mashaalah Namu at Suzaph

Best Junior Handler: Kerry Howlett, Judge: Lynda Race
and Reserve Best Junior Handler: Philippa Latham-Jackson
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Lynda Race presents the Joan Booth Trophy, won by
David Evans, Brian Hillier & Dee Waterman’s Ch Wilbus Lovesong JW

MAHC Championship Show

Lynne Newton presents the Ginger Lace Memorial Trophy, won by
Cathy Harding’s Miamarna Mandolin at Ashahni JW

Avril Lancashire receives the Layla Trophy from Lynne Newton, won by
Ch Drishaun D’Lucille ShCM

Pete Barnett and Mick Griffin prepare for the photographs
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Shimalma
Jorja Introduces Her New Sister

Jorja
‘Renza Designer Red by Shimalma’

1 CC
(Ch. Drishaun That’ll Do Icely JW x 

Caldaykaa Rose Arey)

Daisymae
‘Drishaun Daisymae at Shimalma’
(Ch. Drishaun That’ll Do Icely JW x 

Drishaun Davinia)
1st MPB NEAHS Ch. Show

1st MPB & BPB WAHC Ch Show

Many, many thanks to Liz & Terry
and Avril & Mike

for my beautiful girls

Lynne Newton
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Renza
Renza Just Call Me Red

‘Red’
Ch. Drishaun That’ll Do Icely JW x Caldaykaa Rose Arey

Owned and bred by

Terry Thomas & Liz O’Connor-Thomas
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Liz O’Connor-Thomas

Liz was my best friend, we had been close friends for over 
35yrs.
We came together through our love of Afghans.  At the 
time Liz was showing a black dog called Alex and I had a 

red Moonswift bitch, who would feature in the pedigree of 
Liz’s wonderful champion Layla.  We never spent much time 
shopping and doing all the frivolous things women can do, 
instead we used to pour over pedigrees of past champions, 
studying their heritage and hoping that one day we could 
own at least one such dog.  Liz was lucky, she had two, her 
stunning red bitch Layla and the fabulous American import 
Ali, a Putting On The Ritz (Taco) son.  Taco was the one dog 
that Liz admired above all others and when her chance came 
to own a son of him, she jumped at the chance.  He gained two 
CCs and had a Group �.  Later she mated Layla and tragically, 
the pups didn’t survive and eventually claimed the life of the 
bitch as well. This was such a set back and it took Liz a while 
to get over it and move on. 
The next ‘great’ in Liz’s life came with the arrival of the ‘red’ 
litter, amongst the girls 
born was one red dog, 
a self masked red, he 
was earmarked from the 
outset as the favourite.  A 
slow maturer as with a lot 
of the reds, he developed 
gradually and will in time 
give his winning sisters a 
‘run for their money’.  He 
was the love of her life, 
and her dearest wish was 
to see him crowned. 
Most of you reading this 
will know Liz’s dogs and 
appreciate the type she 
liked, but she was always 
fair minded when it came 
to her judging, something which will be greatly missed.
Liz was uncompromising, a true friend, a loyal supporter and 
a rock you could always count on if times got hard.  When 
I first went into Lhasas, she was my biggest fan, she adored 
my dogs - couldn’t understand why it was harder to groom a 
small Lhasa than an Afghan, but just put it down to one of 
life’s mysteries!  When I got my first CC, I rang her from the 
showground to tell her the news, such was her joy that from 

then on I telephoned her every time I won, her encouragement 
was infectious, so she was always the first to know.
In the eighties and nineties, Liz was always known for her 
blue eye shadow,  but in the millennium we saw a new Liz, 
gone was the blue eye-shadow ‘in’ was the red hair instead, 
never one to be boring Liz.  People often mistook us for sisters 
which amused us both.  
It will be hard not to be able 
to pick up the phone to ask her 
advice or to just have a good 
moan about something, she 
always knew the right thing 
to say.  There was never a day 
when I couldn’t turn to her for 
help, she always stewarded for 
me, whether it was an Open 
Show or a Championship 
Show, nothing was too much 
trouble for her.
If Liz counted you as a friend, 
then you were one of the lucky 
ones.  We shall all miss her; her knowledge, her untiring 
commitment to The Midland, her loyalty, her bravery, and 
above all, her support in everything.

Wendy Cain - ‘Kutani’

Our first encounter with Liz was via a phone conversation in 
1989.
We had our bitch, Diva (Ch. MyWays’ You Gotta Have 
Heart) on the cover of the Afghan Hound Review and an 
advert inside with her pedigree. She was to be bred on her 
next season.
As I remember the conversation, she was looking to import 
to the UK and wondered if we would ship a dog over? And as 
only Liz could say,”She had the perfect stud dog in mind for 
us. The pedigrees would fit beautifully!”
Needless to say, David was taken aback. He couldn’t believe 
this woman was telling us who to breed our bitch to......the 
nerve of this woman! He politely told her we already had  
a stud picked out and the arrangements were made. It was 
“Taco”, Ch. Pahlavi Puttin’ on the Ritz.
You could hear her laughing from the phone and stated that 
was whom she had thought of also.
We always laughed about that!
There had been 
numerous phone 
conversations prior to 
us sending, “Ali” over.
The rest is history.
We clicked from that 
first conversation. 
When we met in 
person a few years 
later, it seemed like 
we knew each other 
all our lives.
We always picked up where we left off,between the tears and 
laughter,or just catching up.
 We helped Terry and Liz make their wedding arrangements 
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Liz O’Connor-Thomas

in San Diego 1995,and were very honored to stand up for 
them, at the ceremony.
 Liz was opinionated,thoughtful,kind, sincere, a great friend 
and had a great devotion to our wonderful breed.
We are very proud to call Liz and Terry our friends!
She is missed deeply!
May God Bless her.

Mary Ann Giordano

I first really got to know Liz and Terry when they imported 
Ali (MyWays American Dream of Renza). He was a dog I 
greatly admired and I followed his career with interest.
Liz became a close friend and Foxhollow was a home from 
home for me. She had a wicked sense of humour, didn’t suffer 
fools gladly and gave sound and sensible advice. If you entrusted 
Liz with a confidence you knew that it would never be passed 
on. A true friend like Liz is rare and I, among many, will miss 
her laughter, her irreverent comments on many things and just 
her being there on the other end of the phone.
 She bore her illness amazingly, determined to get through it 
while carrying on with her life. Not many people realised quite 
how it affected her, but she came through it. She had a party 
after the treatment had finished and that was a fabulous day. 
Food and drink aplenty and loads of laughs. Liz was looking 
forward to the future and campaigning Red.
Unfortunately, this was not to be, and I think the speed with 
which we lost her is the thing that staggered everyone.
Those that knew Liz well know that a genuine friend has been 
lost.
I have many memories but the one that will stick forever in my 
mind was at a Western Club open show. We held it at Easter 

Liz joined the Midland committee in 1989, and the following 
year took on the responsibilities of Club Secretary. The 
Midland had been blessed with a succession of excellent 
Secretaries and Liz was to go on and set new high standards in 
this respect.  At that time I was the Club Treasurer, and a few 
years later I took on the role of Chairman. During that period 
I worked with her as a club colleague, and also as a friend. She 
was always available to help, and always the best interests of 
the club were foremost in her mind. She gave me considerable 
help and encouragement during my time as a Midland Club 
officer.  These were enjoyable years because we worked as a 
team, and as anyone who has ever worked on a committee will 
know, the Secretary is a key feature  in the running of a club.
 I was so pleased to see her recently at the City of Birmingham 
Show. We talked briefly and I understood that she had 
completed her treatment. Indeed she looked really well, and 
was so full of enthusiasm for the future. Sadly this was not to 
be. I will now remember and cherish those few minutes long 
after the memories of the Show have passed.   
 With her untimely passing the Club have lost a dedicated 
supporter of our breed. The members have lost a friend who 
was always willing to help, especially to our newcomers whom 
she encouraged with common sense and sound advise.
 To Terry I send my deepest sympathy at this most difficult 
time.

Tony Cleak 

Dear Liz,
One of my earliest memories of you is as a young woman 
with flame red hair, right down your back running around the 
ring with a flame red, female Afghan! You made an exciting 
pair! How excited you were when you made this lovely bitch 
up. I did not really know you personally in those days but 
our paths were soon to cross when we both became serving 
officers on the Midland Afghan Hound Club. We certainly 
lasted a course of many years and between us saw many a trial 
and tribulation. I have fond memories of these times and can 
honestly say that was in the main down to you. You made 
my job so easy. Your quiet and rigorous efficiency was to be 
admired. Your tenacity and grasp of exactly what was required 
went unquestioned – it was certainly YOUR Club!!! And you 
ran it in exactly the right way. Between us we managed to steer 
an apolitical path and I would say that the Midland had it’s 
‘hey day’ in those times.
I remember, particularly, your foresight with respect to our 
breed. You imported your DREAM from the USA long before 
most had jumped on the bandwagon. He was an exciting dog 
and just as life has been so cruel to you now, it was then when 
an injury prevented him from achieving the success you and 
he deserved.
I remember your critiques. Always technical, always correct, 
always honest, but polite and with a certain deference. I 
remember you remarking on wishing you could have ‘bottled 
the attitude’ that you had seen overseas and bring it to our 
shores. But think back to your flame red girl – this one 
certainly had that all desirable attitude!! So I think you had 
already sneaked a bottle of it in!!!
I remember your encouragement to newer exhibitors and 
being so keen to put them on the right road. I remember your 
courtesy and grace to people who had dogs you admired even 
if they were not of your specific family.
I particularly remember your courage and how you have faced 
this last year. The world is a poorer place for your passing. The 
Afghan scene has lost a treasure and a source of incredible 
knowledge.
We will so miss you.
Roberta Hall

Compton and were lucky with the weather so the ring was set 
up in the car park. Alongside the car park was a public right of 
way. Liz was showing Red herself that day. The judge had gone 
over him and Liz set off down the ring. Now, bless her, Liz 
didn’t have the longest legs in the world and, as she turned at 
the bottom of the ring to come back to the judge, Red spied a 
member of the public walking two little dogs towards the ring. 
He decided that it would be much more fun to join the little 
dogs than to stop before the judge. So off they set up the ring, 
Liz’s legs going nineteen to the dozen trying desperately to 
keep up with Red. She just about managed to stop him before 
he ran out of the ring. Liz was laughing, the spectators were 
laughing and Red was having a wonderful time.
That’s how I will remember Liz, doing the thing she loved 
best, showing her dogs. God bless you, Liz. You left us far too 
soon.
Terri Borash
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Manchester  Friday 20 January
Dogs &  Norman Butcher
Bitches

East of England Afghan Club   Sunday 19 February
Dogs  Mary Fisher
Bitches  Sandra Weston

Crufts   Friday 10 March
Dogs  Paolo Dondina
Bitches  Christian Gardiner

N.A.H.S.   Sunday 26 March
Dogs  Audrey Bell
Bitches  John T Jepson 

Hound Association of Scotland   Saturday 8 April
Dogs &  Keith Thornton
Bitches  

W.E.L.K.S.   Frday 28 April
Dogs &  Angela Draper-Andrews
Bitches

Birmingham National   Friday12 May
Dogs &  Val McCormack
Bitches

S.K.C.   Saturday 20 May
Dogs &  Frank Kane
Bitches

MAHC  Sunday 28 May
Dogs   Ann Allan
Bitches  Diana Greenfield

Bath   Monday 29 May
Dogs &  Nick Bryce-Smith
Bitches

Southern Counties   Saturday 3 June
Dogs &  Wayne Douglas (Australia)
Bitches

Three Counties  Monday 12 June 
Dogs &  Chris Pascoe
Bitches

Border Union   Sunday 18 June
Dogs &  Sylvia Evans
Bitches

Blackpool   Saturday 24 June
Dogs &  Pam Mottershaw
Bitches 

Windsor   Friday 30 June
Dogs &  Bettie McClark
Bitches 

South Wales   Thursday 6 July
Dogs &  Meriel Hitchens
Bitches

Paignton   Thursday 13 July
Dogs &  Clari Cross
Bitches

East of England   Tuesday 18 July
Dogs &  Sarah Hattrell
Bitches

Hound Association   Saturday 5 August
Dogs  Terri Borash
Bitches Denys Simpson

Bournemouth   Sunday 13 August
Dogs &  Terry Thorn
Bitches

Welsh Kennel Club   Friday 18 August
Dogs & Chris Amoo
Bitches  

S.K.C.   Saturday 26 August
Dogs &  Martin Sanders
Bitches

City of Birmingham   Friday 1 September
Dogs & Ken Sinclair
Bitches

Y.A.H.S.  Sunday 3 September
Dogs  Cinzia Camia (Italy)
Bitches Paul Britza (Australia)

Richmond   Friday 8 September
Dogs  Roy Metcalfe 
Bitches  Susan Metcalfe

Belfast  Friday 29 September
Dogs &  Linda Worthy
Bitches

AHA of Northern Ireland  Sunday 1 October
Dogs &  Zita Fogarty
Bitches

AHC of Scotland   Saturday 7 October
Dogs  John Astle
Bitches  Claire Todd

Driffield   Saturday 14 October
Dogs &  Jean Williams
Bitches

N.E.A.H.S.   Sunday 22 October
Dogs  Allan Brooks
Bitches Alan Ledger

Afghan Hound Club of Wales   Saturday 4 November 
Dogs   Mary Davies
Bitches  Anne MacDonald

W.A.H.C.  Sunday 12 November
Dogs  Val West
Bitches  Sue Kemp

B.A.H.C.   Saturday 18 November
Dogs  Lesley Busby
Bitches  Anne Mathers

Southern Afghan Club   Sunday 3 December
Dogs  Anne Mathers
Bitches  Sandra Ellis

L.K.A.  Friday 8 December
Dogs &  Mike Caple
Bitches

Judges for Championship Shows 2006
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Long, long ago, in the Kingdom of El Billug, all the birds and 
beasts of the world lived in harmony and peace.  Fur lived with 
feather and scale lived with hide, each secure in the knowledge 
that it was against the law of Mother Earth to harm but one 
feather, hair or scale on another’s head. The ruler of this ancient 
kingdom was known by all as - El Scorpico.
Now, El Scorpico was both respected and feared by all who 
lived in his realm and my friends, this is not surprising when 
I tell you that El Scorpico was one of the most powerful and 
venomous beasts ever to have crawled the earth. His body was 
said to be impenetrable, protected as it was beneath smooth, 
black armoured plating and buffed to a glossy finish by the 
eager to please, shinaz antz. His piercing black eyes, moved 
menacingly on their muscular stalks, from side to side, back 
to back and front to front, missing nothing at all. His subjects 
worked long and hard, aware that failure to comply could 
result in being painfully (not to mention fatally) impaled on 
the ever-so-sharp pointy thing at the end of his tail. 
 So you would think that all was rosy in the garden of the 
Scorpion King, but you would be wrong dear friends, very 
wrong indeed. There was a problem in El Scorpico’s life, a very 
large problem and its name was Mhutt. Mhutt was the fly in 
the ointment. The spoke in the wheel. The thorn in the side of 
El Scorpico and had been ever since it was so.
Every morning in the Kingdom of El Billug, was the same as 
it had been for more years than there are feathers on a thrushes 
throat, which is of course, for those of you that don’t know, 
about thirty thousand, give or take a millennium or three.  
Precisely on the hour of the 6 moons, the wake up call was 
given by the Shise and Rhyne bird, whose ever so slightly 
dyslectic cries of “Akeyw-akeyw-Akeyw,” filled the skies across 
the land. Then when their echoes had been carried away to 
the land of hello, hello, hell, hel, he, h..., it was time for  El 
Scorpico to ask the same question, in the same way he asked it 
every morning, ever since it was so.
“Well, my subjects, what is it time for?” Asked the Scorpion 
King.
“It is time to start the day, Your Majesty,” replied his subjects.
Then all the birds and beasts breakfasted on delicious repinuj 
berries and yahteews and drank from the Emtakool River of 
Reflection. Then they cleaned and preened in readiness for the 
day ahead and awaited El Scorpico’s next question.
“Well, my subjects, now what is it time for?” asked the Scorpion 
King.
“It is time to begin the day’s labours, Your Majesty,” replied 
all his subjects.
Well, all but one, that is. Mhutt as usual, remained silent.
“Mhutt!” Demanded El Scorpico. “Once again, as every 
morning, you fail to answer me. So I ask you again. What is 
it time for?”
Mhutt reluctantly opened one beautifully shaped, triangular 
eye and said in a mildly irritated manner, “It is time, bug, that 
you learnt to keep your voice down to a quiet roar. One is not 
like your other subjects. One is the one and ONLY one, and as 
such, one really has to look after oneself and ensure one gets as 
much beauty sleep as one can get, don’t you know.” 
“Now look here, Mhutt, I...”   
“Further more,” interrupted Mhutt, “One simply cannot begin 
the days labours, before one has groomed ones coat to ones 
total satisfaction and, as I have explained ad nauseum, (Mhutt 

yawned theatrically) it takes one at least four hours to perfect 
the parting on ones back, to ensure that ones long, silky hair 
hangs evenly down both sides of ones beautifully formed 
body.” And with that, Mhutt closed his beautifully shaped, 
triangular eye and went back to sleep.
“Mhutt!” El Scorpico said once again, “ I demand an answer. 
What is it time for?”
Mhutt, this time without even bothering to open his beautifully 
shaped, triangular eye, said, “It is also time, bug, that one 
was addressed by ones proper name, which is, and ever was 
so, the ‘King of Dogs’ and not ‘Mhutt’!” replied Mhutt in an 
indisputably patronising manner.
El Scorpico’s carapace darkened with wrath and the sting in 
his tail curled dangerously over his back. 
“Mhutt, I will not warn you again, tell me what it is time for, 
or there will be no food tonight.”
Mhutt thumped his enormous front feet on the sandy ground 
in an exaggerated display of petulance and proceeded to 
exhibit his quite remarkable talent for thespianism.
“Oh no, El Scorpico! Don’t starve me. Anything but that El 
Scorpico!” Mhutt moaned sarcastically. He then slowly drew 
the back of a huge hairy paw across his brow and pretended 
to swoon.
“Ahhhhhhh...I think one is about to faint...Ahhhh,” and with 
that...he did.
At that moment, some Greater Spotted Sand Ants, became 
embroiled in an argument over who had the greatest number 
of spots. Wanting to avoid a messy confrontation, El Scorpico 
was forced to scuttle off to sort them out, still broiling with 
rage at Mhutt’s replies.
Mhutt stood up, shook the sand from his long silky hair and 
tossed his refined but ever so masculine head in the air. “Stupid 
bug,” Mhutt announced to anyone who was listening. “Hasn’t 
he learnt by now that not eating for a day is of no importance 
to me.  Why, I can go without food for days if I so choose.” 
“Yes,” said the anyone, who had been listening carefully, “Even 
I know that.”
Then Mhutt, as usual, spent the next four hours perfecting 
the parting on his back, which tired him almost to the point 
of collapse. But summoning up his last ounce of energy, he 
strolled majestically over to the grassy banks of the Emtakool. 
Then, as every morning, he proceeded to admire his reflection 
on the surface of the still, clear water.
“Oh! Oh! What can one say. One truly IS the King of Dogs! 
A veritable jewel in the crown of creation,” Mhutt drooled at 
the image before him. “Did one ever see such a glorious sight?” 
asked Mhutt. “Well, yes, just yesterday morning actually!” 
Mhutt rather amusingly replied to his own question. 
Then, acutely aware of the waves of exhaustion that were 
threatening to overwhelm him, he cogitated and deliberated 
on what he should do next. And after he had cogitated and 
deliberated, weighed up the alternatives, considered all the 
possibilities and calculated the consequences thereof...he 
reached the same irrefutable conclusion that he reached every 
morning…which was, that it would be entirely remise of him 
to risk any further expending of energy on actually doing any 
work. Therefore, the only sensible thing for him to do, was to 
go back to sleep.
And so it was that whilst Mhutt was sleeping, El Scorpico 
called an Extraordinary Urgent Meeting, which was only ever 
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called when El Scorpico had something extraordinarily urgent 
to discuss. All the birds and beasts gathered around to hear 
what their leader had to say. 
Notable amongst the assembled throng, were the grey, furry 
Humdhrumz, who were mainly notable for being grey and 
furry. Next to them, lay the long, scaly and indescribably ugly, 
Blaque Adda. Then there was the excitable tree-climbing 
Shepp and the highly territorial, tree-dwelling Bloopeeta, 
whose hysterical cries of, “Get down Shepp!” could be heard 
like clockwork just past the hour of the 5 moons, every Monday 
and Thursday afternoon. Last, but certainly not least, were the 
colourfully feathered Rik twins, who although identical, were 
easily told apart by the fact that one of them had sadly lost 
all the feathers from the top of his head. The poor little thing 
rued the day he had taught his lovesick brother how to play: 
“she loves me, she loves me not. She loves me...”
Silence descended on the crowd as El Scorpico solemnly 
crawled on to the raised ‘Do As I Say’ platform (more 
commonly referred to as a DAIS) and began to speak.
“For too long now Mhutt’s arrogance and pride has been left 
unchecked,” began El Scorpico, “but I can no longer ignore his 
blatant INSUBORDINATION and REFUSAL TO OBEY 
AUTHORITY!” roared El Scorpico.
“What does, ‘insubordination’, mean?” quietly asked one 
abbarrabba to another. 
“It means, refusal to obey authority,” replied the another...
helpfully.
“And I mean to do something about it TODAY!” El Scorpico 
continued in a doggedly determined mood. “We all need to 
put our heads together and come up with a plan that will 
knock him off his pedestal and make him see that he is not the 
superior animal he supposes, but is actually the same as us...
I mean, you,” El Scorpico quickly corrected himself. “So, has 
anyone any ideas?” barked the Scorpion King optimistically. 
The silence was deafening, mainly due to the distinct lack of 
any sound. 
Just then, a little voice piped up, “Your Majesty, I think I have 
a cunning plan.”
“Who said that?” asked El Scorpico.
“It was bald Rik,” replied Blaque Adda, “But don’t get excited. 
His plans are about as stupid as Mister Fox joining a pack 
of foxhounds and shouting: “Don’t worry about me. England 
knows that all Huntsmen are honourable and will respect the 
illegality of hunting with dogs. Tear me to pieces and impale 
my head on a stick if I am wrong!” 
“Never mind that,” said El Scorpico, “For I have a cunning 
plan of my own and with your help, I will teach Mhutt a lesson 
he will never forget. Gather around close…closer still... and I 
will tell you what has to be done.”
As the cooling sun began its inexorable journey towards the 
beckoning horizon, Mhutt finally awakened from his slumbers. 
He yawned and then stretched each well angulated limb, until 
he once again felt refreshed and alive. Then, as every evening, 
he made his way to the foot of the Ogitrev Mountains. This 
was Mhutt’s special place; his own little corner of Paradise. 
After a hard day of sleeping and grooming, there was nothing 
that pleased him more than grazing on the sweet, but very 
tough, grass that grew there in abundance. And as he gently 
persuaded each succulent blade to surrender its juicy contents, 
Mhutt would give praise and thanks to Mother Earth for her 

glorious creation. Then, when he had had his fill, he would lie 
down amongst the luscious green furnishings and vomit. 
Now El Scorpico was well aware of the evening habits of 
Mhutt. He knew that after his nightly ‘barf ’, he would assume 
‘the position’, i.e. he would lie flat on his back with all four, 
well angulated limbs pointing N.S.E. and W, though not 
necessarily in that order. Thus arranged, Mhutt would then 
fall into the deepest sleep of the day, awakening only when the 
sun was finally swallowed by the Mouth of Darkness. Then he 
would waken and quickly move to the warmth of his shelter, 
lest he was frozen to death in the rapidly declining mountain 
temperatures. 
So, it was now that El Scorpico had to make his move. There 
was no time to waste.
A strange black mass, close to the ground, moved ominously 
towards the sleeping Mhutt. One hundred thousand Greater 
Spotted Sand Ants, were on a mission they could not afford 
to fail. They moved in unison, each instinctively knowing 
what their next move would be. As they reached the prostrate 
animal, the silent swarm began their dastardly work. 
Each tiny ant, although individually helpless against such a 
powerful creature as Mhutt, became far more mighty than 
he, when working in partnership with ninety nine thousand, 
nine hundred and ninety nine other tiny ants. They followed 
their orders to the letter, tightly tethering every single hair on 
Mhutt’s back, to the sweet, but very tough, blades of grass that 
grew there in abundance. When their wicked work was done, 
they left Mhutt as they had found him, prostrate among the 
luscious green furnishings, still sleeping the sleep of the just.
Mhutt awoke, as usual, when his sensitive, large black nose, 
detected the sudden chill in the night air. “Brrrrrr,” said Mhutt, 
“time to go to ones warm bed methinks, one could do with a 
good sleep.” And with that he rolled over on to his side...only, 
he didn’t; you see he couldn’t, could he? But he couldn’t see...
could he?  How could he?  
“What on earth is going on?” said a very confused Mhutt. 
“Why on earth can’t one roll over onto ones side? It is as 
though one were stuck to the very ground itself.”
Mhutt tried again and again to roll over and rise, but to no 
avail, as well we understand, dear friends. He lay on his back 
pondering the situation. He pondered and pondered, but 
when he realised that pondering was actually getting him 
nowhere fast, he began to panic a little...then a little more...
then finally...a lot! Mhutt knew something had to be done and 
done quickly.
“If one doesn’t move soon, one will be frozen to this very spot 
for all eternity!” cried poor Mhutt. He tried harder this time, 
first rolling one way and then the other, throwing his body 
in every direction over and over again, until he finally felt 
something give beneath him. “Oh goodness gracious me, one 
thinks ones hair is being pulled out by the very roots!” But 
Mhutt knew he had no choice, it was his hair or his life and 
although it was a very close call, Mhutt finally plumped for 
the latter.
So he tugged and he pulled for all he was worth, tearing at the 
bonds that held him so cruelly, until eventually he was free. He 
shakily rose to his feet, then turned to see what had been the 
cause of his perilous confinement. “Oh my...Oh my...Oh my!” 
Mhutt exclaimed at the sight that met his beautifully shaped, 
triangular eyes. The luscious green furnishings on which he 
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had made his bed, were now covered with the luscious, silky 
furnishings that had once adorned his back! 
Feeling chilled to his bones and deeply shocked, Mhutt 
painfully and slowly headed for home, thankful that there 
had been no witnesses to his humiliation and distress. How 
much worse would he have felt, dear friends, had he known 
that there was indeed a witness. One who not only shared, but 
verily celebrated the grisly outcome of the night’s dramatic 
events. El Scorpico’s cunning plan had worked.
Precisely on the hour of the 6 moons, the Shise and Rhyne 
bird earned his daily crust as usual, by announcing the start 
of another day. And as usual, El Scorpico asked the same 
question of his subjects, in the same way as he asked it every 
morning, ever since it was so.
“Well, my subjects, what is it time for?” asked the Scorpion 
King.
“It is time to start the day, Your Majesty,” replied his subjects.
Then all the birds and beasts breakfasted and drank and cleaned 
and preened in readiness for the day ahead and awaited El 
Scorpico’s next question.
“Well, my subjects, now what is it time for?” again asked the 
Scorpion King.
“It is time to begin the day’s labours, Your Majesty,” replied 
all his subjects.
Well, all but one, that is. Mhutt as usual, remained silent. But 
not because he was sleeping, dear friends, Mhutt was simply 
nowhere to be seen.
Word of Mhutt’s disappearance spread quicker than a pile of 
poo in a rain storm. 
Anxious cries of, “Where is MHUTT? WHERE is Mhutt?” 
and “Where IS Mhutt?”, failed to elicit a single word of 
response, mainly due to the fact that no one replied. 
El Scorpico’s cold, black eyes darted about on the ends of their 
muscular stalks, searching for any sign of Mhutt’s whereabouts, 
but there was simply no trace of the troublesome curr. The 
Scorpion King’s horny mouth, dripping with venomous goo, 
spread into a gruesome grimace, as the realization of his 
victory became apparent.

“Well my subjects, sink to your knees and praise the one 
known as EL SCORPICO!” he cried triumphantly. “All hail 
The Great Planner. The Great Leader. The Great Ruler. El 
Scorpico is truly a King amongst Kings!” he cackled manically. 
“For the one known as Mhutt is no longer. He has slunk away 
in the dead of darkness, too ashamed to reveal the naked 
consequences of his arrogance and pride. Now we will no 
longer have to suffer his claims of being unique and the only 
one of his kind.” 
“What does ‘unique’ mean?” quietly asked one another to 
another another.
“It means the only one of his kind,” replied the another to the 
other another...helpfully.
“The Plan has worked, the Mhutt is dead. LONG LIVE 
THE KING!” screamed El Scorpico, who by this time, my 
dear friends, was quite manifestly off his head. He spun his 
scaly body around and around, still proclaiming, “Long Live 
The King!” until finally, he spun himself clean out of sight! 
Now, while El Scorpico was busy catapaulting himself over 
the horizon, a familiar voice could be heard coming from the 
Emtakool River of Reflection. 

“Oh! Oh! What can one say. One truly IS the King of Dogs?” 
Mhutt stared in awe at his reflection on the surface of the still, 
clear water. “Did one ever see such a glorious sight? Well, no 
actually, one can honestly say that one never HAS seen such a 
glorious sight, as it is even more glorious than before!” Mhutt 
once again replied to his own question, though now more with 
admiration than amusement. 
By this time, all the birds and the beasts had gathered along 
the banks of the River of Reflection and gasped in amazement 
at the sight that met their eyes. For no longer was Mhutt the 
proud owner of a back adorned with the long and silky hair 
that once parted neatly along his back and fell evenly down 
the sides of his beautifully formed body. Now, Mhutt was the 
even more proud owner of a smooth, sleek saddle coat that 
simply gleamed in both of the sunslights. It started at the top 
of his strong, long neck, spreading down across his well laid 
shoulders, all the way along his level back, across his powerful, 
short loin, over his prominent pin bones, down his wonderful 
fall away and along the top side of his sparsely feathered, 
perfectly ringed tail. Every one of the now short, strong hairs, 
radiant in hues of chestnut brown.
“You look magnificent, Mhutt,” said the birds and the beasts 
with reverence. They gazed in amazement upon his beauty, 
entirely failing to notice a strange black mass, close to the 
ground, silently beginning its one way journey to the land of 
oblivion.
El Scorpico was still spinning wildly and due to good luck 
rather than good management, had arrived back amongst his 
subject, still shouting and screeching in delight at the success 
of The Plan. Just at that moment, mid-manoeuvre, Mhutt 
came into his view and the spinning stopped dead. 
El Scorpico was gutted to both his stomachs at the sight of 
his enemy, but he was not going to show it. No, he would still 
win the day. After all, was it not he, El Scorpico, who had dealt 
the killer blow to Mhutt’s ego? Was it not he, El Scorpico, 
who had ripped away the very heart of Mhutt’s arrogance and 
pride? Mhutt would be weak, “now is the time to pour salt into 
his wounds,” mused the evil Scorpion King.
“Mhutt. Nice to see you have returned to us looking so well. 
Are you feeling ok?” El Scorpico asked gently. “I have missed 
you so much, my little friend, my pal, my mate,” he said 
sweetly.
“I hate sycophancy and sucking up to people,” said the Brown 
Nosed weasel.
“What’s ‘sycophancy’?” a little voice asked him.
“I’m surprised you don’t know, Little Voice, you being so clever 
and smart and everything. I have always admired your talent 
for being absolutely wonderful at just about everything. In 
fact, I would just love to BE you. You are so handsome and 
strong...” 
“That’s all very well,” interrupted the little voice, “but can’t you 
just answer my question?” 
El Scorpico frowned disapprovingly at this unwarranted 
disturbance to the proceedings and silence was quickly 
restored.
 “Now, where was I? Ah yes. Mhutt, you look a little different 
somehow. Have you lost some weight, as you certainly look a 
little...how can I put it...lighter?”  
Mhutt looked down his well chiselled foreface and gave El 
Scorpico an icy stare.
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“Mhutt, come now,” coaxed El Scorpico, “Be nice, you don’t 
really want to leave us again do you, after all, parting is such 
sweet sorrow. Get it...Parting? Get it...P.A.R.T.I.N.G?  As in, 
you don’t have one any more!” Unable to restrain himself any 
longer, El Scorpico fell to the ground hysterical with mirth, 
holding his aching sides with each of his many black, bony 
legs. He continued in this way for quite some time, belching 
out great explosions of laughter from deep within his guts, 
forcing his subjects to take cover from the awful stench.
Then, as suddenly as it started, the laughter ceased. El Scorpico 
flipped over onto his feet and turned to face his enemy.
“Mhutt. You have learned the hard way that you are no better 
than anyone else who lives in the Kingdom of El Billug and 
will forever have to bear the humiliating consequences of your 
arrogance and pride. So, now we have established that you 
really are the same as all my other lowly subjects, I would ask 
you to answer me just one question,” said El Scorpico smugly.

“And what question might that be?” asked Mhutt with feigned 
but convincing curiosity.
El Scorpico raised himself up as high as his black, bony legs 
could lift him, his powerful, muscular tail (with the ever-so-
sharp pointy thing on the end) swaying threateningly back and 
forth over his scaly back. He had waited a hundred ifetimes 
for just this moment and he was going to savour every single 
second.
“Well Mhutt. Now The Plan has worked and you are no longer 
arrogant and proud...what is it time for?”
“Plan B...?” 
replied the KING OF DOGS

Anon
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A man from our Fancy called Dwayne,

Had schemed for top honours to gain,

“A 3rd!” - you can stick it,

You owed me a ticket,

Now he’s half way to Leeds on a train.

A NEWBIE with visions of fame,

Felt sure she could shortcut the 
‘game’,

She bought a ‘top winner’,

And the judge a great dinner,

But ended up dumped all the same.

There was a young dog from Loch 

Ness,
Who thought he’d go skiing - oh 

bless,
He found it a breeze,

But his manhood did freeze,
Now he’s prancing about in a dress!

Some Dog Show Terms Explained
Angulation Degree to which lady dog handlers will bend
 over backwards to impress judges.
Balance (a)How to arrange the cheque book so your
 husband won’t know how much money you
 spent on dog shows last month. 
 (b) Ability to hold coffee, lead, brush, bait and
 catalogue all at once.
Type What your dog has...... if you turn down the
 lights and squint a little.
Hock A way of financing your dog shows by the use
 of jewellery such as wedding rings.
Elbow Method of getting into ring when late.
Litter What’s left for the Committee to pick up after
 a dog show.
Kennel Where you go when the kids fight and your
 husband shouts at you.
Bitch (a) Name for a lady dog.
 (b) Name often heard at dog shows, not always
 to describe a lady dog.
Mask What to wear when you have to show the pet
 you sold six months ago.
Pedigree Something you should have read first.
Muzzle What to put on your kids at a dog show to
 prevent them from calling your competition
 what they overheard you call him last night.
Noseprints Cute marks left all over your French Windows.
Dam (a) Lady dog with children.
 (b) Name often heard at dog shows, not always
 to describe a lady dog.
Puppies Small, dog like food-processing machines with
 the ability to stink out an entire house
 and collectively deafen a band of magpies
 (these creatures have not yet been perfected, as
 they come with leaky systems, and can also be
 dangerous to weak hearts and bank accounts).

 Afghan Limericks
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Photographing Dogs

Shelties and showing shelties have been part of my life since 
the late 1960s. My family started out with a companion sheltie 
when I was in high school. When I returned from collage my 
mother had purchased a sheltie whom the breeder wanted 
shown in the conformation ring. That was the beginning of 
the 30 plus year obsession.
In the United States many breeds are lucky enough to have 
magazines that are devoted to one breed.  The breeders advertise 
their wins and the dogs in their kennel.  We needed photos 
of our dogs to put in the sheltie magazines and my career in 
photography started. I was self taught and had the luck to 
be able to learn from the experience of some very good dog 
photographers.  If you are new to taking photos of your dogs 
the best advice I can give you is to photograph, photograph, 
photograph. Your goal is to take 1000 photos. After you take 
1000 photos you will have a good feel for what type of photos 
you want to take and good experience on how your camera 
works. You also need to have a good idea of what traits you 
want to capture in your dog. 
The best light is natural light in the early morning hours or 
late afternoon hours. The actual time will vary depending 
on the time of year and your latitude. You are aiming for the 
time when the sun is low enough on the horizon to avoid 
unflattering shadows on the face. In southern California that is 
no later than 10am and no earlier than 3pm in the late spring, 
summer and early fall. In the early spring, late fall and winter 
the sun is much lower on the horizon and you can shoot much 
closer to noon. A slightly overcast day is the best lighting. It 
reduces the contrast between the blacks and whites and allows 
more detail to be recorded on the film. The sun lower in the 
sky also helps to reduce the contrast. 
My first camera was a 35 mm. As I gained more experience 
I decided to upgrade to a medium format camera. My choice 
was a Pentax 6x7. I used Kodak Pro 400 MC in my medium 
format camera. It’s wonderful film for shooting dogs as it is a 
medium contrast film but is too grainy for 35mm use. I used 
Kodak gold before Kodak started making the Pro 400 and 
liked it very much. It is available in 100 and �00 ASA and 
would be the best choice when using a 35mm camera. In �004 
I purchased a Canon �0D, a digital camera. It was love at first 
use. For several years I had been scanning my 6x7 negatives 
so I could work on them in the imaging software Photoshop. 
When I started using the digital camera I no longer had to 
scan the negatives. After a shoot the photo files could be 
loaded directly into my laptop. I could get instant feed back 
from the client. If you are going to buy a digital camera you 
need to make sure the camera has no lag time from the time 
you press the shutter button to the time the photo is taken. In 
those few seconds the dog may have moved completely out of 
position.
A tripod is essential. You need the camera to be as still as 
possible for the maximum sharpness. A shutter release cord 
is nice to help ensure the camera does not shake as you press 
down on the shutter.
With a 35mm camera the lens should be about a 90mm 
for body shots & about 70-75mm for head shots. I leave 
background around the dogs so that if I have to straighten 
the dog when printing I have enough background to do that. 
The ideal print will have 1” to 1 1/�” of background between 
the dog and the print edge. A 35mm negative is much wider 

proportionally than an 8x10  so if you concentrate on the top 
and bottom space the side to side margins will be fine.
I usually shoot at f11 and go down to f8 if needed. Much 
lower than that and you wind up with the dog out of focus at 
one end or the other. I do not use a flash.
A 3/4 view of the body is flattering for most dogs, but don’t 
get locked into only doing one view. Experiment & work with 
each dog to find the best angle. Remember to turn the dog 
to the non show side, it might be the best. You need at least 
one other person to manage the dog and some noise source. 
I have a recorder with various sounds that helps but a second 
helper is the best who can hold the noise source or be the 
noise source. This can get very silly and is not for the inhibited. 
Be on the look out for the unique shots. Some of my favorite 
photos are the ones where the dog did something unusual and 
I was able to capture the moment.
You need to get at dog level when photographing. This usually 
means sitting on the ground, so bring something to sit on in 
case of snow, mud, or any other unmentionables you might 
encounter on the ground. Because I am moving to get the 
best angle of the dog I usually end up off the ground cover & 
covered with muck. A hazard I cannot avoid.
The background should be at least 10 feet away from the 
dog. A park with trees and hills far away is my preference. 
A background that is in contrast with the color of the dog is 
best. When I am photographing black dogs I want a medium 
colored background and a dark background for lighter dogs. 
Be careful that the grass is not too long. Also try to avoid the 
placing background trees so they look like they are growing 
out of the head.
The keyword in doing dog photography is PATIENCE, 
PATIENCE. I have photographed dogs that only allow you 
to take one photograph at a time and then the camera noise 
makes them move. The dog has all the control, so getting 
impatient is not the answer. With enough time and experience 
you can get good photos of your dogs. Good luck.

Jan Haderlie
sumersong@gmail.com

 
I have been photographing dogs for about 3 years now, and 
have been lucky enough to take some pictures good enough 
to be used for advertising in the Pacesetter, International, and 
catalogs. Here are some of the things I am careful about.
Camera: I use an Olympus OM-10 35mm.
Lighting: The best I have found is outdoors, mid to late 
morning with scattered clouds. The pictures in bright sunlight 
have been too harsh, and the ones on overcast days have had 
no definition. It is very difficult to get good pictures indoors 
unless you have special photographic lighting.
Lens: Most of my good ones have been taken using a 38 - �00 
zoom macro wide angle lens. I try to be around 10 to 15 feet 
away from the dog, and use the zoom feature to fill the frame 
with the dog (or part of the dog, i.e. head shot, etc).
Angle: I set the camera on a tripod, and have it set at the 
height of the dog’s eyes. If the camera was too high, the dog 
was all head. On occasion I have had the camera slightly below 
the eyes to accentuate a wonderful underjaw, but be careful to 
not be too low.
Film: I prefer to use ASA 100 or �00 at the absolute fastest. 
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Photographing Dogs

Film any faster than this will result in grainy enlargements. 
Background: The plainer, the better. I like to use either the 
front of a large field or a backdrop of solid trees or bushes. For 
sables and blues, darker than the dog is best; for tris, lighter. 
To blur the background, try using shorter depth of field (larger 
aperatures - the ones with the smaller numbers - i.e. f� gives a 
shorter d-o-f than f16).
Misc: Be sure to photograph the dogs when they are fresh, and 
preferably a little bit hungry - they bait better that way. The 
dogs must be perfectly groomed, or the camera will pick up all 
the imperfections. Be sure there is not too much wind, or the 
coat will look strange blowing the wrong way. 
Dog’s position: The best shots I have are ones of the dog 3/4 
(looking just past my shoulder), the next best are profile (if 
dog has perfect head planes). Be sure to critically evaluate the 
dog, and do NOT accentuate a fault - i.e. dogs with rounder 
eyes, shoot in brighter light; dogs with less than perfect head 
planes, no profiles; less underjaw, be sure to not shoot from too 
high; etc.
Help: This is probably the most important. Be sure to have 1 or 
preferably � other people with you. Be sure at least one of them 
knows the breed you are shooting VERY well. One person 
will watch the grooming (rough brushed up, topline brushed 
down, feathers and bloomers right, ears tipped, etc.) The other 
person stands just behind the photographer to get the dog’s 
attention with a multitude of noise makers (be creative). If you 

are trying to get more than one dog, have additional people 
for the additional dogs. At one point, we tried to get a family 
photo (Mom, Dad and 4 11-month old puppies from the 
same litter) and out of 1 1/� rolls of pictures, only got � good 
shots, We had both parents sitting together, 1 boy beside 
Mom, 1 girl beside Dad, and the other � puppies laying down 
in front - with only � of the dogs obedience trained. It took 5 
people to accomplish this. 
For every good picture you get, you will probably get at least 
4 - 5 that are not good. Make sure you have lots of film with 
you, so you can shoot away - you never know when the dog 
will give you “that look”. Be patient, and wait for the dog to 
bait. Watch for ears up, head up, legs four-square, tail down, 
etc.
If you try to get “action” shots, be sure to use a very fast shutter 
speed to stop the action. One morning I was photographing a 
Sheltie doing all levels of obedience, and used shutter speeds 
of 1/�50 and up. To get specific shots, pre-focus and use a 
shutter-release cable so you can get away from the back of the 
camera, and watch the action so you can catch the dog going 
over the jump, etc.

Sandy Walroth
carawind@westol.com, carawind@winbeam.com
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Ladder Crossword
The first and last letter of each consecutive descending solution, spells out a word relevant to our breed.

Left
�L  Drink with bag carrier and become a fan?
4L  Hope you are enjoying this one.
6L  Not reliant on others?
8L  Indisputably...the same.

Right
1R  Travel abroad; not under ocean.
3R  Racers top comp?
5R  We all began as one of these.
7R  Publicity at a price? rarely for free.

Cathy Harding kindly offers a mystery prize to the person who sends her the first correct answers to the above Ladder 
Crossword and the Afghan Anagrams on page 60
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Another year older but this time a young veteran!

Loved owned and campaigned by Eiry Jones

01977 625323
Eiryjo6@aol.com

Gintonic
Sashkan Classic Lady with Gintonic JW

(Ch. Boxadan Give Me a Break at Benatone x Ch. Sashkan Georgie Girl)

“Sian”
Stud Book No. 0489CK

Photo: David Paton
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Afghan Hound Breed Lecture
by Wendye Slatyer, Calahorra Kennels, Australia

Prepared for the Royal NSW Canine Council Judges Training 
Scheme.
Not to be reproduced or re-distributed without written permission 
by the author and full accreditation.

It is my responsibility to interpret the Afghan Hound breed 
standard in a manner which will make totally clear to you - 
as judges - what the hallmarks are of this breed, what makes 
it different from EVERY other breed, and where you should 
place your emphasis when allocating the mental pluses and 
minuses by which you will arrive at your awards.
EVERY breed has distinguishing characteristics, which 
really are the most important factors to be considered when 
judging. Afghan Hounds, however, are amongst the most 
unique of all, with numerous distinctive hallmarks that NO 
OTHER BREED POSSESSES. Unfortunately modern 
judging practice has tended to blur such important and unique 
features in every breed, so now some judges want ALL dogs, 
from Pekingese to Bullmastiffs, to stack like Irish Setters, 
move like German Shepherds, and show like Poodles!! You 
may well laugh, but if you are honest and THINK ABOUT 
MANY SHOW LINE-UPS TODAY, you will find that is 
not far from the truth.
So - what exactly is an Afghan Hound? In his booklet, 
“Essentials of the Standards at a Glance”, American author 
Harry C Sydney says the breed is .. “aloof, dignified, with 
characteristic top knot, hip bones. Tail low set but carried high 
with ring at end”, and under “Area of Faults”, i.e. points to 
be closely watched for deviation from the standard, he lists 
“Neck, head, legs, feet, top line, saddle, temperament”. That is 
really fairly comprehensive, isn’t it?
The Afghan Hound has been known to Western Civilisation 
for around 100 years yet archaeological evidence of this 
genuinely old breed dates back at least as far as �,�00 BC. 
In Marion Florsheim’s 1956 article “The Magnificent 
Afghan”, it states they are the most primitive in form and 
at the same time, the most highly specialised of the existing 
canine varieties. Research claims even a casual comparison 
of anatomical structure demonstrates the Afghan Hound as 
representing a more primitive stage of evolution than does any 
other of our domestic breeds, this apparent antiquity being 
linked with the retention of primitive specialised attributes, 
in which respect he stands alone among dogs. That evidence 
was put forward in 194� by Jackson K Stanford, and I bring 
it to your attention because I sincerely believe both judges 
and breeders have an enormous responsibility to PRESERVE 
the “specialness” of the breeds with which they are involved. 
Sure - every species must evolve and we all know we couldn’t 
win now with dogs which resemble those in early books like 
“Hutchinson’s Encyclopedia”. I guess it is human nature to 
want to “improve” on the original, bring it more into line with 
conventional thinking about anatomy, show temperament, 
glamour etc. After all, everyone wants to win.
However, again I ask you to THINK - not just about this 
breed - but about ALL the breeds you will judge in your 
careers. THINK ABOUT THEIR PURPOSE - WHY 
DID THEY ATTRACT FANCIERS IN THE FIRST 
PLACE - WHAT MADE THEM SPECIAL - WHY DID 
PEOPLE WANT TO OWN AND BREED THEM? Many 
are now almost unrecognisable, a case in point being the 

Italian Spinone, initially so altered during a few short years 
in England, that prominent Italian judges virtually disowned 
any connection to the breed being exhibited there. What was 
originally a loose limbed, very flexible, soft backed, rather 
unattractive but extremely functional hunting dog whose 
territory was swamps and marshy ground had been spruced 
up and re-shaped to “conform” to modern show standards. 
Fortunately the new aficionados took notice and went back to 
understanding the Standard. Please try never to allow unique 
and important characteristics to be overlooked in favour of 
showmanship, pizzazz and conformity to fashion.
Okay, that’s enough lecturing I guess, now let’s look at the 
HALLMARKS of the Afghan Hound, without which it is 
not worthy of being called the breed to which it supposedly 
belongs.

GENERAL APPEARANCE
The general outline of an Afghan Hound should be HARD 
and ANGULAR and instantly convey the impression of an 
ancient hunting dog, albeit the most glamorous of them all. 
They should be sharply defined, never rounded, blurred or soft 
- they MUST be athletic. At the same time, they should exude 
an air of undeniable quality, and great pride of race while 
visibly demonstrating their quite unique blend of elegance, 
substance, and function.
An Afghan Hound should be a balanced, medium sized, well 
boned dog, basically square in outline but he must also be long 
in leg. The correct Afghan Hound lacks exaggeration in any 
point of conformation and should be totally functional.

Find suitable books and look at the skeletons of an Afghan 
Hound, a German Shepherd and a Dachshund. I use “This 
is The Afghan Hound” by Joan Brearley and “The Complete 
Afghan Hound” by Miller and Gilbert and “The World 
Encyclopedia of Dogs” edited by Ferelith Hamilton for the 
other two breeds.
Take particular notice of the difference in the placement of 
scapula and pelvis between the German Shepherd and the 
Afghan Hound, never mind the Dachshund!! Both bones 
in the Afghan Hound are placed higher and this creates the 
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definite wither and prominent hipbones that are requisites of 
the breed standard. The Afghan Hound’s spinal vertebrae are 
in a straight line and very close to the skin, the Shepherd’s are 
curved and there is a layer of padding between them and the 
skin.

The whole structure of the Afghan Hound creates a much 
more upright outline, and is allied to the lesser degree of 
shoulder and hindquarter angulation, and the greater length 
of leg. This is because to earn their living, Afghan Hounds 
had to gallop, while Shepherds mostly trotted, each breed of 
course having to be able to efficiently perform the alternate 
gait when required. However the “NATURAL” gait for 
Afghan Hounds is galloping, and the “NATURAL” gait for 
Shepherds is trotting. Remember that.
See how the bones that compose the legs are much, much 
shorter in the Shepherd than are those in the Afghan Hound, 
and the Shepherd’s rear pasterns much longer by comparison.
Pay attention to the carriage and set on of the neck, the 
Shepherd’s starts from half way down the shoulder blade, the 
Afghan Hound’s almost at the top. The Shepherd therefore 
carries his neck forward, the Afghan Hound
carries his upright. Forward head carriage goes with greater 
forequarter angulation.
The Afghan’s unique “proud carriage of the head” is inseparably 
allied to lesser forehand angulation. The greater layback of 
shoulder in the Shepherd also allows for a visually longer 
neck.
CHARACTERISTICS
Having sorted out the basic, but unique anatomy of the 
Afghan Hound, what else makes him so very special? Apart 
from his very distinctive outline, he is unique because of his 
distinct, silky topknot, prominent hipbones, sparsely
feathered, low set and ringed tail, huge feet, Oriental 
expression, coat pattern especially the saddle in mature dogs 
and the possibility of bare pasterns, his presence and bearing, 
and overall arrogant attitude that says “I AM the
King of Dogs.”
The regrettably brief English standard asks for the gait to be 
smooth and springy with a style of high order, and requires 
the whole appearance to give the impression of strength and 
dignity combining speed and power.
The American Standard gives a more accurate word picture, 
stating unequivocally “The Afghan Hound is an aristocrat, 
whose whole appearance is one of dignity and aloofness 
with no trace of plainness or coarseness eyes gazing into the 

distance as if in memory of ages past. The striking character-
istics of the breed stand out clearly, giving the Afghan Hound 
the appearance of what he is - a king of dogs, that has bred 
true to tradition throughout the ages ...”
There is an excellent article produced by the Afghan Hound 
Club of NSW back in the seventies, which provided a detailed 
comparison between both standards. Taken together, those 
standards give you a perfect summing up of the Afghan’s char-
acteristics, the all important BREED TYPE. Just remember, 
you will be examined on the currently worded English one.
One of America’s most famous breeders, Lois Boardman wrote 
“What is Afghan type? To me, the very things asked for in our 
breed standard - the components that set our breed apart from 
all others - namely “the look of eagles”, the long silky topknot, 
the sloping croup and low tail set, the prominent hip bones, 
the ringed “monkey” tail, the short slick saddle hair with silky 
body hair AND the peculiar coat pattern showing “cuffs” on 
the front and back legs.
These are the things that make an Afghan Hound a true 
member of his ancient proud race! Just take these items away, 
one by one, from your mental picture of an Afghan, and slowly 
you will be seeing “just another dog”.
On the age old argument of type versus soundness, she says 
“Well to win in the ring we must strike the happy medium of 
both, as type without soundness will rarely win. Afghans, and all 
dogs for that matter, must be as functionally sound as possible. 

But NEVER 
should breed type 
be sacrificed for 
just sound, furry 
beasts, galloping 
around the ring 
that is scheduled 
for Afghan 
Hounds...”
PROPORTION
So where does 
one start to 
assess the dogs 
in the line up? 
Firstly, as with 
all sighthounds, 
you are looking 
for a dog which 
is both balanced 
and functional. 
Remember, these 
are galloping 

dogs, and any creature whose natural function is to gallop, 
MUST have long legs. There is a distressing tendency 
worldwide to reduce the length of leg in Afghans in order to 
increase their ability to trot at greater speed thus demonstrating 
the erroneously, much sought after but NOT SPECIFIED 
IN ANY VERSION OF THE BREED STANDARD “open 
side gait”.
How on earth this was ever given significance when judging 
sighthounds - GALLOPERS NOT TROTTERS - I cannot 
imagine, but it threatens to destroy both the historic outline 
and their ability to function efficiently for the purpose for 
which they were designed.

Afghan Hound Breed Lecture
by Wendye Slatyer, Calahorra Kennels, Australia
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Afghans capable of fast, “open side gait” are all too often not 
square in outline being either overlong in back or short in leg, 
and have tubular bodies, and those long whippy tails which 
they have to flick to retain their balance, especially when 
cornering. Let’s face it, if a real Afghan wants to get anywhere 
in a hurry, he doesn’t trot, he runs.
The trot in all sighthounds and especially Afghan Hounds, 
is purely a RECONNAISSANCE GAIT, requiring them 
to move effortlessly and tirelessly with light, springy strides, 
indicating their ability to break into full gallop at the first sign 
of quarry. Their unstacked stance with the weight born equally 
on all four legs, their gait and their general, mental attitude 
should all convey their natural athleticism.
The original English standard called for “Great length from 
elbow to foot” as well as from hip to hock, but the specification 
for the forelegs was removed during subsequent revisions 
- more’s the pity! The breed worldwide is now paying the 
price with more and more incorrectly proportioned Afghan 
Hounds who lack length of leg, especially on the forehand. An 
important point often overlooked is that an Afghan Hound 
can fit perfectly well into the recommended height for the 
breed, yet the ratio of height to body length needs only to 
be fractionally incorrect to render that particular animal’s 
proportions unacceptable.

SIZE
With that in mind, remember the Afghan Hound is not a 
BIG DOG, recommended heights being �7-�9” for males 
and �5-�7” for bitches, smaller than Greyhounds, Borzois, 
Deerhounds and Wolfhounds, and only an inch taller than 
the Saluki. The average weight for a correct sized dog in show 
condition is 68 lbs and for a bitch, 56 lbs.
The breed originally developed in one of the world’s harshest 
and most demanding geographic and climatic areas, and 
they needed to be extremely efficient hunters just to survive. 
Afghan Hounds are naturally lean dogs, and still very efficient 
food converters, even today’s dogs need far less food than 
other breeds of similar size.
They had to survive on very little, as one thing is for sure, the 
people of Afghanistan did not keep dogs as pets. They needed 
both great speed for coursing in the open and enormous 
agility to enable them to follow chamois deer up some of the 
steepest and craggiest mountains in the world, plus the ability 
to balance on tiny ledges. They also needed to be fierce enough 
and sufficiently strong to tackle snow leopards, an extremely 
formidable foe. In order to reach their first birthday, dogs 
meeting these demanding criteria also had to possess basic, 
anatomical soundness to a high degree and of course what 
they killed was not theirs to eat, as it was taken back to the 
camps for consumption. Afghans do not rip or tear their prey. 
All dogs other than Afghan Hounds and Salukis living in 
Muslim countries were declared untouchable, so the Emirs 
and Sheikhs had no qualms eating what their hunting dogs 
caught.

BODY AND BONE
Which really brings us to “body”. I believe the requirement is 
for a reasonable depth of chest, reaching to around the elbows, 
with adequate heart and lung room. However the fore portion 
of the rib cage also needs to be deep. Ribs should be moderately 
sprung - never barrelled - and carried well back to the short, 

strong, well muscled loin, where it is essential for the tuckup 
to be very obvious. In Afghans of correct size and proportion, 
this area can almost be spanned by a woman’s hands.
The width between the front legs should be approximately that 
of four fingers in a correct sized, properly constructed Afghan 
Hound. GALLOPING dogs knife through the air with little 
wind resistance. A broad chest would interfere with this and 
could also cause the dog to be out at elbow, which would 
interfere with his efficiency at the gallop. Elbows MUST be 
set close to the body and there needs to be great muscling and 
strength of the whole forehand.
THERE SHOULD BE NO FAT OR PADDING ON THIS 
BODY, the prosternum and the ribs should be easily felt, 

while the three vertebrae immediately before the prominent 
hipbones should be clearly visible.
The same criteria apply to the bone of this breed. It must be 
dense and hard, but should never be heavy or cumbersome.
After all, you don’t see marathon runners - especially those 
from high altitude places like Kenya - with heavy bone or 
big bodies do you? Strength, muscle, heart and lung room, 
.flexibility and manoeuvrability, but NOT bulk. Some Afghan 
Hounds have very large bone and some judges are incorrectly 
impressed by it. But this bone is “open”, porous and useless. 
Puppies of course should have plenty of bone, and need time 
to grow into it.

NECK, WITHERS, TOPLINE
Obviously the neck needs to be of sufficient length to allow 
for the requisite proud carriage of the head and for the dog to 
reach out and grab its prey. The Standard says “long” - but it 
is easy for that to be exaggerated into giraffe-like proportions 
and again - it renders the animal non-functional.
You’ll often hear someone say “Look at that neck”, my answer 
invariably is “Look at the overall dog.”
My personal understanding is that there should be a clearly 
defined but never prominent or ugly wither, in other words, 
the neck blends into the area of the withers and that in turn 
blends into the back, which should be level, of moderate length 

Afghan Hound Breed Lecture
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Afghan Hounds doing what comes naturally ....

... demonstrating the double suspension gallop
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and well muscled.
A back like this will very often appear slightly arched over the 
loin, which should be straight, broad and rather short. This is a 
direct result of the required muscling and must not be confused 
with a roach in the topline, which is of course a fault.
Even more objectionable is a slung topline, unfortunately 
quite commonly seen, nowadays especially where breeders 
have decided to dispense with the correct, defined wither 
altogether, and want a totally .at topline from where the neck 
joins the body. I find this quite objectionable, a) because it 
does not “go” with a hunting dog, b) it almost invariably leads 
to an overlong back, and c) it is very often accompanied by an 
ewe neck of exaggerated length.
The prominent hipbones, should be on the same level as the 
withers, certainly not lower as is the case with the other current 
craze - those hideous, sloping toplines, far too prevalent today 
and presenting a totally incorrect outline. Incidentally these 
hipbones must also be wide apart, i.e. approximately the width 
of a woman’s hand. There is an incorrect tendency for the 
hipbones to be fairly close together and then to slope outwards 
as do those of American Cockers. This causes an untypical and 
incorrect rotary action of the hindquarters.
When an Afghan is gaiting, the spine should remain level and 
reasonably rigid, flexing only in the loin, never roaching or 
dipping, and neither should the body ever roll.
The old breed standard printed in Hutchinson’s says. “The 
object of the dog is to hunt its quarry over very rough and 
mountainous ground, a country of crags and ravines. For this, 
a compact and well-coupled dog is necessary, rather than a 
long-loined racing dog whose first quality is its speed...”

CROUPS AND TAILS
From the hipbones of course, it is absolutely essential that 
the tail be set on low, the slope should be quite obvious and 
approximately the length of a woman’s hand in an adult dog.
Do NOT forgive lack of slope or adequate length in the croup, 
both faults being automatically linked to tails which are set on 
approximately level with the hipbones. This is a glaring fault, 
seen in many countries, but most obvious in many American 
Afghans.
It forces the tail to be carried so upright as to be over the 
back in many cases. This is FAR MORE FAULTY than is a 
correctly set tail which is carried rather lower in action than 
one would like.
It is also possible - heavens knows how - to have a 
reasonable croup, YET FOR THE TAIL STILL TO BE 
INCORRECTLY SET and CARRIED OVER THE 
BACK. The tail should flow off the set-on in an aesthetically 
pleasing manner with no obvious disruption.
It has become fashionable for handlers to stack Afghans with 
the tail pushed upright into a very ugly position. I cannot 
imagine why and it should be penalised.
Remove the handler’s hand and check the tail placement again, 
or check it out on the move, and then decide if it is incorrectly 
placed or ignorantly mishandled. Do not be intimidated 
by handlers who give the appearance of having the dog so 
permanently fixed in place that you dare not interfere with the 
picture being presented.
YOU are the judge and you have the right - no, the obligation 
- to find out how the dog is REALLY constructed. In fact, 
handlers these days tend to expect the judge to wait while they 

create the shape they desire, or think the judge wants - almost 
like playing with Leggo, or building a jigsaw!
Kings and athletes should be perfectly capable of walking into 
place and standing there looking correct, they should NOT 
need to be stacked, angled and strangled.
Of course low set-on of tail is only one of the FIVE 
requirements pertaining to this most important section of an 
Afghan’s anatomy. A correct tail also needs to have a ring at 
the end of it - the American standard permits a curve.
The tail MUST be sparsely feathered, not just because heavily 
feathered tails look unsightly, but simply because the standard 
says it must be so. It is such a uniquely Afghan characteristic, 
so incongruous when considered in the perspective of the 
overall coat pattern, and like the ring at the end, enormously 
important that it be preserved.
The tail is also required to be “not too short”, probably because 
when galloping, the Afghan uses its tail as a rudder, as also 
does the Saluki. However decisions on whether or not a tail 
is too short must also be made with reference to the overall 
balance of the individual animal, length of neck etc all playing 
a part in the picture, and a tail which spoils the balance by 
being too long is just as faulty as one that is too short.
So that brings us to the other important characteristic of the 
Afghan’s tail, that it be raised in action. This also adds greatly 
to the “specialness” of the breed and is the icing on the cake, 
which completes the magnificent picture of the King of Dogs 
sweeping around the ring.
Unfortunately, some Afghans will only raise their tails when 
moving in the company of the rest of the class, and are 
reluctant to do so when on their own. IF this detracts from 
their demeanour and they cease then to be the King, obviously 
they must be penalised for it, but the penalty should only match 
the degree of severity of the fault, and all other virtues of that 
animal must still be weighed up before placing the class
Failure to raise the tail in action is one fault, as is a soft topline, 
an incorrectly shaped head, small feet or whatever. And never 
forget, there are FOUR OTHER IMPORTANT CHAR-
ACTERISTICS of the Afghan Hound’s tail, the ring, the 
sparse feathering, the length, and the low set-on.
Don’t make the mistake that so many judges do, of putting 
up the dog whose tail is so incorrectly set as to be carried 
straight up and over his back - in fact, a tail that is so wrong 
he probably cannot lower it even if he wants to and therefore 
could not use it as a rudder as he MUST be able to do when 
he is galloping.
If the decision between two animals is close in all other 
respects, then please do not put the dog with this tail over the 
one whose tail placement, length, ring and feathering are all 
perfect, but which you only see raised in action when he is in 
the company of other dogs.
Incidentally, very long, high set tails very seldom have natural 
rings at the end, and they also very often whip around or 
move from side to side as the dog gaits. THIS IS WRONG. 
Tails should remain rigid, when the dog is both standing and 
moving, while it is of course perfectly permissible for the tail 
to hang at rest when the dog is standing, as the words in the 
standard are “raised IN ACTION”, remember. Fashion of 
course, and American influenced handling usually means the 
handler will hold the dog’s tail up on the stack, but this doesn’t 
mean it is correct or necessary to do so.
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And by the way - one further point - what exactly does “raised” 
mean? Technically I am sure it simply means carried out and 
up from between the legs. Whoever decided that the only 
correct interpretation was for a tail to point directly upwards, 
as opposed to flowing outwards, did the breed a disservice. 
In actual fact, the ringed portion should be carried about 10 
degrees above the set-on and NEVER forward of a vertical 
line drawn upwards from the hipbones. Bear in mind also that 
a dog with a really beautiful and correctly sloped croup WILL 
BY NECESSITY carry his tail at a different angle than will 
the dog with a flat croup or one that is too short.

HINDQUARTERS
I think we all know there must be great length from hip to 
hock, and it is also essential that the rear pasterns be very short 
and absolutely vertical. But what does “great length” really 
mean? Probably we can translate it as “noticeably angulated 
when compared to other breeds”.
But if so, why? Why do Afghans have different hindquarters 
from any other breed?
The American standard quite rightly asks for the hindquarters 
to be “slightly bowed from hock to crotch,” and there is no 
doubt that an Afghan with a correct rear also demonstrates 
this peculiarity. It all adds to the monkey-like impression 
referred to in old articles.
This, coupled with the greater length and unexpected shortness 
of rear pasterns is not just for appearance’s sake.
It has a purpose, it is part of the breed’s function, and anyone 
who has seen an Afghan in full gallop actually pursuing an 
unfortunate live rabbit or even poultry, will appreciate this. 
Let me assure you, the victim has NO
CHANCE of not being caught, none at all.
The Afghan uses those incredible hindquarters to jacknife his 
whole body and increase each bound to at least twice his body 
length.
His manoeuvrability has to be seen to be believed, he can 
stop and start, jink and leap over any obstacle that the poor 
quarry uses to try to escape. On the .at, up a mountain, over 
logs, through scrub. Trust me, a properly constructed Afghan 
is far more than a pretty face. He is a devastatingly e.ective 
catching and killing machine and the correctly proportioned 
and constructed hindquarter is enormously important if he is 
to be able to do what he was designed to do.
Afghans should NOT be stretched back on the stack to create 
the impression of a huge sweeping hindquarter, which in fact 
necessitates the animal standing on the toes of its rear feet.
The weight should be born equally on all four feet, and carried 
under the body. The dog should stand four square, with the 
head and the rear pasterns set outside of that square, in fact 
the hock joint should be about 6” behind the set on of a correct 
tail.
Many dogs these days are taught to crouch, with their knees 
almost on the ground. It looks spectacular, sure, but how long 
would it take to get those legs back under the body and chase 
a rabbit if it went past? Special attention should be paid to 
the wording of the American Standard in this respect, which 
states ..”The impression of a somewhat exaggerated bend 
in the stifle due to profuse trouserings...” The key phrases 
are “impression” and “somewhat exaggerated bend” and the 
wording says it is really due anyway to “profuse trouserings”, 
NOT to an anatomical abnormality as some handlers would 

have you believe.
Incidentally, you simply CANNOT HAVE a correct 
hindquarter on an Afghan if his croup is not correct in the 
first place.
Let’s look at those skeletons again. The unique placement of 
the pelvis in the Afghan’s skeleton, which allows the point of 
the wing to stand above the vertebrae and which we incorrectly 
refer to as “prominent hipbones” rather than “prominent pelvic 
protuberances” governs the angle at which the tibia and tibula 
are set, and in fact the “peculiarity” of the Afghan’s hindquarters 
is due in great measure to the LENGTH of these two bones 
and the comparative shortness of the metatarsals.
The phrase “great length from hip to hock” refers in fact to the 
requisite length of leg, exactly as we will next discuss it under 
forequarters. The actual angulation of the bones should NOT 
be exaggerated. THAT puts a different
perspective on Afghan Hound hindquarters, doesn’t it?
Another famous American breeder judge, Herman Fellton, 
wrote in the AKC Gazette..” While to the uninitiated, the 
picture of an Afghan Hound with rear legs reaching way 
behind the body (sometimes with a sloping topline to boot) 
makes a spectacular impression, those of us with the interest 
of the breed at heart realise that this is not correct.
He also says..”Because of its high legs and short back and 
lesser angulation, the Afghan Hound should NOT move like 
a German Shepherd, any more than it should move like a 
Terrier.
A specimen which “flattens out” as it gaits is faulty, although 
we appear to have some fanciers who believe this is the way for 
Afghan Hounds to move..” Herman wrote that about fifteen 
years ago - whatever must he think of some of the Afghan 
Hounds in the ring now?
So once again, back to the skeleton.

FOREQUARTERS
Now we must deal with forequarters, such a diffcult area to 
understand and apply. Nobody would argue that forequarter 
angulation as demonstrated by the requirements of the 
German Shepherd standard represent anatomical perfection, 
with a layback of 90 between shoulder and upper arm. 
However, NATURE DICTATES THAT THIS DEGREE 
OF PERFECTION NECESSITATES A SHORTER 
FORELEG THAN IS REQUIRED FOR A
FUNCTIONAL SIGHTHOUND.
Noted American hound authority Pat Ide’s excellent article 
“Sighthound Judges Please Note” discusses the peculiarities 
connected with this classic type of dog, stating ....”He is the 
only member of the domestic dog family required to perform 
the double suspension gallop, the fastest gait of all, which 
is also used by the cheetah, antelope, hare and most other 
quadrupeds which rely on speed for existence.”
Pat states..”The sighthound’s legs are exceptionally long for 
maximum length of stride” and she stresses that “it is in the 
front assembly that we see the most significant difference 
between the sighthounds and other breeds,” and that the 
shoulder blade and upper arm must be unusually long and 
well angulated, and of equal length so that, when properly 
angulated, the elbow will be placed in a direct vertical line 
below the back side of the top of the blade.”
Such angulation is required in many breeds, but the unique 
aspect in the sighthound is the extreme LENGTH of both 
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these bones, as well as LOWER LEG LENGTH.
Close observation of the wild animals who use the double 
suspension gallop will show that they too must have this 
exaggerated length of blade and humerus.
Pat says the Afghan Hound’s ..”suspended, ground covering 
stride will make it appear that he could go on forever, for the 
trot is child’s play for him - he has so much more, and one can 
sense it is there - ready and waiting...”
While I totally agree with her definition that equal length 
represents perfection, after many years of practical experience 
with various forequarter assemblies, I have come to the 

following conclusion:
It is certainly essential that both shoulder blade and upper 
arm are OF UNUSUAL LENGTH, but in practice, the 
upper arm in sighthounds is usually a little shorter than the 
shoulder blade, bringing the foreleg a little further forward, 
i.e. the foequarter angulation is greater than the anatomically 
perfect 900, referred to as the “more open angle” typical of 
most sighthounds. Provided the dog retains the correct proud 
head carriage and that indefinable requirement for “a style 
of high order”, the most workable forequarter is one with a 
very well laid back shoulder, and an upper arm which matches 
it AS NEAR AS POSSIBLE in both length and degree of 
return angulation.
This facilitates the all-important long foreleg (i.e. length from 
elbow to foot). This is a functional front assembly for ALL 
sighthounds and is related to their unique ability to perform 
that double suspension gallop, when for a fraction of time all 
four legs are actually o. the ground.
Some very special Afghan Hounds DO have it all - shoulder 
angulation of 90° coupled with long bones AND length of 
foreleg. These are the truly classic movers, and if you are ever 
lucky enough to see one in action, you will never forget it. 
Unfortunately there are very few of them worldwide.
As all judging is comparative, one must do the best one can 
with what is exhibited, and in that case a style of high order 
and a light, effortless action of the forehand is to be preferred 
over an anatomically perfect forequarter
assembly which is rendered untypical by a short front leg.
The test of all conformation is the actual gait of the dog 
concerned, so while a particular Afghan may not have quite 
the degree of shoulder layback you require, no decision should 
be reached until you have seen him in action, and discovered 
whether or not he moves with the requisite smooth and 
springy gait and the style of high order, giving the impression 

of strength and dignity combined with speed and power.
At the opposite end is the dog with very straight shoulders, 
usually allied to the giraffe-like overlong necks I mentioned 
before. In this case, the top of the dog’s head is placed directly 
above the sole of his foot, with virtually
no forechest projecting beyond the point of shoulder. These 
dogs usually also have excessive back length and very well-
angulated hindquarters, plus shallow, tubular, racy bodies.
Their very tricky movement fools a great many people. It 
approaches the gait of Spanish Riding School horses, and 
these Afghan Hounds throw the front legs out (and often 
up!), appearing to have great reach, but in reality the leg is 
suspended in the air for a split second and then the foot 
touches the ground in what is actually a very short stride. 
Most people forget to check where the foot lands and are 
dazzled by the apparent “reach” and spectacular effect. Many 
dogs who move like this somehow manage to do it with their 
nose tipped towards the ground, so that the dog appears to be 
looking where it is putting its feet, instead of looking ahead 
and focusing on the far distance.
Afghan Hounds should own the ground they tread on, and 
float above it, they should NEVER look down to see where 
they are going.
On the other hand, the most common fault is simply lack 
of sufficient shoulder angulation. With the clever stacking 
so common these days, straight shoulders are more easily 
detected when the dog is moving, as he will short step, and 
this should be penalised only to the extent of how it affects 
the dog’s gait and his ability to do his job. Of course some 
dogs built this way hardly seem to touch the ground with their 
front feet, they are almost airborne, an illusion greatly assisted 
by being shown on a tightly strung up lead!
At the trot, the Afghan Hound should place its hind foot 
directly in the spot just vacated by the forefoot, and that
 s exactly what correctly constructed, balanced Afghans do. 
The faster a dog moves at the trot, the less likely he is to be 
able to accomplish this. He simply CANNOT do it if he is not 
a square dog with long legs. That is a fact. German Shepherds 
can’t do it - only at their fastest show gait, the flying trot, can 
a dog that is longer than he is high, even approach placing the 
back foot in the imprint left by the front one.
Correct Afghan Hounds CANNOT perform the flying trot, 
if they did, they would OVER-REACH on every stride.
HEADS
So now we have dealt with the general appearance, the requisite 
balance, and the special anatomical features of Afghan Hounds. 
A top winning Afghan Hound needs to possess as many of 
these as possible, but no matter how good he is elsewhere, he 
MUST also have a correct head and expression. The Afghan 
Hound is just as unique and special in this respect as he is in 
so many others.
Firstly, he MUST BE BEAUTIFUL. Unlike other Asiatic 
breeds, whose standards often ask for heads to approximate 
Chinese temple statues, Afghan Hound heads (and their close 
cousins salukis) are required to be long overall, with foreface 
and skull of approximately equal length. Afghan Hound heads 
must be finely modelled and well chiselled with tight, fine 
skin, slight stop and absolutely no flewiness or throatiness. The 
direction of the veins should be visible. Heavy, common, plain 
heads with definite stops usually also have frontally placed, 
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round eyes. These heads are almost invariably associated with 
too-heavily-boned dogs. There IS also a fashion for breeding 
down-faced Borzoi type heads in Afghan Hounds, impossible 
to reconcile with the breed’s actual requirements. Also to 
tolerate downright UGLY heads, which unfortunately appear 
to be on the increase.
You will see blocky heads, totally lacking chiselling, which look 
like hammers. Short heads, blunt muzzles, short backskulls 
with little domes like tennis balls, no chins.
And eyes, frontally placed in a .at plane so that they resemble 
those of a tortoise, or koala-like, soft, full and buggy, and 
instead of the classic Afghan Hound looking down its nose, 
you will .nd them with eyes on the side of their heads like 
grasshoppers, but focused down to the ground instead of 
gazing into the distance as they should.
The correct Afghan Hound head also HAS A PURPOSE. 
He needs enough length and breadth of skull to provide brain 
room so he can think, and enough length and strength of 
muzzle to be able to catch and kill an animal while both are 
running at great speed.
This rules out those heads which can best be likened to ice 
cream cones and are not all that rare, either, unfortunately.
He must have a prominent occiput, surmounted by a long 
silky topknot, supposedly useful to shade his eyes from the sun 
while gazing up at the falcons who were his hunting partners 
and game spotters.
His nostrils need to be large, his muzzle .at on top, and his 
stop slight, so that he has free intake of air to his brain and 
down to his lungs.
His eyes should be nearly triangular (rather than almond-
shaped), and are set obliquely, with a slight upward slant from 
inner corner to outer. This creates
the correct Oriental expression and the requisite ability to 
look at and through you, and also to gaze into the distance 
in memory of ages past. Don’t forget, golden eyes are 
permissible.
In 1956, Will Hally wrote in “Our Dogs”..”The Afghan is 
typically Eastern, with the Eastern outlook on life and is 
naturally suspicious of strangers. This characteristic is one 
of his most valuable attributes. Showring experience and 
correct breeding will overcome this to a great degree, but the 
trait is basic and should remain so. Expression is important 
to the Afghan, being his visible sign of temperament. If we 
ever breed (heaven forbid!) a race of Afghans of tail-wagging 
docility, we then will have dogs devoid of this essential feature, 
the Oriental outlook and expression.
Many Afghans automatically draw back from a judge when he 
marches right up to them, due to their dislike of familiarity; 
also because, as gazehounds, quick movements close to their 
eyes cause a momentary distortion of vision because of their 
far-sightedness. Specialist judges understand this.....”
Proper Afghan expression varies with the individual, but 
must be in keeping with the Oriental character of the breed. 
It might be a look of complete inscrutability. Some have a 
piercing, warlike gaze that freezes the advance of strangers, 
while others have a gentle-wise gaze in character with the 
timeless passive wisdom of the Orient. Foreign to the King 
of dogs are pleading, trusting, puzzled, surprised or vacant 
expressions.
Hand in hand goes ATTITUDE - the whole “look” of the 

dog both standing and gaiting - They must give the impression 
of COMBINING DIGNITY WITH CONTROLLED 
POWER, and it is this dignity that is so often lacking these 
days. Afghan Hounds run around wagging their tails and 
smiling up at their handlers, begging for bait - hardly kinglike, 
is it?

TEMPERAMENT
The standard is quite specific: dignified and aloof, with a certain 
keen fierceness, a phrase which is probably more properly 
covered by the words “A look of eagles”. Unfortunately many 
judges are intimidated by those dogs that correctly convey 
this “look”, which really equates to the dog simply staring the 
person down. There is no intention of aggression. The Afghan 
Hound is merely conveying that the person MAY approach 
the King, but
that when they do, they will be on HIS ground and he is 
permitting it as a favour, not a right.
There is nothing in the standard requiring him to demonstrate 
that he is pleased to see you. He just has to tolerate you, as 
would a King one of his subjects.
The Americans quite rightly also include the words “yet gay”, 
as there is no doubt Afghan Hounds can be real clowns when 

they choose and have an amazing ability to combine these 
apparently contradictory requirements of
aloofness and gaiety. Afghan Hounds have a great sense of 
humour, but this is mostly only seen on their home ground, 
although many puppies of course find the show ring the ideal 
area to display this to its full.
One of my personal hates is to see baby Afghan Hounds 
performing like automatons - I detest seeing their natural 
exuberance and independent spirit denied them so early in 
life.
The Americans also list sharpness or shyness as faults. It is 
unforgivable to have Afghans Hounds biting, snarling or 
fighting, but one must remember their background and never 
expect them to lose their independence of thought or their 
instinct for survival.
As pack hounds, they had to get on well together and they still 
do, piling into cars, heaped on ground sheets, and being able to 
live together in large groups. A true Afghan should never start 
a fight, but he will surely finish it, if his mental and physical 
attributes are as they should be.
Shyness is a different problem, but often it is simply that an 
Afghan Hound can see no purpose in being stared at while he 
runs around a small dog ring, so he does his level best to be 
uncooperative. Contrary to general opinion, Afghan Hounds 
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are VERY SMART, and it doesn’t take long for a determined 
one to convince most owners to leave that particular dog at 
home.
Afghan Hounds puppies can be silly and grovel around, but 
usually grow out of it quickly. Shy adults seldom improve, 
although this side of their temperament is almost always 
restricted to the show ring, and they are a delight to live with 
at home. It is a very fine line between being aloof and being 
shy. Even the sanest Afghan Hound can let his handler down 
occasionally, although of course we all try to breed bombproof 
temperaments because of the demands of the show ring.
If an Afghan Hound pulls off you at first approach - and many 
will - get out of his line of vision, be firm and positive, get your 
hands on him by standing off to the side, and then work back 
to the head.
DON’T KID TO HIM, AND CERTAINLY DON’T KEEP 
BLOCKING OFF HIS VISION BY BENDING DOWN 
IN FRONT OF HIM WITH HAND OUTSTRETCHED 

MAKING COOCHIE COO NOISES. If he has decided he 
doesn’t like you, nothing you do will convince him to change 
his mind, but he CAN be convinced to tolerate you. If he 
stands his ground while you examine him, and then moves off 
and gets his act together, GIVE HIM A CHANCE.
Make sure you DON’T insist on going back and fiddling with 
him all over again unless it is absolutely necessary to recheck 
some feature by physical examination. You may not be going to 
place him that day for whatever reason, but don’t force an issue 
that may make him wary of the next judge the next time.
MOVEMENT
We have covered a lot of the requirements for correct 
movement simply by dealing with correct conformation, 
balance and function. The terms “smooth” and “springy” can 
be seen as contradictory, until you truly understand what is 
required. Often you will see spring that is extravagant and 
wasteful, and that dog would tire very quickly in the wild. You 
will also see “jerky” and “bouncy”, which is the opposite to 
what is required. Afghan Hounds MUST be light on their 
feet, they should never pound the ground and correct movers 
DO push o. strongly with their hindquarters and follow this 
with a moment
of elevation before the front foot hits the ground again. 
I personally do not like to see a dog going up and down in 
movement (bouncing), as I feel this is the opposite to what is 
required by the word “smooth”.
Also - and this is very important - do not accept Afghan 

Hounds which flatten out on the move, i.e. drop from their 
stance into a lower profile and glide along rather than striding 
out, these are invariably long backed, short legged, or both.
Don’t accept a rocking motion when the dog is coming towards 
you, this relates to those dogs which resemble trotting horses, 
not galloping hounds.

COAT
So far as coat is concerned, texture and quality should receive 
priority over quantity and having the right coat in the right 
places. The biggest coat is not necessarily the best. Clifford 
Hubbard wrote in 1946..”the coat is long and of very fine 
texture indeed. It is claimed to be even softer than the wool 
of the Angora rabbit, but on the foreface and along the 
back it is short and close.” We all know coat in the Afghan 
Hound is supposed to develop naturally, but nowadays of 
course presentation has reached state of the art form, and it 
is certainly hard for non-specialists to be absolutely certain 
just how much help the coat has been given while it was 
developing naturally!
However, the standard makes NO ALLOWANCE AT ALL 
for clippered faces, saddles, necks, or shoulders, and you don’t 
have to be too clever to detect these.
A “natural” face and throat have some length to the hairs, and 
bear no resemblance to poodles in show trim. A “real” saddle 
is of an entirely different texture to a clippered one. Take the 
time to learn from someone just what is correct, and you will 
be a better judge for the knowledge.

Never forget that bare pasterns are not only permissible, they 
are in fact a hallmark, albeit a difficult one to win with these 
days.
This applies equally to both front and rear pasterns. The break 
in coat is usually about 3-4” in length, the width of the pastern, 
while the feet and legs are still required to be well covered 
with long silky hair.
All colours have always been permissible. As in most breeds, 
certain traits - both good and bad - are allied to certain colours, 
but you can only learn this by extensive experience.
So there you have it, the Afghan Hound from the tip of 
his glorious head to the tip of his absolutely unique tail. An 
ancient, historical breed who may have gone into the Ark with 
Noah, and has been “civilised” for less than a century. In the 
seventies, a famous English breeder judge Marna Dods wrote 
an article expressing her concern at the loss of breed type, 
which she felt had been replaced by “A friendly, glamorous, 
status symbol!”
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MAHC Open Show

TOMLINSONS KENNELS & TRAINING CENTRE, MARKFIELD, LEICESTERSHIRE
SUNDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 2005
JUDGE: MARIE MORRISON

VD Twentyman & Thompson’s Bondor Back With A Vengeance 
Sh CM
MPD No entries 
PD Bunney’s Firos Torran at Zadal
JD Noble & Wilcox’s Destiny Du Jegdalek avec Bichoux (Imp)
MD Kemp’s Mashaalah Namu to Suzaph
ND Kemp’s Mashaalah Namu to Suzaph
YD Noble & Wilcox’s Destiny Du Jegdalek avec Bichoux (Imp)
UGD Morris & Meakes’ Zealah A Starlit Night at Cadmore
GD Noble & Wilcox’s Destiny Du Jegdalek avec Bichoux (Imp)
PGD Absent
LD Kitchen’s Lissue Carreras JW
OD Buttle’s Bondor Twelth Night

VB Ryall’s Valkor A Kinda Magic at Ritzina
MPB Horton’s Lezarah Lulu at Kulute
PB Andrew’s Andizhan Arateekah
JB Ryall’s Metewand Wiscasset JW
MB Sawyer’s Mashaalah Anoosheh
NB Sawyer’s Mashaalah Anoosheh
YB Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction  at Karandikar JW
UGB Absent
GB Twentyman & Thompson’s Drishaun Djemima at Gothika
PGB Roberts’ Maringo I Aint No Lady at Khaleili

LB Weston’s Khamis With Attitude at Sanstas
OB Morris & Meakes’ Arushkhan Shes The Bees-N-Ees at Cad-
more JW

Best in Show - Buttle’s Bondor Twelth Night
Reserve Best in Show - Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan Shes The Bees-N-Ees at Cadmore JW

Best Opposite Sex in Show - Meakes & Morris’ Arushkhan Shes The Bees-N-Ees at Cadmore JW
Reserve Best Dog - Kitchen’s Lissue Carreras JW

Reserve Best Bitch - Bastow’s Saxonmill Star Attraction at Karandikar JW
Best Puppy in Show - Bunney’s Firos Torran at Zadal

Best Opposite Sex Puppy -Andrew’s Andizhan Arateekah
Best Veteran in Show - Twentyman & Thompson’s Bondor Back With A Vengeance Sh CM

Photographs by John Bloor (Tel: 01773 715054)

Best In Show: Bondor Twelth Night  Reserve Best In Show: Arushkhan Shes The Bees-N-Ees at Cadmore JW
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MAHC Open Show

Reserve Best Dog: Lissue Carrerras JW

Best Junior Handler: Jessica Meakes (Aged 15)
with judge Tina Cullen

Reserve Best Puppy In Show: 
Andizhan Arateekah

Best Veteran In Show:
Bondor Back With A Vengeance ShCM
Best Oposite Sex Veteran:
Bichoux Eternal Dream

Reserve Best Bitch:
Saxonmill  Star Attraction at Karandikar JW

Best Puppy In Show: Firos Torran at Zadal
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What’s good for us is good for our pets!
Although not widely recognised, cancer in dogs is as wide 
spread as it is in humans.  Most people will either have had 
direct experience with the disease or at least will have a 
relative or friend who has lost a dog to cancer.  One of the 
big problems is that your pet cannot tell you when a cancer 
is developing.  However,  if cancers are detected early enough 
they respond well to treatment.  With the introduction of new 
treatments, many cancers now respond better than ever. 
Over recent years we have all become aware of the risk factors 
for human cancer.  Responding to these by changing our habits 
is having a significant impact on our health. For example, 
stopping smoking, protection from excessive exposure to bright 
sunlight and eating a healthy diet high in fruit and vegetables 
all help to reduce cancer rates.  Another very important area 
is to keep a close eye on ourselves, going for regular health 
checks and reporting any lumps and bumps to our doctors as 
soon as they appear.  Increased cancer awareness is without 
doubt improving human health.  
Responding to risk factors will help reduce incidence. Being 
vigilant about any changes to our bodies will ensure that cancer 
is detected early. This will improve the chances of successful 
treatment.  If we can do this for ourselves, we owe it to our 
pets to show similar care and attention.

Know your dog, keep an eye on the signs
Approximately �5% of dogs will now die of cancer.  Although 
this is a very alarming statistic, a positive diagnosis of cancer 
should not be seen as a death sentence.  Cancer can be treated, 
and in many cases it can be cured.  The success of treatment 
will depend on the type of cancer, the treatment used and on 
how early the tumour is found.  The sooner treatment begins, 
the greater the chances of success.  Therefore, one of the best 
things you can do for your dog is to keep a close eye on them 
for signs of the disease.  This shouldn’t be an onerous task, it 
can be done as a part of everyday play and pampering.  
There are 10 classic signs to look out for:
1. Abnormal swellings or lumps that persist or continue to 
grow
�. Sores that do not heal
3. Loss of appetite 
4. Weight loss
5. Bleeding or discharge from any body opening
6. Difficulty eating or swallowing 
7. Offensive odour
8. Hesitation to exercise or loss of stamina
9. Persistent lameness or stiffness
10. Difficulty breathing, urinating, or defecating
If you spot any of these signs in your dog, you should report 
them to your vet as soon as possible.  These symptoms often 
develop slowly, so it is best to get to know your dog’s habits 
well.  It is also important to bear in mind that these symptoms 
can also be brought on by other diseases, so don’t immediately 
expect the worst.  

What to expect
Your vet will perform all the necessary diagnostic tests to 
discover the real cause of the problem.  They may want to take 

an X ray, a blood test or a small sample of any growth (called 
a biopsy) for laboratory analysis.  This information will be 
used to find out if the tumour is “benign” (which is a growth 
that can relatively easily be removed without any further 
complications) or “malignant” (which is a more aggressive 
tumour that invades tissues and can produce “secondary” 
growths known as metastasises).  
Once your vet has made the diagnosis, they will discuss the 
various treatment options with you.  As with human cancer 
treatment, these will be either surgery, radiotherapy or 
chemotherapy. Surgery is still the most widely used treatment 
for most dog cancers.  In some cases a combination of 
treatments may be used. A combination of surgery followed 
by chemotherapy is used for some aggressive tumours.  There 
are certain tumours, such as lymphoma (one of the most 
common malignancies in dogs), which are treated primarily by 
chemotherapy with very good results. Chemotherapy in dogs 
is not as unpleasant as it can be for humans.  
Hair loss is not a major problem for most dogs and cats 
receiving chemotherapy, although clipped hair is slow to grow. 
Breeds such as poodles, terriers with wiry coats, and some old 
English sheepdogs and Afghan hounds can loose a significant 
amount of hair, and owners should be reassured that this will 
probably be more of a concern for them than for their pet. All 
hair and whiskers will re-grow when therapy is stopped. 
As cancer therapy becomes more sophisticated, there is 
increasing use of specialist referral centres where cancer 
specialists are able to provide the most advanced treatments 
available.  Your vet will know all the cancer referral centres 
and will advise you if they think one of these centres can offer 
more appropriate treatment for your dog.
Cancer treatment can be expensive, particularly for some of 
the more advanced treatments.  However, the costs can be 
covered by pet insurance policies.  Taking out insurance will 
give you piece of mind to ensure that you give them the best 
treatment available, should the worst happen.

The (near) future
Research into better treatments for dog cancer is being 
conducted by the veterinary schools around the UK, specialist 
centres such as the Animal Health Trust and by pet health 
companies.  The advances in biology are producing a steady 
flow of new treatments and tests which are now becoming 
available to improve cancer care. 

How PetScreen can help
PetScreen is a unique company dedicated to improving pet 
cancer care.  We have addressed the need for early cancer 
detection by developing screening tests based on the latest 
technology.  In the event that a cancer is picked up, we also offer 
a unique service to vets called DCA.  Since many treatment 
options now exist for cancer,  the DCA service helps your vet 
find the most effective treatment for your individual pet.  The 
screening and DCA combined form part of the PetScreen Pet 
Cancer Programme, a unique combination of new technologies 
which helps to detect and treat cancer in pets.

Regular Screening
One of the big problems with cancer is that it often develops 
slowly and can therefore go unnoticed for a long time.  Since 
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our pets don’t communicate illnesses as well as we do to each 
other, the problem is exacerbated.  All too often, a cancer in a 
pet is discovered too late when there are only a limited number 
of treatment options available. Treatment for early stage cancer 
is always less invasive (kinder) and more successful, this is why 
screening programmes are now established for major human 
cancers such as breast and ovarian for women and prostate 
for men.  With the introduction of the PetScreen veterinary 
cancer screen, early cancer detection is now available for our 
dogs.  This can provide peace of mind, particularly for those 
breeds which show a high risk of cancer and for individual 
dogs when a parent or sibling has suffered from the disease.
The cancer screening test requires only a very small sample 

of blood which is then sent to our laboratory.  Testing on a 
regular basis (for example at the time of your pet’s annual 
booster injection), gives you peace of mind and helps provide 
the best treatment options in the event of a positive result. In 
those instances of higher risk, it would be advisable to have 
the test performed every six months.
We use the most advanced technology for the cancer screening 
service.  It is based on proteomic technology, which looks for 
characteristic patterns of protein markers in serum samples. 
The importance of proteomics is already recognised in the 
United States by the  Food and Drug Administration. Unlike 
conventional blood tests, relying only on single markers, the 
proteomic test looks for multiple protein markers, enabling 
far more reliable disease detection at an early, treatable stage. 
Think of the test as a means of taking a “fingerprint” from the 
blood.  When a patient develops cancer, the tumour releases 
proteins into the blood, causing changes to this fingerprint.  
These changes occur even when the tumour is very small, 
therefore, by testing on a regular basis, we are able to pick 
up cancer early when the chances of successful treatment are 
much greater.
The proteomic technology that we use, can monitor a wide 
range of changes to the protein fingerprint resulting for other 
diseases in addition to cancer.  As time goes by, we will be able 

to add other illnesses to the screen for example autoimmune 
or cardiac conditions.  Therefore, in the future, we will able to 
monitor for a range of diseases from a single blood test. 

Helping your vet find the most effective treatment
In addition to early detection, PetScreen can help your vet find 
the best therapy for your pet.  Although surgery is widely used 
to treat cancers, modern drug treatment has much to offer 
cancer patients.  There are now many drugs available which 
are very effective and have minimal side effects.  PetScreen 
provides a unique service to your vet to help them select 
the best anticancer drugs for your dog. We call this service 
Directed Chemotherapy (DCA), because it helps direct your 

vet towards the most effective 
treatment for your individual 
pet.
As part of routine diagnosis for 
cancer, the vet will take a small 
sample of the lump (called a 
biopsy) for analysis under the 
microscope by a specialist.  This 
analysis will tell the vet what 
the cancer is and will indicate 
how aggressive it might be.  
This information will then be 
used to decide on a course of 
treatment. One of the problems 
with chemotherapy is that the 
tumour might be resistant to the 
drug that has been chosen, and 
historically, the vet has no way 
of knowing this until treatment 
has started. Our DCA gives the 

vet more information by testing the biopsy against a range of 
different drugs in the laboratory before they begin treatment.
Using advanced cell culture techniques, our laboratory is able 
to grow malignant cells from a tumour biopsy. The tumour 
derived cells are then exposed to a range of different chemo-
therapeutic agents. After six days the relative chemosensitiv-
ity or chemoresistance of the individual tumour is determined 
using sophisticated and sensitive cell tests which measure the 
number of living or dead cells in the culture.  A successful drug 
will have killed the cancer cells, whereas a drug to which the 
biopsy is resistant will leave the cells alive.  The panel of drugs 
tested will depend on the nature of the malignancy. The drugs 
selected will be those used in common veterinary practice, but 
if the biopsy is large enough, we may be able to test newer 
drugs also.  From a routine biopsy, we are able to test up  to 
eight different treatments, thereby giving your vet a greatly 
improved chance of getting the treatment right first time.
The DCA is producing very good results by helping make 
treatment kinder and more effective.  We now have a large 
number of dogs who are responding extremely well to 
the treatment selected by DCA.  In a recent case we were 
presented with a biopsy from a Standard Poodle with very 
advanced cancer.  The vet thought that he would only have 
between four to six weeks to live.  By selecting the best therapy 
for him using DCA he got over a year of high quality of life 
with minimal side effects from the treatment. 

A

B

Peak X 

Peak Y

Figure 1:  Proteomic “fingerprints” from taken from a dog with 
no pathology (A) and a dog with confirmed cancer (B).
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The PetScreen Veterinary Cancer
Programme
Combined, our cancer screening and drug 
selection services offer the first comprehensive 
pet cancer programme to provide peace of 
mind, optimised treatment and quality of life 
for you and your pet. Our services are only 
available through your veterinary surgeon.
We have an ongoing development programme 
to find new ways of combating cancer in pets. 
To help us in this effort, we need small samples 
of blood which are left over from your vet’s 
routine diagnostic tests.  If you would like 
to help in this research effort by agreeing to 
donate samples which will be used to improve 
cancer care in the near future, please talk to 
your vet.  If they could contact us online using 
study@pet-screen.com, or by telephone on 
0115 91� 4430, then we will contact them to 
discuss the details of sending the samples to 
our laboratory.    
By working together we can help fight this 
disease.

Dr Kevin Slater
Managing Director
PetScreen

Figure 2:  DCA - Finding the most effective treatment.

Cancer in Dogs – Helping You To Help Them

Afghan Anagrams 
Clue: Afghan Hound Characteristics

Some letters have already been filled in to start you off:

If all the solutions are correct, read downwards, the first letter of each solution should spell out two relevant words (6/5)  

TAN OR RAG? (8) N
GIFTS IN A CAN (11) C T
GO RAISE RUG (10) R A
MASHED...NO? (8) N
SAME WOE (7) O
Y GUNTHA? (7) A
HAIRI SOUL! (9) R
I TUG GOON (8) T
SNIP AND GUT (10) S N
ONES IN CLANS (11) S N
DID I FEIGN? (9) I

Cathy Harding kindly offers a mystery prize to the person who sends her the first correct answers to the above Afghan 
Anagrams and the Ladder Crossword on page 45

Tumour Biopsy

Incubate for 6 days and measure
cell viability.

Dissect to 1 mm 3

Fragments
Overnight Enzyme

Dissociation

Dispense cells to microplate
and add a range of different

chemotherapeuitc drugs

Tumour Biopsy

Incubate for 6 days and measure
cell viability.

Dissect to 1 mm 3

Fragments
Overnight Enzyme

Dissociation

Dispense cells to microplate
and add a range of different

chemotherapeuitc drugs
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Audrie Benoit (Sayadena Afghans - Belgium)
My first dog was a Whippet named “Grey”, and I had him 
when I was about 10 years old.  My parents bought me a 
Saluki dog named “Sahib” when I was 16 years old because 
I thought the Saluki was the most beautiful breed.  I went to 
my first dogshow in 1976 at the Eurodogshow in Kortrijk, 
Belgium and “Sahib” won the open class at 18 months of age.  

That’s how I caught the showvirus and have never been cured 
since!
At the shows we met an Afghan breeder who had a 6 month 
old black Afghan bitch for sale, and that’s how “Cheetah el 

Milan Anteglievic (South Africa)
Unfortunately a resume was not supplied before we went to 
press, but hopefully details will be available in time for the 
ballot.

Zahidan” became my first Afghan.  She was a granddaughter 
of “Akaba’s Blue Ambassador” and did quite some winning.  
I had the “HAR KALA RACHI” kennelname back then 
together with my mum, and we imported and bred several 
beautiful Salukis and Afghans.
The Afghans we imported were: “CH. Babulays Daryacheh-I-
Mahari”, a black masked gold dog from the Netherlands.  “CH. 
Sharrah’s Bint Sadira’s Docan”, a black and tan bitch from 
the USA.  “Khanabad Celestial Star”, a pure white bitch from 
England.  “Calahorra Irish Linen”, a black and tan bitch from 
Australia.  “Samanghan Darkness Before Dawn”, a blue dog 
from England, and “Calahorra Kala Rachi”, a domino bitch 
from Australia.  We had some lovely litters with Cheetah el 
Zahidan, Khanabad Celestial Star and Sharrah’s Bint Sadira’s 
Docan, the last bitch produced 4 Champions in her one and 
only litter.
In 1981, I had the opportunity to go to Australia to Wendye 
Slatyer’s “Calahorra” Kennels.  I could stay for 11 months and 
I learned a lot about grooming, breeding and showing.  I even 
attended the general education programm to become a judge, 
and also passed the exam.  I am very grateful to Wendye, who 
introduced me to her friends and shared her knowledge and 
showed me her beautiful country: Australia.
I married Hans Vansteelant in 1986, and we took the 
kennelname “SAYADENA”.  I was very impressed with the 
particular style, conformation, movement and personality of 
the US import “French, Junior World CH. Sharrahs’ Bint 
Sadira’s Docan” and I decided for Sayadena I would go on 
with this bloodline.  You can still see this particular style 
reflected several generations later.  In 1998 I imported Ch. 
Calahorra Icicle from Australia who is passing on his qualities 
in his recent litters.  I have bred 5 litters under the Sayadena 
kennelname so far.  I only breed with a bitch I find of very 
good quality, to continue the bloodline and keep one dog or/
and bitch for further showing and breeding.  I prefer to have 
quality and not quantity.
I became an international judge in 1995.  I enjoy judging very 
much, especially seeing the evolution of bloodlines in other 
countries and meeting a lot of Afghan breeders all over the 
world.  I don’t like extremes, I prefer conformation, type and 
movement to the standard. I judged several specialties in 
Europe, Scandinavia, England and Australia in the breeds: 
Saluki, Whippet, Afghan Hound and Irish Wolfhound,also 
in several international and national shows. This year I judged 
in Finland, Belgium and Austria. I have no appointments 
for England for �006, and it would be an honour to visit 
and judge the Championship Show of the Midland Afghan 
Hound Club.  Last time I enjoyed very much judging the 
Championship Show of the East of England Afghan Hound 
Club in �003 and admire your lovely hounds.
Since december 1999, I have been the secretary of the 
“Belgian Afghan Hound Club” and edit the magazine for the 
club.  I enjoyed in particular the work for the “Afghan Hound 
World Congress” in Belgium in �00�, bringing together and 
informing Afghan Hound enthusiasts from around the world.  
Exchanging information and becoming friends for life is the 
nicest thing about our passion.
We are always pleased to welcome visitors, or visit our website: 
www.tothepoint.be/sayadena

For our 2008 Championship Show the Committee agreed that 
we should give our members the unique opportunity of balloting 
for overseas judges. 
Accordingly, the following names were chosen for their expertise 
in the breed in their own country and from the UK Kennel Club 
list of approved judges.
The judges were delighted to have their names put forward and 
have kindly provided a resume of themselves and their kennel. 
You can now consider voting for them in the one-tier ballot that 
will be sent out at the end of April 2006.
We hope you enjoy reading their articles and will use your vote 
to make our 2008 Championship Show a very special and 
memorable occasion.
Michelle
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Gael Morison (Atlantis Afghans - South Africa) 
My parents bred and exhibited Rough Collies under the “Clan 
Campbell” prefix. Friends living in the same area imported 
one of the first Afghans into South Africa. A fellow Collie 
exhibitor also showed one of the first Afghans in Natal. So, 
I was exposed to all facets of dogdom and especially Afghans 
from an early age.
I was fascinated  (and still am ) by these exotic Hounds . My 
fate was sealed   -----    I had to own an Afghan.
I purchased my first Afghan in 1973.  He was very much pet 
quality. Having learnt more about the breed , we carefully 
chose our next Afghan , a bitch in 1974. She was  Pooghans 
/ Carloway on the sires side and Falamars / Grandeur on the 
dams side.
In 1975 we imported a dog from the Alyshan Kennel .
We were fortunate to start off with really good quality , sound 

Goran Bodegard (Sweden)
I got my first sighthound (a Deerhound) born 195� when I was 
just a boy (I am born 1940)— she later became a champion.
I lived in the midst of the Afghan expansion in Sweden in the 
fifties (English dogs from Chaman and Acklan + continental 

Bagdad — made the basis and the fabulous sire Xenos VDOM 
came and the whole scene became fantastic - producing 
fabulous stock exported all over the world — remember a dog 
of a strange colour Tanjores Domina — exported to USA -and 
giving the colour his name (he actually had a better brother of 
a more modest golden bi mask colour) — This stock plus a 
Crown Crest dog made some great Afghans - I still consider 
a bitch that Leo Wilson made BoB at the Big Stockholm 
show 1956 one of the best Afghans I have seen — She was by 
Jerome VDOM and out of a Xenos Daughter. In those days 
the continental Afghans were very attractive and not as sturdy 
and “honest” as they later became In England I met with early 
afghan people like Eileen Snelling (Khorrasson) and Sheila 
Devitt (Carloway) and in the sixties C lair Race (Rifka) and 
Daphne Gee ( Jagai)
Together with Birgitha Runmarker I imported a bitch from 
Daphne and Richard — Pussy Willow of Jagai that still is in 
the pedigrees — Birgitha and I imported in the seventies a 
dog from Germany - mt Ch Sirocco von Katwiga with the 
intention to repeat what Xenos did in the fifties — well that did 
not work and although having had some nice bitches he really 
never produced himself (some good ones in Finland — still in 
the pedigrees)- I had judged Sirocco at the Eurpoasieger show 
in Berlin and thought he was great — He won a BIS under 
Bobby James just after coming here (from a quarantine period 
in England) — I have judged Afghans since 1966 and had the 
pleasure of giving El Khyrias Hzzater his first BoB - I have 
had the pleasure ofjudging the breed in all European countries 
(except England where I only have done the breed in a minor 
open show in the seventies) — Australia and North America 
(also in Argentina) — some great shows indeed in Australia 
(last in Adelaide Royal giving the group to a gold bl.m Gengala 
dog) — The sighthound speciality in —Sydney ten years ago 
also is one of my real highlights judging Afghans. — Did the 
Swedish Club speciality ( Skokloster Tammswik) last year.

I am basically a sighthound person — starting out with 
Deerhounds — since 1966 breeding Greyhounds (on its 10th 
generation) — a successful dynasty influencing the breed 
in many countries and starting many satellite kennels (like 
for instance Guld and Espen Enghs Jet...) -have no prefix 
since I have always co-bred with people (making the prefix 
impossible according to silly rules over here) — co-bred with 
Bo Bengtson and Birgitha Runmarker — exporting dogs 
even to England. — Have judged some major breed events 
in sighthounds over the world — including the Ir wolfhound 
specialty in England, a record entry in USA with over 400 
wolfhounds three years ago- Having judged in England since 
late 1960’s and award CC: s in Deerhound, Woithound. 
Italian Greyhounds, Greyhounds and Whippets and various 
breeds in the other groups — I judged Deerhounds and 
Italian Greyhounds at Crufts last year; this summer �005 1 
judged Blackpool (Whippets, Boxers (�44 dogs entered) and. 
Bulldogs) and in October the Swedish Valihund CC Club 
Show.— I am an FCI allround judge since 1997 and judge 
some 30 assignment per year all over the planet.- Still the 
sighthounds are my favourites to judge and to live with , I have 
an 11 year old Deerhound who lives in with me at home.
I am member of the Swedish Kennel Club board and the 
judges committee and have been appointed to chair the new 
committee The Dog in the Society — this year.
My personal view on afghans has developed — I was criticized 
a couple of years ago after the big speciality at Donau Echingen 
for not being true to the classical continental type. I wrote an 
article about the development of the breed (Afghan Hound 
Review) which explains what I think: the breed is genetically 
very rich and you can develop the breed into many directions 
and still claim that the dogs are very typical afghans since the 
standard allows for a rather wide variation - and to me it is 
obvious that a lot of clever breeders have taken the breed into 
really high type animals which are both more beautiful and 
also anatomically better than the historically interesting two 
breed types ( Ghazni and Bell Murray) were. — We see a lot 
of exaggeration of course but I think that there are many very 
beautiful afghans in the world and I do not think the breed is 
in a dangerous and poor situation—overhandling makes the 
true action go, but genetically it is still there, if you can look 
for it and make the handlers show the dogs typically.
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Sandy Frei (Stormhill Afghans - USA)
Sandy was born into the dog show world, and teamed with her 
mother Virginia Withington in the late 60s to make Stormhill 
one of the top Afghan kennels in the world!
As a breeder-owner handler, Sandy showed CH. Stormhill’s 
Who’s Zoomin Who to #1 Afghan in 1989, retiring her as the 
top-winning Afghan bitch of all time.  She also handled two 
national specialty winners – CH. Panjhet of Stormhill (1973) 
and CH. Calais Sunrise at Stormhill (1999) and numerous 
other dogs of hers and her mother’s breeding to Specialty, 
Group and Best in Show wins.  Currently, she is showing AM 
& CAN CH. Stormhill’s Silver Star who has already won two 
Best in Shows at two years of age.
Sandy has been licensed by the AKC since 1981 to judge 
Afghan Hounds and in 1997 received regular status to judge 
Whippets and Junior Showmanship.  She has achieved the rare 
accomplishment of handling two homebred AHCA National 
Specialty winners and judging Best in Show at the National in 
1986 and �00�.  Aside from judging many Afghan specialties 

foundation stock. They set a high standard for me and in 
breeding on  in the quest for a nearer perfect Afghan , type , 
balance and soundness was not sacrificed.
Our ATLANTIS prefix was registered with the Kennel 
Union of Southern Africa in  1976. With great trepidation 
and anticipation , we bred our first litter in 1978 . We enjoyed 
steady success with breeding and exhibiting.

We imported again 
in 199� and 1995. 
Sadly hoped for and 
planned litters in the 
later 1990’s never 
materialized. As a 
result , I have been 
more active as an 
exhibitor and judge  
than a breeder.
Our Champion 
Kohinoor Gael 
Force of Atlantis was 
Top Afghan in the 
KUSA / Eukanuba 
and  AnimalTalk /
Pedigree ratings for 
�001 and �00� .
Shetland Sheepdogs 
joined our kennel in 

1994.
 In May this year we imported  a blue /black pup from the 
Khafka Kennel in Spain .
He is Khafka’s Dark Angel aka “Gringo” .
I first judged Afghans at Championship level in 1980. My 
first Champ Hound appointment was in 198�. I have judged 
regularly throughout South Africa , qualifying in the other 
groups and finally achieving All Breeds status. I have judged 
extensively in Australia and New Zealand . Have also judged 
in Finland , Norway ,  U.K.  , Canada , Phillipines , Brasil , 
Colombia , India , Indonesia and  Zimbabwe.
I have been fortunate enough to attend all the Afghan Hound 
World Congresses except the Danish Congress . ( Just too 
expensive for our then ailing South African Rand)
I presented “Afghans of the Rainbow Nation” at the Yorkshire 
Afghan Hound Congress in �003 .
Was on the Debate Panel  speaking on “ Correct Pelvic 
Assembly     --  Aesthetic or Essential??” at the �005 Afghan 
Hound World Congress in South Africa.
I am President of the Afghan Hound Association of South 
Africa. Have been involved with the Natal Afghan Hound 
Association since its formation and am Vice President. I 
am Chairman of Natal Sporting Hound Association and 
Chairman of the Kwa Zulu Natal Judges Sub Committee.
Exhibiting our Afghans and Shelities, stewarding and judging 
make up a demanding but rewarding hobby and way of life !

Espen Engh ( Jets - Norway)
Espen Engh was born into a family of Sighthound fanciers. 
His first own dog, a greyhound, was born in
1966. Since 1975 he has been breeding greyhounds in 
partnership withi his mother under the prefix Jet’s.

Homebred champions number 139, including 56 FCI 
international champions and champions in 4�
countries around the world. There have also been a number of 
champion whippets in the household.

For the last 16 years, Espen has been owned by a number 
of Afghan Hounds, owned and/or bred by his partner Age 
Gjetnes. Among the better known Afghan Hounds in 
the household are lnt.Ch.El Khyrias Never the Less, lnt.
Ch.Korelec’s Kilimanjaro, lnt.Ch. lnt.Ch. Only Angels Have 
Wings, lnt.Ch.TouCh the Sun and lnt.Ch.Look, A Tiger in 
the Cage
Espen was approved to judge Afghan Hounds at 
championship shows in 1987 and has judged this breed and 
other sighthounds at the top level in 50 countries in Europe, 
North and Latin America, Africa, Asia and Oceania. He has 
officiated at Afghan Hound championship breed club shows 
in the UK, France, Germany, Russia, Italy, Spain, Denmark 
and Sweden as well as four major specialties in the US. He 
has judged Afghan Hounds at the FCI World, European and 
Asian shows and has awarded CCs in all Sighthound breeds 
in the UK.
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Nick Frost (USA)
I am British but have lived for eleven years now in the USA. I 
fell in love with an Afghan Hound while a university student  
in the mid seventies and had to have one. Soon I was in the 
show ring but my first real show Afghan was from Connie 
Crowther, late Secretary of the AHA. Soon I had a choice 

- finish off a PhD or take over the management of a leading 
Dutch Afghan Hound kennel! Without too much heartache 

Magnus Hagstedt (Signum - Sweden) 
I was around 7 years old when my mother took me to my very 
first dog show. I never wanted to leave! Friends of my parents 
had a top-winning kennels of Yorkshireterriers in the 50-ies 
and 60ies. I spent many holidays there, and enjoyed learning 
things important to the art of breeding and showing dogs. 
Through them I also got to know Christina Jernberg, of the 
now world-famous El Khyria Afghan Hounds. She introduced 

me to the world of Sighthounds in general and Afghan 
Hounds in particular. My own very first Afghan Hound was 
Ch El Khyrias Ala Zakene, “Shira” (she was born in 1965, 
and from El Khyria’s second litter). However my very first 
encounter with an Afghan Hound is captured in our family 
photo album. It was in the late 50-ies when we lived in the 
north of Sweden. I do not know the name or the breeding of 
this impressive dog, but remember that I was totally captured. 
My relationship and love for the Afghan Hound has lasted 
through the years. Although as a breeder I am known for my 
Whippets. Together with Roger Wiklund I breed the Signum 

and at prestigious all breed shows in the United States, she 
also had the privilege of judging in many different countries 
around the world – Australia, Canada, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, Italy, Germany, United Kingdom, France and 
New Zealand.  In 1998, she had the honor of judging Afghan 

Hounds and Whippets at the prestigious Westminster Kennel 
Club show.  She has also judged whippets at the Northern 
California Whippet Club specialty, at the Hound show in 
Southern California and the Canadian Whippet National 
specialty show.
Today she keeps busy breeding, exhibiting, judging and various 
projects for clubs of which she is a member.
Sandy is vice president of the Evergreen Afghan Hound 
Club, a board member of the Western Washington Hound 
Association, a member of the Seattle Kennel Club, Afghan 
Hound Club of America, Morris and Essex Kennel Club and 
Judges Education Association of Washington.

I chose the latter and enjoyed what was probably the most 
concentrated kennel of VDOMs. When I returned to England 
I continued to breed on these lines. My affix was Dehra.
 While in Holland I fell in love with my second Hound breed 
- the PBGV. Under the Dehra affix I have bred well over a 
hundred champions, numerous Group and BIS winners, 
National Specialty winners, both sides of the Atlantic and 
around the world. A friendship with Ann and Bob Savage 
led to collaboration on both breeds. I was lucky to make up a 
lovely black and silver bitch with them.
 I have long enjoyed judging. My priority has always to consider 
the strengths of an entry as it pertains to future breeding Of 
course there is always a thrill in “finding” what you consider 
to be a really great dog. Equally thrilling is judging a really 
quality entry. I once judged Afghans in Finland where one 
beautiful animal came in after the next. This was one of the 
most rewarding judging experiences I have had.
 I have judged Afghans in the UK, the USA, Scandinavia, 
Ireland and New Zealand. When I left the UK I judged 13 
Hound breeds and the Hound Group. In the USA I now 
judge all Hound breeds and the Hound Group, a number of 
Gundogs and Cavaliers (my breed for old age!)
 Thank you for considering me as a judge for your show.
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Pirkko Kontinen (Tuohi-Tikan Afghans - 
Finland)
Afghans have been part of my family and my life since 1959, 
when my mother, Anna-Leena Konttinen, imported the bms 
bitch, Ch Tajmahal Anya, from Sweden. Her father was USA 
ímport, Ch Crown Crest Kaejorg and her mother Tajmahal 
Yasmine. Yasmine’s mother was exported to Sweden from 
Finland, her grandmother was Yasmin of Carloway, a litter 
sister to Ch Yussef of Carloway.
During the years Tuohi-Tikan has produced 3� Afghan Hound 
litters, the first born 15.4.1961 and the latest 01.06.�005. 

Tu o h i -T i k a n 
is the name of 
many breeders 
foundation stock 
in Scandinavia 
and is the oldest 
still breeding 
Afghan kennel 
in Finland. I 
have exported 
puppies to 
Sweden, Norway, 
D e n m a r k , 
G e r m a n y , 
S w i t z e r l a n d , 

France, Israel, USA, Australia, Japan and UK. I have also 
imported one male, Int Ch Panameric of Stormhill from 
USA, and the following bitches: Goat-Wools Jinnah, El 
Khyrias Desert Divah, Ismails Tabriz from Sweden, Dur-i-
Durran Fracas from Denmark and Chandhara’s Wild Willow 
and Mirsamir Scarlet O’Hara from UK.
We have never had a big kennel, the dogs live with us. Usually I 
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have three: one old, one middle-age and one young. Like now: 
almost 13 years old bl/s Tuohi-Tikan Unetar, her daughter 6-
years old bmg Tuohi-Tikan Suukko and her daughter 1 1/� 
years old bl/s Tuohi-Tikan Karamelli. When we started, we 
lived in a flat on the 5th floor, then we moved to a smaller 
apartment building and now we like some �8 km from the 
Helsinki city. We have a appr. 3.500 square meter fenced yard 
and a house inside!
I graduated as a judge by the Finnish Kennel Club 1966. I am 
authorized to judge all sighthounds, the Group 10 in FCI. 
That means also Italian Greyhound. From the Group 5 I am 
a judge to Pharaoh Hounds, Podecos, Podengos, Cirnenco, 
Basenji.
And the latest Group I am authorized is 8, English Cocker-, 
Sussex-, Clumber-, Irish Water Spaniels, lagotto romagnolo, 
Portuguese and Spanish Water Dogs.
I have judged Afghans, besides in Finland, in Sweden. 
Denmark, Norway, Germany, France (FALAPA), Italy (St.
Alessio), Australia (Queensland AHA), Russia, Estonia.
I particitaed in the First Afghan Hound World Congress in 
Windsor and held my short lecture on the subject: ”Afghans 
in Finland and the Finnish Afghans abroad”.
As to my civil life - I graduated from the University of Helsinki 
as Master of Arts.

Per Lundstrom (Greirish - Sweden)
I was born in a home with dogs, my dad used to have Great 
Danes. We also had Kleine Munsterländer at home, in the 
beginning my interest was most obedience and having a 
friend.
When I was old enough to have my own dogs, I started 
out with miniature wired haired Dachshunds and Irish 
Wolfhounds. My first litter was born in 1989 with the prefix 

Pre-Eminence´s, which I had together with my ex wife.
After a car accident 1998 I was unable to walk for about one 
year and it took me some time to get going again. When I was 
well enough I took up my breeding again with an IW litter 
under a new prefix Greirish. So far I have bred, handled and 
owned about 50 champions, several of them with titles also 
in the other Nordic countries. I have also had Afghanhound, 
Greyhound and Irish terrier.
My wife, Christina Roseen Lundström is an Afghan Hound 
breeder since 1979, with the prefix Khaos. Since we met 1997 
have I been able to follow the breed closely from mating to 

Whippets on a small scale. Our canine family also include 3 
Afghan Hounds (all descendants of “Shira”!) and Chihuahuas, 
but we only breed Whippets. 
I passed the Swedish Kennel Club course to become a judge 
in 1983, and now judge all Sighthound breeds in the FCI 
group 10, as well as additional breeds in group 3 (Terriers), 
5 (Primitive breeds) and 9 (Toys). I have awarded CC:s in 
Whippets 4 times in Great Britain (and have two more 
assignments for them booked in the future). I have been 
fortunate in judging Afghan Hounds all around the world, 
and I can honestly say they are one of my favourite breeds 
to judge! Their proud attitude, and complex combination of 
structure, breed type and original breed characteristics make 
them unique in the world of dogs. For me there is a rewarding 
challenge in searching for the essence of what makes an 
Afghan Hound true to it’s noble heritage. You can never take 
anything for granted in the company of Afghan Hounds!
I studied languages, literature, theatre and drama at the 
University of Stockholm, and now work as an editor in 
magazine publishing. We live in Stockholm, and have a house 
and garden in the country. Apart from the dogs I also enjoy 
everything horticultural and to work in my garden (so does 
the dogs!). Food, books, music and travel are also high on my 
list of things to enjoy.
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adults. But I´m banned from all the grooming since she thinks 
I´m not as pedantic as she is…
The Afghans goes very well with my IW´s and they love to 
exercise my IW´s around our grounds. Although they not 
always talk the same “language”. 
Apart from our Afghans and IWs we also have two boys, 
Johannes 11 years and Andreas 16 years and not to forget our 
two Norwegian Forestcats which takes the rest of my spare 
time. Because of my accident I only work part time as a Senior 
Adviser to the board of a Swedish Retail bank called SEB.
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Roberto Posa (Italy)
Born 10.04.5� in Basel. Switzerland Double nationality : 
Italian and Swiss School an studies in Switzerland and USA 

Profession: economist.
FCI judge since 1981.
Recently licensed to judge 
the FCI Group 10.
Judging in almost every 
European country national 
and international shows as 
well as national specialties 
in Italy. France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Austria, 
Holland, Finland, Sweden 
and Norway.
Specialties in USA and 
Australia.
Breeding and owning 
Afghans since 197� having 
won over 150 champion 
titles, many Afghans of the 
year awards top sighthound 
award and even top winning 

dog all breed in 96. Since 1997 I own greyhounds and last year 
I had my first Greyhound litter.
Now I own only two old Afghan champions and four 
Greyhounds champions and one young import from Russia.

Erica Rodde (Germany)
For �7 years I am allowed?to judge Afghan Hounds. I have 
judged in Netherland, Belgium, Swiss, Austria, Latvia, 
Finniand, Sweden, Norway, Great Britain, USA, Australia and 
New Zealand.
I have bred our first litter in 1963. Since then Katwiga (our 
kennel name) bred 89 litters and up to now 1�6 champions. 
Since 8 years our daughter Silvia Flohr is coowner in our 
kennel.
For our club I have worked as studbook leader, breed leader 
and superviser.
I am now 78 years and don’t know whether I will still alive in 
�008. 

Edwina Thomas (Marechal - South Africa)
I have been involved in purebred dogs all my life firstly in 
Australia and more recently in SA. I started obedience training 
with a Cocker Spaniel in 1970. I became involved in showing 
in 1971 and quickly made up my first breed Champion in 
197�, the same English Cocker Spaniel. 
I rapidly became enamoured with the American Cocker 
Spaniel as a breed and purchased a puppy from the second 
litter born in Australia, in 1973. I imported several dogs from 
the UK, USA and New Zealand and have bred, in partnership 
with my sisters Roslyn and Erica, approximately *** American 
Cocker Champions. 
Along the way Standard Poodles added themselves to the 
family as well as a few Miniatures and Toys. Again Marechal 
has bred approximately *** Champion Standards.
I also bred Afghan Hounds under the “Doyen” prefix for many 
years in Australia, producing approximately 30 Champions 
as well as providing foundation stock for many other very 
successful kennels. Some of the great names I have been 
involved with are Aust and NZ Ch Tadjik Shikari, Ch’s Aries 
My Stars, Doyen Drunkn Disordrly, D. In the Spotlite, D. In 
the Footlites,  Ch. Calahorra Ice Age, just to name a very few 
of the many.
Two Afghans from Australia accompanied me to SA and from 
these I have bred � litters here, producing the top winning 
Ch Marechal Sangoma and the newly made up Ch Marechal 
African Footprint – the most successful Puppy and Junior 
Afghan Hound from �00�/�003..
When I arrived in SA I was lucky enough to spot the wonderful 
P o m e r a n i a n 
M o n i l e n e 
Parucha in the 
kennels of Mrs 
Maartens, and 
managed to 
convince Mrs 
Maartens to 
let me show 
Parucha for her.
“Ferret” is now 
Internat iona l 
and SA 
C h a m p i o n 
World Winner 
�001 Monilene 
Parucha and is 
the top winning 
show dog 
in the history of South Africa, having won the three most 
prestigious awards in SA dogdom in the same year (�001), 
Goldfields Kennels Club Dog of the Year, KUSA Showdog 
of the Year and the Animaltalk Top 100 Competition. Ferret 
won the Group at Goldfields twice, the second occasion being 
her final showring appearance, last year. Ferret and I went to 
the FCI World Show in Portugal in �001 and returned with 
the coveted World Winner title.
Also in �001 Australian Grand Champion Marechal 
Affirmation, a black American Cocker bitch was Top Gundog 
in Australia, and Am and Aust Ch Picardy My Marechal, a 
white standard Poodle, was Top Standard Poodle in the USA. 

DQ
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Affirmation has completed her American Championship 
in the last few weeks and is enjoying a spectacular career in 
America. Her brother and sisiter are with me now in SA>
More recently I have enjoyed success with another Monilene 
Pom – Ch Monilene David who has already won 4 Best in 
Show awards 
I believe in promoting all aspects of dogs to the general public 
and have always been happy to be involved in community 
activities involving dogs. Very shortly after arriving here I 
participated with Ferret and Eilish (Ch Doyen Riverdance) in 
shopping centre events to publicize the upcoming Goldfields 
show, the Rand Show dog stands, the World of Dogs and Cats 
Discover Dogs stands and various other such events. Eilish is 
a Canine Good Citizen.
At dog shows I am always eager to tell the public about the 
different breeds and give of my experience freely in the form 
of referrals and advice.
I am also a Championship Show judge for all breeds/groups and 
BIS. I have judged in UK, USA New Zealand, South Africa, 
Zimbabwe, all States of Australia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, 
and Finland on many occasions, and have a very high profile 
internationally especially as a Poodle and Sighthound judge. I 
was the first Australian to judge at an International Show in 
Norway, and have now judged at these events 7 times, was the 
first Australian to judge the Poodle Club of Denmark and have 
done so on 3 occasions so far. I have judged the Great Dane 
Club of Denmark, The Irish Wolfhound Specialty in NSW, 
the Northern American Cocker Club in the UK, the Swedish 
and Norwegian Sighthound Specialties, and the Finnish 
Tibetan Breeds Association �5th Anniversary Show. I have 
judged at International shows in Denmark on 8 occasions. I 
judged the Afghan Specialty hekd with the World Congress 
in Denmark. 
I am on the Committees of SALKA and Jubilee Toy Dog 
Club and fill the position of Show Manager at their shows. I 
lecture on American and English Cockers, Afghan Hounds, 
Poodles and Tibetan Terriers and was heavily involved in the 
RNSWCC Judges Training Scheme as a lecturer and assessor. 
Through these commitments I feel I have given something 
back to the dogworld which has been so generous to me over 
the years.

Steven Wheeler (Australia)
Afghans have been a passion for longer than I wish to 
remember. I have been involved with Afghan Hounds for 30 
years and hate to say it, but I now consider myself an old timer, 
although still very young at heart. 
I started in the sport in my late teens and very quickly gathered 
momentum and took to the show scene with great enthusiasm 
and always showed and presented my dogs in a professional 
manner. 
I bred my first litter almost thirty years ago and my last Afghan 
litter was three years ago. The bitch that I retained I have in 
co ownership with Dominique Daniel from France. Grace as 
she is called has recently finished her Swedish Championship 
from just four appearances in the ring. 
I have bred some quite famous Afghans under the Jacosta 
prefix, to mention a few, Balenciaga, Old Spice, Nite Moves, 
Strike me Handsum and Wrenegade in Red just to mention a 

few. All those mentioned have numerous famous litter mates. 
From the early years it was my intention to import and follow 
the Australian tradition set by the early breeders. Australian 
breeders have gained a reputation for quality Afghan Hounds. 
Over the years imports arrived and were blended into Jacosta. 
My last import was a famous bitch from the US. Although she 
was only bred the once her offspring from Wrenagade in Red 
have had a huge impact around the world. The young Pablo, 
bred by Philippe Gallardo is a grandson of this combination.  
I have bred or owned some 50 Champions over the years, 
although not a huge breeder compared to many. The sport 

has been good to 
me, I have bred and 
owned numerous 
multiple Best In 
Show winners at 
both Speciality and 
All Breeds level, 
dogs owned or bred 
by Jacosta have won 
over 100 BIS’s. 
I started judging 
with Afghans in 
the early 80’s and 
now judge some 30 
breeds. I have been 
very fortunate and 
judged numerous 
Afghan specialities 
all over the world 
and this has allowed 

me the opportunity to not only see some great Afghans but it 
helped to develop the reputation of Jacosta. 
I moved to Sweden in �000 and now enjoy a different 
prospective in dogs. I now live with 5 Poodles and this breed 
has truly captured my heart. 
In �004 I commenced Scandinavian Sighthounds the journal. 
This wonderful Sighthound publication is now heading into 
it’s third year and has quickly gathered momentum around the 
world as one of the leading Sighthound publications. 
I appreciate the nomination for your show and hope that I 
will be successful, it has been many years since I judged my 
breed in the UK, it would be interesting to see how the breed 
has developed. 

Terry Wilcox (Australia)
Ada and I procured our first Afghan puppy to show in 1970. 
This pup was an absolute show stopper and remains unequalled 
today for Puppy in Show awards, hence we were hooked.  
The serendipitous blending of our heavily line bred UK 
bloodlines to Coastwind, resulted in offspring “Alaqadar 
Defauves, Chiaroscuro and Arabesque” also innate show 
dogs.  These individuals dominated the local scene for almost 
a decade and have influenced many of the major Australian 
kennels of today and are now also found in most countries of 
the world. 
By the 1980’s our family had arrived with both girls inheriting 
the “I want a pony” gene. We dropped out of the competitive 
aspect of  showing, returning in 1989 where we complimented 
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our older lines with a brother/sister of Jalalabad breeding ( 
UK, European breeding). Ch. Jalalabad 
Initiator went on to win “Australasian Show dog of the year”, 
with the sister Indisputable becoming our current breeding 
line. We have imported frozen semen from both the USA and 

New Zealand with 
resulting solitaire 
pups in each litter. 
I obtained my 
Hound License 
in 1979, my main 
interest being sight 
hounds. I have 
judged Afghans 
in New Zealand, 
Germany and all 
states of Australia.    
In 1996 I set 
up the website 
afghanhoundsoz.
com.au to promote 

Australian Afghans.  After judging Afghans in New Zealand 
later that year, I was moved to document and register the 
diminishing attributes of the breed in Australia.    This 
prompted the setting up of the Pedigree Plus digital database. 
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This program is designed to provide archival photographs of 
pedigrees in conjunction with text based pedigrees, It also 
provides snapshots of kennels collating 
available photos, and videos. This component of the program 
has been adapted to accept a wide range of video formats and 
provides several unique features for the study of movement.
The program was written by Alex Ip and is basically a non 
profit venture. 
I have served as Secretary and Vice president of the AHCV 
Inc. and am currently this clubs National Afghan Hound 
Breed Council Representative.     
I am a sculptor and in 1994 I returned to RMIT studying lost 
wax bronze casting. I presented a limited edition of some �0 
Afghan bronzes at the San Diego Afghan Congress 1995. 
My current involvement focuses around building a digital 
video database of historical Afghans. This was the basis of my 
CD on movement presented at the South African Congress 
�005. 
We are active breeders and compete at Australian Specialties. 
We have traveled annually for the last decade around the 
globe following the current developments of the breed, always 
seeking lines to compliment our current linebred stock.  
Ada and I are currently owned by six Afghans.

Science vs Good Sense in Dog Breeding
by Goran Bodegard 

The following article was originally published in “Sighthound” 
in the March/April 1982 edition and is reproduced here with 
permission of the publisher.

The basic task for Natural Science is to study nature, 
understand and explain it, and that way draw conclusions on 
how to influence and control it. This sequence is very evident 
to us in the medical field where the inner knowledge of a 
disease and its pathophysiology provides us with means for 
interfering and treatment
But what about dog breeding and genetics? It is not rare 
that genetic scientists consulted by the dog world give pretty 
strong advice against all forms of inbreeding. They seem to 
base their opinion on a totally different basic view than is 
prevalent among breeders aiming for better show dogs. The 
advice given by the genetic scientists heads for sound breeding 
in the respect that defects should be avoided and only strong 
vitality is to be aimed for. This is important for instance in beef 
cattle breeding and so on.
It is difficult to make a genetic scientist really listen to what we 
- in show dogs - all know about the advantages of inbreeding. 
A vast amount of experience and good sense and wisdom is 
very often totally disregarded since it is not presented in a 
well documented statistical way. And still some of our wisdom 
can be rather easily understood if a bit of scientific thinking 
is applied to it
The dangers of inbreeding are mostly very well known by 
the experienced breeder. If your line has some nasty defects 

that you know of, it is wise not to inbreed if you do not want 
them to crop up. But still the only way to try your line for 
possible bad traits and defects and to really get rid of them 
is to inbreed every now and then. If a breeder can stand that 
a litter will present him with the genetic bad truth of his 
dogs he must inbreed. lf he wants to get rid of the bad he 
must not stop after his first “experimental” inbred litter but 
go on with the good ones from that litter even if there were 
shockers and malformations in the others of the litter. It is 
important to remember that it is not dangerous to inbreed of 
course, especially not if the breeder’s morals are high enough 
to prevent him from presenting the results of his experiments 
on the market When this stage of experiment is passed he 
can very proudly present to the world the result of his work. 
If an inbred litter is very uneven regarding types, quality and 
specific traits that must be taken as a proof for a wide genetic 
base in the parent generation and there should thus be little 
risk for inbreeding depressions. If continuous inbreeding has 
produced very even (and at the best very good) stock one 
might think that future breeding and planning should be very 
easy because one is tempted to say that what we have in front 
of us in the dogs also must be the whole genetic truth.
This may be so but some people have noted that very inbred 
good dogs sometimes produce very bad ones when put to 
another strain and the progeny does not make sense showing 
things which certainly are not to be seen in either of the parents 
and their families. This is due to the fact that close inbreeding 
and selection for some generations not only “cultures” a certain 
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genetic purity of good but even possibly cultures some genetic 
repression of bad things which still are hidden although not 
visible due to massive repression of it When such an inbred 
dog is put to a bitch without his repressive genes, the progeny 
can show traits from the dog which have not been seen for 
generations.
This may be a reason for the common knowledge that some 
types and strains do not “blend” although it is not easily 
understood from the looks of the parents themselves. An 
attempt to improve one’s stock by using a totally unrelated 
dog to a pure strain because he has got that specific quality 
wanted might lead to a horrible first generation due to 
cracking up of the effect of the repressing genes in the pure 
family-and few dare go on from this litter of shockers and 
the poor breeder knows that his family did not blend. Such 
experiences (expensive and frustrating as they are) often put 
an end to attempts to improve and further give inbreeding 
a bad reputation even though the outcross litter was full of 
vital and healthy, although ugly, animals (because there were 
no good ones and that was what we aimed at). At the best the 
breeder of the pure family at least now knows that his family 
of dogs still carries hidden bad traits which ordinarily do not 
show because of the repressive genes and that can, of course, 
be handled too.
A couple of years ago at a big banquet after the Stockholm 
International Show, I was placed at the table next to one of the 
great English breeders of gundogs. I was very content since I 
have a big liking for this special sort of person. This elderly 
English lady possessed the unique combination of refinement 
and strength, experience and sense. She was just rearing 
puppies from her 36th generation and although one of the all 
time greatest in her breed, she noted jokingly that “obviously 
I have not done that well since nobody has poisoned my dogs 
yet I asked her what she thought was important in successful 
dog breeding and she replied, “The bitch line! I always keep 
the best bitch in a litter even if there is a dog puppy, if I cannot 
keep them both.
I could not help feeling tired at this comment There again this 
unscientific talking about “bitches” and “bitch lines” I had the 
choice to say either that it was interesting to hear and drop 
the subject or fight her a bit with my scientific approach. This 
particular lady induced me somehow to choose the second 
alternative and I started a lecture on mitosis and meiosis and 
inheritance of equal amount of genetic substance from father 
and mother and so on.
She listened politely and then said that all that might be very 
true but still she had found a good bitch to be a better breed 
animal than a good dog and that she was not going to change 
her views or ways of making use of them because there were 
scientific arguments against it “Maybe science does not know 
the hole truth and there is more for science to learn.
A male is made up of his genetic basis as is the female. The male 
however will get his genetic anatomy modified by his special 
hormonal situation - as well as the female by hers. However, 
in show dogs, we often look for certain qualities which might 
be the ones added by the male hormonal influence (proudness 
of neck, a little extra length and exaggeration here and there). 
A male showing all of the show dog qualities could either 
have them due to his basic genetic substance or due to the 

modification produced by his hormonal influence. A bitch. on 
the other hand, showing all the “extras” is likely to really have 
them genetically based and thus be able to pass them on to 
her progeny. Could it thus be that the good bitch is a better 
breeding animal due to this kind of reasoning? What you see 
in a bitch is most likely to be genetically there since she is not 
helped by her hormones in this way, and perhaps this is not 
necessarily so in the top show male. (A basset breeder once 
said that some of the best show bitches who were competitive 
with the males were very irregular in their seasons and very 
often did not conceive and he drew his own conclusion for 
this when he heard the reasoning above.)
Another one of these little old ladies who seemed to “know 
how” but never scientifically proved what she knew, was a 
beautiful lady from the Continent. She too was working on 
a high numbered generation and was equally successful. I 
asked her why she thought the bitch line was so important 
She said that she did not really know but she had found that 
“quality” was only securely inherited on the bitch side. When 
she was planning a litter she always looked for a maternal 
uncle or maternal nephew for her first choice as stud dog. If 
the bitch to be mated was full of quality herself she did not 
mind the uncle or nephew to be a bit coarse (on the contrary 
that helped to add or preserve a good combination of quality 
and substance she thought). She would rather take a coarse 
uncle or nephew if the bitch was full of quality but lacked in 
substance than picking an unrelated dog with even an optimal 
combination of quality and substance. She was very eager to 
point out that if your bitch line had lost its quality it was much 
better to start all over again with something new than to try to 
rescue it because what is gone is gone when it does not show 
anymore in the bitches and is not hidden somewhere in the 
unseen genetic substance.
“Quality” is a very difficult concept to define but most of 
us know what we mean with it - although a lot of us have 
different and personal views on what we prefer and consider 
quality traits. (Which may be a good explanation for why 
certain breeders seem to stick to and breed a very particular 
and “own” type of dog.)
If one combines the experiences and wisdom of these two 
ladies, I think it is possible to not only accept and respect what 
they say, but to understand a little. Surely in many breeds, 
breeding based on males is very successful and the “bitch-line-
thinking” does not seem to be of great importance. But there 
are many more breeds where the successful breeding can be 
traced to this kind of thinking no matter what genetic science 
says about inheriting equal parts from mother and father and 
the dangers of inbreeding.
There seems to be rather little organized and published 
knowledge on inheritance of the good things in dog breeding. 
This in spite of the fact that a lot of breeders “know how” 
to breed and improve and how to void. That is indeed a pity 
because as the English lady said “. . . there is more for science 
to learn.”
It is indeed a sad thing when genetic discussions among dog 
people end up at the level of blaming that dog for having 
produced that fault or that bitch for having given all the 
points. There is so much more. 

Goran Bodegard - Sweden

Science vs Good Sense in Dog Breeding
by Goran Bodegard 
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JHANSI ADAMS, S.A. & MR W. ADAMS, 6 THE PARK, KEYSTON, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE,
 PE�8 0RD. Tel: 0183� 710604. Email: jhansi�@gmail.com
ANDIZHAN ANDREW, S. , ‘BARBARY’, THE CHAPEL HOUSE, ASHBOURNE ROAD, BRADNOP, 
 STAFFORDSHIRE, ST13 7NH. Tel: 01538 386070. Email: stuey@andizhan.freeserve.co.uk
KAZDANABAD APPLEBY, L. & MR J. MINCHIN, 101 DONNYCARNEY ROAD, DUBLIN 9, REPUBLIC OF
 IRELAND, Tel: 00 3531 83�7��4. Email: lynappleby@eircom.net
NORMARAND BARBER, M & MR N. BARBER, 9 DANESWOOD AVENUE, WHITWORTH, ROCHDALE,
 LANCASHIRE, , 0L1� 8UY. Tel: 01706 343776.
KINDJARA BARNETT, P. , KINDJARA, �4 OREGON WAY, CHADDESDEN, DERBY, DE�1 6UJ. Tel: 0133� 675340.
 BAUCUTT, B. & MR L. BAUCUTT, LINRIC, BARDNEY ROAD, WRAGBY, MARKET RASEN,
 LINCOLNSHIRE, LN8 5QZ. Tel: 01673 857535. Email: lewis_baucutt@yahoo.co.uk
PASHTARI BLOOR, J. & MRS M. BLOOR, BAY TREE COTTAGE, �6 BEAUVALE, NEWTHORPE,
 NOTTINGHAM,  NG16 �EY. Tel: 01773 715054. Email: john@pashtari.co.uk
SACHEVERELL BOOTH-THOMSON, M. , THE BEECHES, 15� MAIN ROAD, SMALLEY GREEN, DERBYSHIRE, 
  DE7 6DT. Tel: 0133� 88�807. Email: monica.allan@virgin.net.
NYANZA CHARLTON, A. & MRS S. CHARLTON, 39 BROOKLAND TERRACE, NEW YORK, NORTH
 SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR,  NE�9 8DS. Tel: 0191 �57 765�. Email: susan@nyanza.fsbusiness.co.uk
ZARAM CHEESMAN, C. & MR T CHEESMAN, 44 WHITTLE CLOSE, BILTON, RUGBY, WARWICKSHIRE, 
 CV�� 6JR. Tel: 01788 336113. Email: carolyn.cheesman@ntlworld.com
KAJAKI CRONK, S. & MR T. CRONK, 45 HILLINGDON RISE, SEVENOAKS, KENT, TN13 3RE.
 Tel: 0173� 458344. Email: telsue@hotmail.com
MOGELL ELLIS, S & MR M ELLIS, “MOGELL”, 36 PATRICIA DRIVE, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX, , RM11 3RU. 
 01708 508099. Email: mogellafgans@home36�000.fsnet.co.uk
NUMA EVANS, D. & MR B. HILLIER, 4 FOWEY, FRESHBROOK, SWINDON, WILTSHIRE, SN5 8QP.
 Tel: 01793 486698. Email: us@numa-afghans.fsnet.co.uk.
SHAZELL GILES, G. , 7 STANHOPE HOUSE, LICHFIELD STREET, TAMWORTH, STAFFORDSHIRE, 
 B79 7BN. Tel: 018�7 311�90. Email: giles690@aol.com
DAVLEN HAYWOOD, G. , �6 VALLEY ROAD, OVERSEAL, SWADLINCOTE, DERBYSHIRE,  DE1� 6NL.
 Tel: 01�83 760597.
SUZAPH KEMP, N. & MRS S. KEMP, 46 WILLOW GROVE, RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX, HA4 6DF. Tel: 01895 6�1758.
 Email: suzaphafghans@hotmail.co.uk
JHANSI KIRKHAM, R. & MR M HIGGINBOTTOM, ROSE COTTAGE, WREXHAM ROAD, BULKELEY,   
 MALPAS, CHESHIRE, SY14 8BW. Tel: 018�9 7�019�.
MONGKUT LANE, E. & MISS W. LANE, KIMBERLEY, CEMETERY ROAD, NORTH SOMERCOTES, LOUTH, 
 LINCOLNSHIRE, LN11 7NR. Tel: 01507 35816�. Email: wendy.lane@tesco.net
TULAK McCORMACK, V. & Mr M CUMMINGS, VALHALLA, CLIMPY, FORTH, LANARK, ML11 8EN.
 Tel: 01555 811787. Email: Val_Tulak@btopenworld.com
DARGAI McPHILLIPS, B & MRS J McPHILLIPS, 133 CLEMENT RISE, DEDRIDGE, LIVINGSTON, 
 EH54 6LP. Tel: 01506 413370. Email: afghansatdargai@aol.com
ARMIRYA MOIR, I. , 76 BIRCHWAY AVENUE, LAYTON, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE, FY� 8EY.
 Tel: 01�53 30�3�9.
ELANGENI MOTTERSHAW, P. & MR S. MOTTERSHAW, LA VIEILLE GUILLEAUMERIE, ST SAVIOUR,
 JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS, , JE� 7HQ. Tel: 01534 86�187. Email: elangeni@jerseymail.co.uk
SHIMALMA NEWTON, L. & MR T. NEWTON, “SHIMALMA”, 7� NETHERMOOR ROAD, NEW TUPTON,
 CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE, S4� 6EN. Tel: 01�46 861409. Email: lynne@shimalma.fsnet.co.uk
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 CV36 5HG. Tel: 01608 685110. Email: davids.paton@virgin.net
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 YORKSHIRE, S65 3ST. Tel: 01709 850360 Email: LyndaRace@aol.com.
TAYGHARN TAYLOR, J. & MRS B. TAYLOR, �04 HOOK LANE, WELLING, KENT, DA16 �NY. Tel: 0�08 303 8893.
 Email: taygharn1@aol.com
RENZA THOMAS, T., FOXHOLLOW, CLEEVE ROAD, MIDDLE LITTLETON, NR EVESHAM, 
 WORCESTERSHIRE, WR11 8 JT. Tel: 01386 834191. Email: renza.afghans@btopenworld.com
GOTHIKA TWENTYMAN, J.A. & MR R THOMPSON, SEBASTIAN, 95 ELTERWATER MOOR CLOSE,
 WORKINGTON, CUMBRIA, CA14 3LG. Tel: 01900 607387. Email: gothikaafghans@aol.com
PLAYFERE WILSON, MR M. & MRS J. WILSON, 53 LARCH WAY, BROCKWELL, CHESTERFIELD,
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